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If cultural differences did not imply a threat to equality, working with them would imply a mere luxury
to indulge ourselves in the beauty of diversity and make our world bigger and more colourful.
However, as it is today, differences often imply barriers in effectively accessing education, failure in
recognizing the real needs and potential of children, and breaks in communication and mutual
acceptance.
We believe that to fully engage in equity literacy, we have to start by exploring how cultural
differences interfere with the way we perceive and understand each other. To do this, we invite the
readers into exploring eight sensitive zones around which misunderstandings and tensions gather.
We explore the eight sensitive zones through stories of parents and teachers of 3-8 years old
children in Austria, Cyprus, France, Italy and Spain. Stories, which often accompanied by feelings of
surprise, shame, shock or amusement made them realise how culture does matter.
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PREFACE: The “otherness” at school
The European project BODI and this manual, invite us to think about the childhood and the
diversity within the framework of school. In this sense, they represent an opportunity to revisit a
fundamental problematic of our life in society: the coexistence from and through our differences.
Academic research has come a long way to show how scenarios where children interact everyday,
are characterized by the encounter, the conflict and the negotiation with otherness. Between these
scenarios, schools would have a place of particular relevance. In particular, regarding the context
surrounding the educational institution and defining their primary policies – context characterized
by globalization, advanced capitalism, increased inequalities, migrations and other processes of
high complexity. But also considering the role of the educational institution in socialization and
social mobility; and the no less important element of daily time spend by children in there,
interacting with other members of the society – pairs and adults.
Having considered all these factors it is not difficult to define schools as places of cultural crosses
and frictions, but certainly, this is insufficient. The school is not only a container for the differences,
but it is also a place for the production of ‘the different’. Keep in mind this creative role is critical in
at least two senses. One the one hand, because it let us complexify the reductionist argument
pointing to migrant children – or children with a "migration background" (Seele, 2012) – as the
source of tensions within institutions. On the other hand, because it enables us to rethink what
allows some schools communities to be considered as ‘homogeneous’, by the analysis of the
impact it has and had segregation on them.
Thus, it is indispensable to challenge arguments promoting a static and deterministic perspective
about cultures, which contribute to a distinction between them and to their hierarchy. The
arrangement of diverse elements that we identified, and at the same time we set, as ‘one culture’,
is neither homogenous nor timeless. On the contrary, culture is a dynamic and unfinished process
and therefore it doesn't have ‘representatives’. Each life path is a particular exercise of multipositioning regarding our cultural references, which are contingent and arbitrary. As stated by
Belén Agrela (2004) "people are not perpetual prisoners of their cultural backgrounds, and neither
has the same experiences, even if we insist on fit them under the same category."(p. 39).
Furthermore, it becomes unavoidable to raise the issue of intersectionality. This is the joint action,
mutually constituent and contextual, of categories as race, ethnicity, class, gender, sex, age and
dis/ability. Since the particular configuration of these categories intersection in every life, gives
origin to experiences that range from inequity to privilege. Then when we talk about the
production of otherness, we must be attentive to the normalization of difference, and the
experiences of being in the world that results from it. Mainly to those marked by discrimination,
sexism, racism and xenophobia.
That said, once put into consideration the dual role of school as a setting and as a producer of the
otherness, every effort to transform the exclusionary consequences of this dynamic requires the
involvement of all actors in school communities: principals, teachers, parents, guardians, students.
It's not a revelation that the exercise of schools ‘double role’, happens on the basis built by the
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relation between these actors. However, we cannot forget that in this issue, policymakers and their
plans and programs for educational institutions have a critical participation.
In the European context, the primary objective of education policy –the transversality of
instruction's quality for all students, regardless their differences, to achieve social and economic
mobility- finds obstacles in certain discourses and practices within educational institutions.
Notably, discrimination and racism have shown adverse effects on equal access to education and
in academic success (Forrest et al., 2016, Shimomura, 2014). Consequently, the contribution of
education to social justice also depends on the exploitation of its potential as maker and
implementer of strategies for the valuation of, and the understanding between, the differences. Of
course, this does not mean renouncing to the goal of equal transmission of knowledge. That kind
of gesture may end up legitimizing and normalizing the disproportionality and the segregation
that already exists within educational systems. Rather the idea is to put the main goal in
perspective with the fact that every child, every student, is an intricate and particular universe; and
he/she understands and interacts with others from such complexity.
To accomplish this effort, those who are called more strongly to action are the teachers. They - the
most direct translators of educational policy and the visible face of the institution in front of the
students and their families - are considered crucial in the battle against all type of discriminations
within the school. In this regard, their actions and omissions that contribute to socializing and
normalizing exclusions are a matter of concern. Therefore, is imperative a teacher training
responding to the multicultural and unequal contexts where the professionals will be working. We
need a formation that delivers tools to future teachers in at least two levels: problematisation of
their location in the world and their own biases; and the promotion of interculturality and social
justice.
Everything indicated here allow us to appreciate the significance of the relationship between the
educational institution and the students, especially when these last ones are experiencing their
early childhood and childhood. We can comprehend how much is at stake in that relationship,
being so connected with the possibilities of building a basis of coexistence with respect and
appreciation for diversity. However, if common sense leads us to think that schools are the first
place of socialization outside family and children replicate their values and patterns of action in a
mechanical way, the theoretical and ethnographic research of Claudia Seele (2012) gives us
elements to enrich this understanding.
From her work, Seele claims that in the processes of identity configuration, children participate
creatively at the circulation of racialisations, ethnicizations, and genderisations. In their daily
interactions, children not only reproduce dominant speeches, but they rework and transform them
as strategies of positioning and negotiation; and also as instruments for sociality. Nonetheless – as
Seele assert – integrate the problematic of children's agency to the discussion, does not mean to
relativize the role of educational institutions. Without a doubt, they play an important part
regarding the prevention and transformation of the gestures of disdain, rejection or exoticisation
of otherness within its borders. At this point, I would like to remember that the intervention in the
middle of hostile actions and discourse touching otherness, demands the commitment of all actors
of school communities, and among them, the participation of parents or guardians is crucial.
Unfortunately, whether the uncertainty of parents or guardians about their role concerning school,
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the familiar and professional vicissitudes of daily life or the lack of formal and informal instances for
the encounter, this standard of participation is hard to reach. Sometimes, what we denominated
‘school community’ includes null or very limited spaces of dialogue between its members, thus the
complementary role of families in this intervention remain restricted.
From my perspective, the great aggravating of this situation is that families are the first guides, the
first transmitting agents, and the first educators of those children who the school receives today. Is
in them where we can find the coordinates of children's past with which the school interacts in the
present, and we need strategies so that they become intelligible for educators. In that regard,
between the manifolds suggestions of the volume “Culturally responsive classroom management
strategies” (2008) from Metropolitan Center for Urban Education of NYU, one especially caught
BODI team attention and mine.
The suggestion is inspiring, simple and adaptable. It consists in making with the students a project
about their family history, to be shared with their teachers and classmates. While the volume does
not provide greater specificity, regarding the age range targeted by BODI project– children
between three and eight years –it seems plausible to start the school year asking the student to
draw or to write about their lives and those of their families, and develop this dynamic throughout
the annual period. On the one hand, this could help teachers to know their student better and to
accompany their educational process in a more sensitive way taking into account their life
trajectories and its significant events. On the other hand, this could also help their pairs of learning
and recreation, to open themselves to the multiplicity of the humanity and the diversity of their life
experiences.
This proposal, neither sophisticated nor difficult to implement, seems to represent an enormous
opportunity for affirmation and reunion: Not only allows children to communicate their universe
and lives with their own tools of expression, but it brings to school their families, their history, and
their memories. From there, it is possible to fill the classroom with everything that remains unsaid
and to make visible the missing pieces of the complex puzzle that we all are, regardless of our age.
Although this puzzle is in motion and does not give definite clues, at least it can provide a
platform to start to build links from and through our differences.
This manual is rich in ideas as this one, and many others. It is made by sensitive professionals
committed to the transformations that today's world demands. Accordingly, it represents a call to
suspend the mechanical approach in our attempts to explain and to define actions in the face of
situations that we identify as ‘conflicting’. On the contrary, encourages us to ask ourselves about
the embodied histories related to the tensions and daily problems at school.
It is my belief, that the power of BODI project is their interpretive framework that is not satisfied
with a celebration of a "culturalist" interpretation, neither with the criticism of their paths. An
interpretative framework which puts in the analysis of the so-called "critical incidents" (CohenEmerique, 2015), an approach that integrates the connection between interculturality and
intersectionality, and therefore proposes as equally indispensable the promotion of diversity and
the denunciation of inequality. Consequently, this manual is a guide and a fundamental support for
those working in schools nowadays.
Belén Rojas Silva
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Introduction to the methodology
Why focus on cultural differences?
Do cultural differences have an impact on the life of pre-primary schools? Or are these the happy
years where culture, prejudice do not interfere yet? Does diversity appear in the life of children,
teachers and parents? And if so, what are its signs? To answer these questions we have launched
different workshops in Spain, Italy and Austria; we also realized more than twenty interviews with
teachers and parents in France and Cyprus. We asked about experiences where they were
surprised by the behaviour of other people, where they felt they could not make sense of the
other. This is not an easy exercise. Nowadays we rarely allow ourselves to be surprised by the
behaviour of another, mainly for fear of being judged as the one who makes judgments or who is
xenophobic etc. However there’s no wrong in being surprised. In fact, to pay attention to these
daily surprises can be very enriching for the process of learning about others - and even more for
learning about ourselves. What we find surprising – or even shocking at times - unveils what we
value.
In our search for school partners of the project we sometimes detected certain unease when we
mentioned our focus on cultural differences. Indeed many teachers are concerned that addressing
cultural differences leads to making them look bigger than they are, and even to stigmatizing
those who seem to be different from the majority. These concerns are connected to two possible
risks of focusing on diversity:
1. having a narrow interpretation of culture / diversity that only focuses for example on
ethnicity, religion, nationality (and thereby hiding other factors, such as economical)
2. enlarging or essentialising these differences, blaming those who are different.
The fear of not being appropriately culturally sensitive and politically correct however can have an
adverse effect. If and when there are real cultural differences, we will not be able to learn the
actual meaning of what we saw, we will remain ignorant and unprepared for the following
situations. In fact this thought corresponds to one type of “ethnocentrism”, sometimes called
“universalism” which denies the possibility that significant cultural differences exist. How to solve
then this contradiction, of not generalizing, and not making cultural differences larger than life yet
not denying the possibility of real differences?
Suspending the theoretical debate and changing register to focus on the level of practice, the
method of critical incidents developed by French social psychologist Margalit Cohen-Emerique
offers a passage between these two risks. It proposes an ingenious strategy to uncover the set of
cultural norms, values, behaviours that people bring into an encounter with others, and which filter
the way they interpret and respond to others. Through lifting the often negative emotional haze
surrounding intercultural misunderstanding, it helps to become aware of the illusion of our own
cultural neutrality, and invites us to explore the cultural reference frames in a more objective way,
and opening up a margin for negotiation where prejudice has a lesser role to play.
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How to focus on cultural differences?
Here are some practical recommendations that can help tackling differences in a positive way:
1. Adopt the wide anthropological understanding of “culture” to embrace a great variety
of facets of human action, thinking and identification. Cultural groups are often
connected to nationality or ethnicity, but they can take many forms: social class, gender,
age, sexual orientation, subcultures related to sports, music, but also professional
cultures.
2. Be aware that no culture is homogeneous and static, that they are in permanent
change. There has always been exchange between different cultures, just think of the
traditional dishes and see how many ingredients come from other countries or
continents. Also, try to juxtapose images of your city from today and two hundred years
ago. You will see radical changes that affect the subjective experience and value
system of people creating utterly different worlds in the same place.
3. Acknowledge that each person bears a plurality of cultures and that each individual
acquires and integrates these cultures through their own particular life path.
4. Remember that culture is not the only factor determining our behaviour: it is only one
factor that interacts with situational factors (e.g.: being in a crowd, not having time etc.)
and personality (e.g.: personal predisposition for kindness or aggression).
These suggestions will help address questions of diversity in a positive way, considering
intercultural situations as learning opportunities. Finally, and maybe most importantly we have to
remember, that “difference” is not an inherent characteristic of another person or another group.
In order to speak about differences, we need two sides (at least) whose relative differences we can
detect. Accordingly, we needed a method that helps us uncover differences existing between two
or several patterns. This is why we turned to the methodology proposed by French social
psychologist Margalit Cohen-Emerique which is based on the occurrence of “culture shocks”.

What is a culture shock?
The concept of “culture shock” has been used in a variety of definitions and perspectives, so let’s
clear up how we understand it.
“Culture shock is an interaction with a person or object from a different culture, set in a
specific space and time, which provokes negative or positive cognitive and affective
reactions, a sensation of loss of reference points, a negative representation of oneself and
feeling of lack of approval that can give rise to uneasiness and anger”. (Cohen-Emerique
2015:65)
Let’s pick up some key elements of this definition:
Culture shock is about people’s real experiences, not fantasies, not theories about what could
be a source of clash or tension, but situations that have actually happened where we suspect that
cultural differences may have played a role.
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Emotions point to culture shock: emotions (positive or negative) act as indicators, pointing to the
direction where something important has happened, maybe because it threatens a value or norm
we hold dear, or maybe because it is against our expectations. In any case some emotion
accompanies each experience of culture shock, this is how we can detect that we have just
experienced it. Sometimes it is a diffuse sense of being lost, but it can be a very powerful anger,
disgust, or fascination…
Culture shock can be positive or negative: not all culture shock experiences are negative, some
people experience positive culture shock, for instance when city-dwellers encounter the Yanomami
living in the rainforest, perceiving them as living in a ‘total harmony with nature’. Positive or
negative, the experience tends to motivate us to create a simplistic image of the other instead of
trying to perceive them in all their complexity (yes, the Yanomami live in more harmony with
nature, but they also have their daily fights).
Culture shock can inspire judgments: In some culture shock situation we witness a behaviour that
breaks with a cherished norm (e.g.: someone ending a meal with a loud tasty burp) the
interpretation is almost automatic: how rude, how impolite. In other situations we commit cultural
mistakes, breaking norms and when we are reminded of our mistakes, depending on our character
and the severity of the situation, we may feel ashamed and guilty (“I should have known”). Either
way it is very easy to close a situation by a negative judgment on the other or ourselves. One of
the reasons is that because these situations tend to be unpleasant we try to close them as soon as
possible. Judgment is a good way to do so: we don’t need to investigate, try to understand the
other, because they are fundamentally rude, sexist, authoritarian etc.

How to use culture shock as a research tool?
If culture shocks can reinforce stereotypes, they also have the potential to become a powerful
source of learning, especially if we don’t obey our need to close and quickly forget the situation
but ponder on what may be behind it…
A French teacher working in Korea shared with us the following story:
“I was a French teacher at a military academy in South Korea. It was winter and I was giving my
lesson as usual, but I couldn’t help noticing that most of the cadets had colds and quite a few had
runny noses. None of them attempted to blow their noses and just continued to sniffle throughout
my lesson. I was a bit annoyed by this as it made it difficult to concentrate on my lesson. Finally, I
took out a packet of tissues and attempted to distribute tissues to the students with runny noses
so that they could blow their noses. I was quite surprised when they all refused the tissues because
they clearly needed them. After they refused the tissue, I continued my lesson as usual, but I
remained confused by their reaction1.”
After she finished the lesson, our teacher was brave enough to investigate what happened, and
she ended up discovering, that in Korea it is considered as rude to blow our noses, as it is in
Europe to make the sound of sniffing back the mucus. Both these behaviours have their roots and
explanations, which uncover their rationality. The young boys don’t seem so distasteful and
impolite anymore, as they are obeying an important cultural rule. All in all, in culture shock we
learn about the other, but also about our own culture.
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What’s more, exploring what are the most frequent themes of culture shock - or critical incident helps us to unveil the sensitive zones, which are cultural domains of particular importance,
susceptible to become a source of tension in intercultural contact.

Where do the incidents come from?
In the BODI project our mission was to identify the sensitive zones connected to early childhood
education. To do that, we interviewed teachers working in pre-primary schools, and parents of 3 to
8 year-old children, in Austria, Cyprus, France, Italy and Spain. The incidents were either collected
through workshops or through individual interviews, or the combination of the two. A total of 65
critical incidents have been collected between February and June 2016. We have analysed 48 of
these incidents together with the parents and teachers who narrated them.
The analysis
proceeded according to the grid created by Margalit Cohen-Emerique. This grid has 7 questions
to answer for each incident (see table).
All the critical incidents come from real experiences of teachers or parents, usually implying some
challenges. The situations were analysed together with the narrators according to the analysis grid
developed by Margalit Cohen-Emerique, that we have slightly modified. Each incident starts with
the description of what happened and how the narrator reacted, felt. These descriptions come
directly from the narrators. For each incident we describe who were the actors (narrator and the
person(s) provoking the shock) so you can have an idea of the socio-cultural context. This was not
always easy, as often the narrators don’t have detailed knowledge about the other people in the
situation. However, bulk of the work consists in unveiling the cultural values, the norms that
underlie the behaviour of the narrator and the other protagonists. In exploring the “cultural
references” of the narrator, the parents and teachers have participated actively, helping us identify
what were the key values that influenced the situation. However, when we explore the cultural
references of the other people, we are necessarily in the realm of hypothesis, as these people are
not there with us when we analyse the incidents. Our job is to make the most elaborate
hypothesis possible, but they do remain hypotheses and not complete certainties. In this point we
usually try to include references to general cultural domains, to open the perspectives offered by
the situation, let’s say to learn about femininity or health in an intercultural perspective.
In the following manual you can read the incidents and how they were interpreted, and how we
classified them into 7 main themes or “sensitive zones”.

1

Incident collected by élan interculturel for the BODY project in 2012 (www.bodyproject.eu)
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Question
1. Identities of the people in the interaction
“Who are the actors involved in this cross-cultural situation, what are the elements of their
social identities (age, sex, origin, profession, etc.), what kind of connections are there between
them and within their social groups?”
The aim is to collect precise and objective information about the person who narrates the
shock and the other(s) who triggered the incident. Here we are trying to establish what
differentiates the identities of the people in the interaction.
Challenges: we notice a general lack of information on the person(s) at the origin of the
shock, not by disinterest, but a fear of being intrusive by asking unusual questions.
2. The context
What is the concrete situation/context in which this scene takes place (physical context, social,
psychological, etc.)?
This question asks for a description of the present situation, according importance to the
place where it happens and what that place can communicate. It is also possible to talk about
what happened before to better understand the antecedents that caused the accident.
Challenges: it is complicated for the narrators to describe the situation in a diachronic and
synchronic way; often they are not able to reflect on themselves as an active parts of the
interaction.
3. Emotional reaction
What is the reaction of shock? What are the feelings of the narrator, and what behaviour did
the shock experience trigger – if any?
The purpose here is to explain the feelings and the emotions involved, using them as
indicators that something important was touched, tackled or threatened. The aim is not to get
submerged in these emotions, but to assume their relevance, and through becoming aware of
them to also gain a certain independence from them.
Challenges: we observe here that that most of the narrators remain at a superficial level and
the negative feelings are often denied, neglected. This happens mostly because of the fear of
being judged, for not being “interculturally correct” enough.
4. Frame of references of the narrator
What are the representations, values, norms, ideas, and prejudice i.e. the frame of references
of the person who experienced the shock?
At this point the narrator must find the values that are related at what has caused the shock. It
is important to analyze every possible aspect and theme. Thanks to this question we can see
what the actor thinks about integration and if he/she agrees with the predominant idea, or
not. The actor must consider him/her-self as a normal person and as a professional.
Challenges: we can check that there is an inclination to confuse the values related to the
personal figure and the professional one of the actor. We can also notice a difficulty to
distinguish the values of the “self” and of “the other.”
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Question
5. Perception / judgement of the other
Based on the analysis of point 4, what image / perception / judgement can the narrator have
about the other group (neutral, slightly negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very
positive, real, unreal) etc.?
The perceptions that originate from item number 4 can change without the awareness of the
professional, and they can become positive, negative and/or stigmatizing. Sometimes we
witness a radical change of perspective towards the other.
Challenges: often the professional is aware of a negative image of the other and it is difficult
to compare him/her-self to it.
6. Frame of references of the other(s)
What are the representations, values, norms, prejudice i.e. elements of the frame of
references of the person or group at the source of the narrator’s shock?
The professionals have to make some well-informed hypothesis on the values / norms that
could explain the rationality of the other(s)’ behaviour.
Challenges: the complication in most of the cases is that the professionals don't have any
information about the other group involved and because of this reason they simply take the
data from the "here and now" or attribute stereotypical characters. Such an analysis can be
harmful because it can strengthen the generalisations and simplifications.
7. Conclusions
Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in general
about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
This last point invites us to identify the key learning points in the incident, questions about the
need of mutual adaptation with immigrant populations, the possible points of development in
professional or institutional culture, resources or obstacles for mutual recognition, the
management of conflicts between personal values and preferences and the institutional or
legal frame.
Challenges: The problem at this item is that the actor tends to repeat a descriptive analysis,
made already in the previous six points, without inquiring more about himself or about the
situation.
Table 1: Analysis grid developed by Margalit Cohen-Emerique
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What are the sensitive zones of early childhood
education?
The 48 incidents we analysed evolved around eight different themes:
Physical integrity, violence and parenting: the perception of physical integrity and punishment
for different parenting styles.
Conceptions of acculturation and adaptation: what is expected from migrants and members of
minority, how they try or refuse to adapt, and what dynamics these generate.
Racism, prejudice in the young and the adult: how children learn to make difference based on
skin colour and how adults are still victims and perpetrators of judgment and differentiation.
Interpretations and approaches to health and hygiene: what is considered clean or dirty, healthy
or unhealthy in different cultures.
Manners, how and what to eat: how different behaviours and techniques at the table are
perceived as rude by others.
Religion: what we believe, why and what that implies: religious beliefs, but mostly what other
people believe about others’ religious believes.
Gender and sexuality: children’s first explorations of the body, what is seen as taboo by adults,
and how our expectations towards boys and girls differ (how the gender stereotypes affect the way
boys and girls live).
Social class and poverty: poverty or social class is as strong a cultural border as nationality, but is
often neglected. Sometimes we try to interpret conflicts stemming from economic differences as
cultural, thereby running the risk of culturalisation. This chapter calls the attention to this risk.
Some incidents are clearly connected to several themes, while some others mostly to one. In the
following sections, you can read the collected incidents classified according to the themes they are
connected to, and for each theme you can read a short introduction offering some references if
you wish to learn more.

References:
Cohen-Emerique, Margalit 2015 Pour une approche interculturelle en travail social Théories et pratiques 2nd edition
Rennes: PRESSES DE L’ÉCOLE DES HAUTES ÉTUDES EN SANTÉ PUBLIQUE
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Chapter 1: Physical integrity, violence and parenting
Are children violent? Why children are violent…
We have identified several critical incidents implying physical violence. Before we plunge into this
subject, we need to concentrate on our target group’s specificity during our fieldwork. Our study
focuses on cultural manifestations that can be observed in infancy. We should be aware that, from
the point of view of evolutionary psychology, children are in the middle of a discovery process. It is
for some the first contact with education or even with an institution. They are making their first
steps toward socializing and trying to learn and decipher the standards by which people live
together. Though this learning can be interesting, it is also likely to raise anxiety and frustration in
young children2. They discover the world in a manner still unrefined and they keep using touch
and limit testing as their favourite exploration tools. Thus far, children do not know complex ways
to canalise and evacuate their energy, like adults use abstract thinking, which results in angers that
might lead to episodes that the adults describe as violent: children pull, hit, bite, howl to show
their misunderstanding and dissatisfaction3.
But what happens when adults resort to physical towards a child?
In the incident “the Slap”4 we read
“I asked the father to come into the classroom because I needed to talk to him about something.
(…)I started explaining what the situation was in a very polite way. The boy was there by his father.
Before I get the chance to explain the whole story, the father hit his son so hard that he fell to the
ground.”
In order to understand the complex intersection between culture, parental punishment and
violence, we must go back in time and talk about EDUCATION. Although for contemporary
Europeans not using physical violence against children has become a core value, it hasn’t always
been the case.
What is the representation of violence in an individualistic European cultural background, and
its connexion to physical integrity?
We can see a paradigm shift over the last 50 years, when studies on children examined their
physical and psychic development; thus biology, psychology and pedagogy (among other
disciplines) had an impact on the parental and educational function, giving birth to a new
paradigm. This new perspective opposes a more traditional paradigm (which also subsists to
different degrees in different regions)5, in which the child was the parents’ property, subject to
their almighty authority, which could manifest in physical corrections, corporal chastisements or
other punishments.
To see more clearly what differences theses paradigms offer, here is an illustrative table of both
schools:

Freud S. (1905/1915/1920) Trois essais sur la théorie sexuelle, Volume VII, 2014 ISBN 978-2-13-057467-5)
Laplanche, Jean (1996). Diccionario de psicoanálisis. Barcelona: Paidós. p. 145. ISBN 9788449302565.
3 See the full description of the incident under the category of “Acculturation”, p.
4 Maldonado Martin, Cultural Issues in the Corporal Punishment of Children http://www.kaimh.org/Websites/kaimh/
images/Documents/Cultural_Issues_in_the_Corporal_Punishment_of_Children.pdf
1
2
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Criteria

Parental
Function

Traditional Education

Modern Liberal Education

Team games, practicing listening
before speaking, and
cooperation.

Raise interest, offer affection, stimulation
(sensory and intellectual) to the child

The child is not a separate entity,
but an annex to the parents.

The child is a separate a person, with is /
her own rights.

Parents decide what is good for
the child, they make decisions
about his/her future, etc.

Parents take the child’s needs wants,
desires, opinions into account

Power asymmetry

Dialogue in order that he/she
understands the demands without
menace or aggression
Never resign from parenting

Role of
punishment

Physical punishment is allowed
and part of education, a major
tool for educating the young.

The focus is on positive feedback and
enforcing strengths. Physical
punishments are disappearing; if used,
they are liable to legal proceedings.

This paradigm shift also results in changes for the professionals of pedagogy, whose role is not
only instruction and education anymore, but rather more and more complex. They have to “detect
the child’s suffering as well as their parents’ educational deficiencies”; if the child suffers abuses,
the professional must report that; even favour discussions with the families and prioritise the child’s
wellness.
Even if we make these two paradigms visible, on the field, we nevertheless face grey or
intermediate areas, where the professional feels lost. While the partners’ were leading the
workshops this debate arose and we also notice many debates around this issue with the parents,
for instance a slap in the bum for many is not considered as so, so the grey zones go very far also
in our cultural background6.
During the workshops led in partner countries, our participants shared such cases:
“…the father hit his son so hard that he fell to the ground. At that moment I was shocked and I
regretted having this conversation. I decided that next time I should be more careful before
talking to parents.”
“Ahmed didn’t want to enter the classroom. The father got very angry. He dragged him into
the cloakroom and shouted something in his language, which I couldn’t understand. Then I just
heard a loud slap. I turned to the kindergarten teacher in charge who was also in the
classroom. She saw my shocked face and said cowardly: “We can’t do anything. That’s his
religion”. Her response was my second shock in this situation”.
Cohen-Emerique M. Pour une approche interculturelle en travail social (2011- Presse de l’EHESP) Chapitre 13
L’éducation de l’enfant et l’évaluation de la maltraitance

6
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We have noticed that the taxonomy between paradigms is well defined, but nowadays
professionals face difficulties about what position they should adopt before these manifestations
of violence. They are looking for answers and mostly trying to lean on an authority or a more
experienced colleague.
In this introduction we have briefly explained the changes induced by each paradigm, to
professional practise a reflection to avoid any premature judgement or action likely
detrimental consequences. As we stated above, when introducing the methodology
decentring will permit assessment while remaining open towards several perspectives of
interpretation of one situation.

help the
to have
used, a
possible

VIOLENCE AND EDUCATION
Country

Number

Name of The Incident

SP

5

Do not hit me

AU

2

The Punishment

IT

6

The Cane

CY

4

The Slap

SP

1

Leaving for three weeks
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Critical incident: Do not hit me
Organisation that collected the incident: La XiXa (SP)
The incident
“I experienced a situation when I was teaching 3 years old children in Spain. Faced with a
mother who does not mark limits to his son when he is beating her. The child is called J. and he
was adopted. He has an older sister who was also adopted but she didn’t give us much trouble
as he did.
J solved many problems hitting and imposing authority to other children. When teachers try to
talk to him about his behaviour on school he doesn’t seem concerned.
One day I was speaking to J’s mother, and he came and hit her, because he wanted to go, and
she said, "Little J ... here we go" affectionately and looking tired, she ended the conversation
that worried me so much and left me alone.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
The teacher: Catalan, middle-aged white woman, in her 30’s, living in Barcelona. She’s been
teacher for 10 years when the incident occurred.
The mother: Catalan, middle-aged white woman, married, who has two adopted sons, J and his
sister. The family lives in Barcelona in a rich neighbourhood.
The child: J is a black child, 3 years old adopted from Africa (the narrator does not know the
country) who has an older sister who was also adopted from an African country. He was in school
since he was 2 years old.
2. Context of the situation
The teacher had also taught his older sister, and she never had a problem related with violence
with her.
When J’s parents came to school she tried to make them realize that it was very important to be
consistent with him and not to allow him to beat them.
He and his sister were adopted from two different African countries (the teacher didn’t
remember the names of the countries) and were black skinned children. Their parents were
white skinned Spanish adults.
This incident took place in a private school in a well standing neighbourhood in Barcelona
where there is not much visible diversity, ma
3. Emotional reaction
“I felt really helpless, angry, and worried. Worried for J’s future, helpless because I couldn’t talk
to the mother about the problem that was bothering me.
I felt no support from the mother facing the problem.”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the person
who experienced the shock.
Physical integrity: Between family members we do not tolerate physical aggression, as it is not a
sign of love, wellbeing and care. This value reinforces the need of protection within the group.
Parenting implies a respect for authority: parental authority must be respected, parents being
guardians and guides to their children they should be able to state their authority to their sons
and daughters, even when there is a violent reaction from the child.
Safety in the classroom: The teacher needs to guarantee the safety for herself and for her pupils,
as part of her professional identity.
Need for internal psychological explanation of the violence: the reference frame of professionals
of the social / education field usually favour looking for internal psychological explanations for
the actions of others as opposed to contextual explanations. Here such an explanation can be
borrowed Winnicott’s theory: the history of adoption of J may have a psychological impact, and
may induce anger towards the adoptive parents7.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The image from the mother turned into a negative one after that incident, before the teacher had a
positive image of her. She had an image of her as someone powerless in front of her 3 year-old son.

6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Protection of her son: even in these adverse circumstances. Given that the son is adopted,
maybe she considers all the possible difficult situations that her son may have already
experienced in his life and she wants to take extra care.
Avoid rejection from her child: The mother makes a priority of the relationship with her son,
the fact that he would be accepted no matter any circumstance, since he is not her biological
son, considering Winnicott theory this would go against the process the child is trying to
express. Regarding Winnicott what would help is the expression of love from the mother in a
fully expression, to allow him to feel safe enough and to have hope that love can also be
expressed.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
This situation highlights the difficult relationship between the school and pupil’ parents
particularly when the kid is adopted.
The teacher realized how important it is for her to be recognized as someone that counts, that
matters, and getting this recognition from her pupils’ parents.
The need of teachers to have more psychological support with children that go through a
process of adoption, especially if that includes differences in the cultural background between
children, parents and hosting society.
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Critical incident: The Punishment
Organisation that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AT)
The incident
Please give a short account (10-15 sentences) of a critical incident you experienced. Write from
your own point of view. Include where and when the incident took place, how you felt, what you
did. (Do not analyze the incident, that will be a next step..)
I was 16 years old in training to become kindergarten-teacher. Once a week we had to practice
in a kindergarten. I will never forget that Monday morning, when I was in the group, waiting for
the children to arrive. The children came in to the classroom like they did everyday. Except for
one boy, who came with his mother, he always cried in the morning, because he didn’t wanted
to come in.
That morning he came with his father. When Momo had to go into the classroom he started
crying. The father got very angry. He dragged him into the cloakroom and shouted something in
his language which I couldn’t understand. Then I just heard a loud slap. I turned to the
kindergarten teacher in charge who was also in the classroom. She saw my shocked face and
said cowardly: “We can’t do anything. That’s his religion”. Her response was my second shock in
this situation.
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Mary (Narrator)
• female
• When the incident happened, the narrator was 16 years old. She went to the College
for nursery education and had to practice in the kindergarten
• She was born and lives in Austria, in Innsbruck.
• She is Catholic
• Now, 10 years later, she is 26 years old and is working in another kindergarten.
Lisa - Nursery school teacher
• Female
• married
• She has one adult son
• She is about 50-year-old
• She was born and lives in Austria
• She works as a nursery school teacher in a public Kindergarten in Innsbruck. She has
been working there for more than 20 years.
M. Farid – Father of Momo
• male
• 45 years old
• We don’t know his profession exactly; we just know that he works on a construction
site.
• He is Muslim and comes from an Arabic country (We don’t know from where exactly)
• He doesn’t speak German yet
• He has been living in Austria for about 6 months
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Momo – the little boy.
• He was 5 years old.
• He doesn’t want to go to Kindergarten.
• He has never attended a school before and doesn’t understand German.
The narrator was doing her work training in the Kindergarten. She goes to the College for
nursery school teachers. The students have to do work practice once a week in a
kindergarten. Mary has to learn in Lisa’s group, the nursery school teacher in charge.
2. Context of the situation
“The situation took place in Innsbruck in a public kindergarten during my training. The
nursery school where the situation took place is in a small district of Innsbruck and it was a
public institution. There were a lot of multicultural families. Most of them came from Turkey. In
Lisa’s class, where I did my training, more than half of the children were immigrants.
Momo normally came to school with his mother. She had never been violent with him when
he didn’t want to go into the classroom. He cried every day when she brought him, but she
left him there and went home again. She never comforted him when he cried. Momo always
needed a lot of time to calm down. During the morning in the nursery school he never said a
word or played with other children. He hadn’t yet been acclimatised in the group. Sometimes
Momo came to school with his like the morning of the incident.”
3. Emotional reaction
“I was shocked about the slap and I was flabbergasted and angry, also because of the
teacher. She didn’t do or say anything. In my opinion she should have intervened, because
physical punishment is not allowed. She should have notified the youth welfare service. That’s
an institution which supports you when you have doubts or suspicion of child abuse. I also felt
powerless, to help the child”.
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Physical punishment:
Physical punishment is an absolute taboo, not subject to cultural relativisation: no one is
allowed to hit children. In case of suspecting child abuse, this should be discussed with the
team and the head of the kindergarten. The suspicion must be documented. An experienced
professional should be consulted, to assess the hazard risk. You also have to contact the
Youth-welfare-Office.
Physical punishment implies a breach of the law: Article 5 of the Federal Constitutional Act,
explicitly states that every child has the right to a non-violent upbringing, prohibiting corporal
punishment, the infliction of mental suffering, sexual abuse and other abuses and confirming
that every child has the right of protection from economic and sexual exploitation. The
second paragraph of Article 5 states that every child who is a victim of violence or
exploitation has a right of adequate compensation and rehabilitation.
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Human rights / Child rights:
children are subjects to the law of their own right, and have their own rights. The Federal
Constitutional Act on the Rights of Children 2011contains 8 articles defining the rights of
the child with Articles 1 and 5 guaranteeing all children the right to protection and a nonviolent upbringing. Article 1 affords every child the right to protection and care as is
necessary for his/her well-being, development and in consideration of his/her own best
interest.
Children have should be allowed to express feelings as part of their development
The kindergarten child is experiencing an exciting time, which is marked by many changes
and there is always something new to experience. The resulting emotions are very diverse
and both, the child and the educator greatly are challenged. Although the child is able to
communicate his feelings now, whether through facial expressions, gestures or words, the
emotional development is not yet complete. Emotions can confuse the children, they are not
always clear, and often the child doesn’t know how to deal with them - this problem adults
know well too. That’s why it is important encourage the children, and to support them with
patience and caution. This creates trust - the basis for a harmonious relationship between
parents and the child. Teaching the recognition and appropriate of emotions is an
educational task for teachers and parents.
Prejudice about Muslim religion
Muslim religion does not include the prescription or the right of hitting children. If some
Muslim parents come from regions where the traditional practices of education still persist,
that should not allow the teacher to stigmatize the parent’s religion. Rather, she should
explore whether the physical punishment implies danger for the child. And the fact that a
specific practice is connected to a culture or religion should not imply that “we cannot do
anything” but rather that we should be careful in the exploration of the meaning of that
behaviour and have tact when discussing them with the parents.
The task of the teacher:
The teacher has to intervene and to prevent any ill-treatment of the child. There is an
obligation to notify: If the teacher has a reasonable suspicion that a specific child is being
abused, sexually abused, neglected or that they are being seriously compromised, she must
report it to the youth welfare office.
The importance of the process of acclimatization
Right of acclimatization: Every kindergarten should have an acclimatization concept.
Whatever settling in model is applied, it’s important that every child has time to acclimatize.
It’s an important and sensible step in the development of the child and their parents and
there are a lot of aspects to consider:
The children need a sensible preparation for kindergarten The fewer changes the child has to
go through in this important period the better. Parents and teacher should give the child as
much time as he/she needs.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Very negative – It was the first day in this kindergarten for the narrator and she got a very
negative image of the kindergarten and the kindergarten teacher
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
In this incident the shock experience had two sources: the father and the teacher. We explore
the reference frames of both.
Representations of the father:
Respect, dignity: Momo being the only boy crying at the arrival makes the father lose his
own face, as he cannot appear as competent parent, this may feed the reaction of anger,
together with a feeling of incompetence for not being able to calm the child.
Physical punishment as part of education: we put the hypothesis that Momo’s father himself
was educated according to the traditional paradigm, where physical punishment was a usual
tool. He may have not learnt, and not possess alternative tools or methods for trying to
change his son’s behaviour.
Acculturation: Momo’s father has only been in Austria for 6 month. We can assume that he’s
at the beginning of the process of acculturation, not yet fully aware of the dominant cultural
practices in Austria. Probably not familiar with the institution of “Kindergarten”.
Representations of the teacher
Generalisation / preconception:
The teacher explains the behaviour of the parent with the knowledge of him being Muslim.
She’s looking for an internal explanation, which she can access based on her preconceptions
and stereotypes. She’s not looking for any more specific explanation, disregards any possible
situational factor, she ignores the difficult situation of the man without any empathy.
Masculinity / femininity:
The teacher applies her stereotypes and preconceptions about “Muslim men”. Just as she
assumes that hitting is part of Muslim religion she may also assume that she as a woman
cannot intervene, or would not be taken as an interaction partner.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Physical punishment is one of the most important sensitive zones in the education of children.
It is connected to core values such as physical integrity, individualism, autonomy and
freedom. It is tightly connected to the new liberal representation of parenting that has
become norm in most European sociaties in the last fifty years. Yet this norm is a relatively
new and fragile one, as it has not completely disappeared from the modern Western family
life (see the cases of domestic abuse). Members of societies where a traditional approach to
education is still dominant are very easily judged, and even persecuted from the modern
European vantage point.
However, teachers must not hurry to make conclusions: an early denunciation of “violent
parents” may do more harm than good. It is crucial that teachers have more knowledge
about the origin and the culture of their children, how long they have been in the new
country, what are the parents’ representations towards education, what meanings are
connected to physical punishment. Only with careful exploration of these factors can an
adaptive response be envisaged.
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Some background information:
The Law of Prohibition of Force in child rearing was introduced in 1989. Austria was the fourth
country, which introduced this Law.
Physical punishment (physical discipline in some contexts) is a punishment intended to cause
physical pain to a person. It is usually inflicted in settings with a substantial disparity of power
between the participants.
Corporal punishment is commonly practiced on minors, especially at home and also school
settings, usually employing more modest forms. Common methods in this regard often
include spanking or paddling.
The legality in the 21st century of corporal punishment in various settings differs by
jurisdiction. Internationally, the late 20th century and early 21st century saw the application of
human rights law to the question of corporal punishment in a number of contexts: Family or
domestic corporal punishment—typically, punishment of children or teenagers by parents or
other adult guardians—is legal in most of the world. 49 countries, most of them in Europe
and Latin America, have banned the practice as of July 2016. In all states of the United States,
and most African and Asian nations, corporal punishment by parents is currently legal; it is
also legal to use certain implements such as a belt or paddle.
School corporal punishment—of students by teachers or school administrators—has been
banned in many countries, including Canada, Kenya, South Africa, New Zealand and nearly all
of Europe. It remains legal, if increasingly less common, in the United States.
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Critical incident: The Cane
Organisation that collected the incident: Cesie (IT)
The incident
“One of the pupils in my class is a 4 year-old boy, whose parents are from Ghana. He is
certified disabled. From the very first days, I sought contact with him and tried to help in any
way I could. One morning, the father of the child came to pick him up at school at 10.30,
which is the usual time for him as he cannot stay in school any longer because of his disability
(autism). As I did not have any good results with the boy and was not able to calm him down,
I asked the father for his help. I asked him “How do you calm down your child?”. He
answered “Show him a cane and he will be frightened by it and calm down”. His answer
made it clear to me that violence was his way to calm the child. I used the opposite method
than that suggested by the father and supposedly used at home. I succeed in calming him
down with kisses, hugs, massaging his head, although only for a few minutes. “
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
The narrator:
Teacher in kindergarten, woman, 37 years old, married, mother of two. Pacifist, rejects
violence in all its forms, especially on children and especially if disabled.
The father:
Man, 45 years old, from Ghana, Christian, married and father of two (son of 4 years old and
daughter of 2 years old). Migration experience. The wife does not speak Italian and the
teacher and the mother of the child communicate through gestures mostly.
The two actors have a parent/teacher relationship, there are both involved in the education of
the child in question.
2. Context of the situation
The scene takes place in a public kindergarten in Palermo, Italy, where the author of the
incident has been working for a few years. It is a multicultural environment, with a high
percentage of children from different countries or children whose parents are migrants.
It is morning, 10.30 am, and it is pick-up time for the child, as he is disabled (certified, autism)
and he therefore can only stay a few hours in school. The scene takes place in the classroom
where teaching takes place, in front of other children.
The child is quite lively, and never stays put. The father usually needs to drag him outside of
the classroom, pulling him from one arm, while the boy hangs from him.
The teacher has been experiencing difficulties in calming down the child. When he first
started attending the nursery, the boy was violent towards his peers. Later, seemingly for no
reason, he only started being violent with his teachers. The teachers are used to him being
violent, but fed up with this. The teacher in question would like to find a better way to behave
with the child so that he will keep calm during the two hours he is in school.
Tired of the situation, she reaches out to the boy’s father to learn from him how he calms him
down at home.
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3. Emotional reaction
The teacher is shocked by the answer of the father, and is disdained by it. She feels pity for
the boy, and feels anger towards the violent father.
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Idea of childhood education as a shared responsibility between school and family.
The school staff should be humble enough to reach out to the family to share views and
strategies for child-rearing. The narrator always applies this strategy and truly believes that, in
order to do her job properly, she needs to get as much insight as she can in the life of the
children, their behaviours at home, their preferences, needs and the way their parents
address those needs. She values a stable relationship with the family, to be able to carry out a
shared educational project for the children, at home and at school.
Pacifism and total rejection of all sorts of violence, especially if perpetrated against
children, and even more so if it is perpetrated against disabled children, who are even more
vulnerable. Respectful of all cultures, she cannot however respect a culture that perpetrates
violence on children and on disabled children especially.
Conception of vulnerability of children and extra vulnerability of disabled children. They
are in an even weaker position than children, being dependent to different degrees from the
support of the adults. The teacher has an even greater responsibility in the education of a
disabled child.
Children, as vulnerable people, should be protected. She believes in children’s rights, such as
the right to grow up free from violence, and the right to education.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
A very negative image emerges, as the suggestion made by the father goes in deep contrast
with the teacher’s values and makes her despise the father.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
The father of the boy comes from Ghana, and has experienced a migration path. Two main
hypotheses emerge about his values and norms.
On the first hand, violence seems to be a regular approach and strategy in child upbringing
for him.
On the second hand, the disability of his son does not constitute a limitation to using
corporal punishment in the education of the child.
Fathers’ all-encompassing rights on the life of their children
We can make the hypothesis that the father shares a certain understanding of the use of
violence with his child. As the law itself in Ghana states, violence should not be used against
children; however, it is lawful to use corporal punishments against children at home, as long
as they are reasonable and justifiable (Children’s Act 1998, article 13.2).
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Fathers demand obedience from their children and use physical punishments in disciplining
their children at home (Selin, H. (ed.) (2014), ‘Parenting Across Cultures. Childrearing,
Motherhood and Fatherhood in Non-Western Cultures’. Springer Science+Business Media
Dordrecht.). “Physical punishment is pervasive and socially accepted throughout the Ghanian
society” (Twum-Danso, A (2010), ‘The Construction of Childhood and the Socialization of
Children: the Implications for the Implementation of Article 12 of the Convention on the
Rights of the Child in Ghana’, in Nigel Thomas and Barry Percy-Smith (eds.) The Handbook of
Children’s Participation, Abingdon: Routledge).
Healing power of physical punishment
Ghana, the place of origin of the family of the child, is characterized by a mixture of
Christianity and tribal beliefs, which can help understand or make a hypothesis about the way
the disability of the child is conceived by the father. Disability in the country is largely
considered witchcraft. Disabled children are called “Insuba” and are considered spiritually
sick or cursed by many. As a spiritual sickness, or witchcraft, disability should be healed by
prayer, and physical punishment are also accepted as healing.
Children living with a physical disability, a physical illness or psychological disorder (autism or
Down syndrome) are at high risk of being considered cursed.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Physical punishment is the most sensitive of the sensitive zone in children’s education (see the
case “The punishment”). In this incident the representations on handicap add to the
complexity of the situation.
We do not know if the father uses the cane on the child, or only shows it to him to make him
afraid. As the teacher suggests though, if the child is afraid of the cane, it is because he
knows what the cane does, i.e. he has been punished before with a cane.
The teacher is confronted with a situation of physical punishment that is against her values
and against Italian law. We know from the teacher that she applies a different strategy with
the boy, trying to calm him down with hugs and kisses, and that this seems to be working, if
only for a limited time. We also know that the teacher has later on confronted the father
about the corporal punishment and has explained to him that she will have to report him to
the authorities if she gets to know about him using violence against his son again. However,
she cannot tell for sure if the father has stopped using violence on him, because “the bruises
do not really show on the very dark skin of the boy”.
Also, we don’t know how the “confrontation” took place, to what extent the teacher was able
to be open to learn about the representations of the father. In highly sensitive cases such as
those of physical punishment the shock of the professionals (and the judgments they entail)
can be so tough, that they leave no room for the possibility that the other deserves some
respect and recognition. This takes a great effort of decentering from the professional.
Understanding the real meaning and the severity of the practice of the physical punishment is
the next step before making an informed decision about the need to alert authorities.
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Critical incident: The Slap
Organisation that collected the incident: CPI
The incident
“The incident took place the first year I started working as a nursery school teacher. I did not
have much of experience on how to deal with different situations at school or how to help
children in different situations. However, there was this incident with a young boy which I
remember it like it was yesterday.
During break, the children used to play in the yard and when they heard the tabor they had to
come inside the classroom. I used to go to the classroom first and my assistant was
responsible to accompany the children in the classroom. This boy, together with another boy,
decided to start running away instead of coming into the classroom every time they heard the
sound of the tabor. This happened for a few days in a row and the assistant had a really
difficult time convincing them to get in the classroom. I tried talking to them about their
behaviour and give them motives and rewards in order to come to classroom like their
classmates but it didn’t work.
Therefore, I decided to talk to the parents. Every day, the older brothers of this boy were
coming to pick him up after school. Their father used to wait in the car. That noon, when I saw
his brothers, I asked them who brought them to school and they answered that it was their
father. I asked them if they could call him to come into classroom for a moment because I
needed to talk to him about something. The rest of the children had already left and the
father came in. I started explaining what the situation was in a very polite way. The boy was
there by his father. Before I get the chance to explain the whole story, the father hit his son so
hard that he fell to the ground. At that moment I was shocked and I regretted having this
conversation. I decided that next time I should be more careful before talking to parents.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Teacher: 22 years old, female, Cypriot, nursery school teacher/single with no children. The
incident was her first professional experience
Child: 4.5 years old, boy, Cypriot, one of the younger of 8 children in the family.
Father: 45 years old, male, Cypriot, self-employed worker, level of education-primary school,
Christian Orthodox (But believer of the Old Testament). He is still married to the mom of the
child and he is the father of all eight children.
2. Context of the situation
The incident took place in a public pre-school. I was inside the classroom at noon, right after
the rest of the children had left. I felt that there was probably a lack of interest and
participation on behalf of the father and that is why I called him. I also had the sense that the
father probably felt offended or embarrassed when he got into the classroom to discuss
about a problem in his son’s behaviour. So the atmosphere was a little tense even before
starting the meeting.
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3. Emotional reaction
I felt upset and awkward and I deeply regretted telling the father about the incident. His son
was adorable and I felt sad for the child.
The whole incident was disappointing because my only aim was for the school and the
parents to collaborate and find a solution for the matter. The father of the incident gives no
value in children’s rights. He seems like he was just a bad role model and a bad father.
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Parenting/ Fatherhood
Children should be looked after by the parents. The parent is charged with responsibility for
both the immediate wellbeing of the child, and the development of the child’s capacities. The
children have immediate interests in being kept safe, enjoying themselves, being sheltered
and well-nourished and having loving relationships with proximate others. The parent’s
fiduciary duties are to guarantee the child’s immediate wellbeing, including assuring to him or
her intrinsic goods of childhood and to oversee her cognitive, emotional, physical, and moral
development.
Children’s rights
Children have a constitutional right to bodily integrity. The child's right to bodily integrity
applies within the family, giving the child the right to avoid unwanted physical intrusions
regardless of the parents' wishes. If we recognize a child's right to be treated with dignity and
without violence, we are necessarily intruding on parents' right to privacy in raising children.
This conflict should be easily resolved in favor of the child to the extent that the parent's right
to use physical punishment is based on ancient and legally abandoned views of children as
the property of their parents. That was the case with this father where his child’s physical
integrity and safeness seemed not to matter to him.
Punishment
Punishment is not forbidden. But each parent should employ an appropriate form of
punishment that does not violate children’s rights, does not threaten children’s physical
integrity and does not cause any form of pain. The appropriate punishment should only be
used to hinder any negative behaviour on behalf of the child. It is also important for the
parents to collaborate with school teachers in order to have a common way of dealing with
negative behaviours of children.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
“I have a negative image of this person.”
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Punishment can also be a way to establish his leading role in the family, marking his position
of authority.
Punishment can also be a way to establish his leading role in the family, marking his position
of authority. Men of this type do not make conversations and they don’t like it when someone
confronts them. In this sense the confrontation with the female teacher may be sensed as a
threat to his authority and the act of violence could be an effort to compensate for this loss of
face.
Parenting and family
Even if nowadays the dominant representation of the family and parenting is that of the
liberal education, in some segments of Cypriot society the traditional pattern may still be
present. In this pattern the older children participate in the education of the younger ones
(the older brothers pick up the young one in school), young children are perceived not as
active agents in their discovery of the world and interaction partners, but subjects who need
to be educated and corrected according to the principles of the parents. In this approach
physical punishment finds its place as a recognized tool for reinstating authority and
correcting bad behaviour.
Thus for the father it is possible that physical punishment is something normal because
children are parents’ property. However, there is also the possibility that he had an additional
stress because it is not an easy or common thing to have eight children
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Teachers should have some more skills on how to deal with parents and how to handle similar
situations. All different parental practices and even cultural differences are important to be
accepted and also to incorporate them in the professional practice. If of course there is a
chance that a child’s physical integrity is threatened or children’s rights are violated, then any
teacher should intervene.
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Critical incident: Leaving for three weeks
Organisation that collected the incident: La XiXa (SP)
The incident
« I am a teacher at a public school for 4 y.o children. In my class, there is a boy from a Roma
family. His brother also attends the same school.
In general, I have a good relationship with his mother. I was talking to her and she told me
that her husband was violent with the kids and with her. A few weeks after that she shared
with me that they were separated and she asked me not to give the children to her husband
when he came to pick them up from school, because he would beat them up.
I told her that I could not refuse to give the children to their father, if I did not have a judicial
order, even though I have seen how the father beats the children when he drops them off at
school.
Nevertheless, one day, she came and said to me, that she was leaving for three weeks to work
to the fair, so their father will come to pick them up, because he would look after them while
she was gone.
I was very astonished. »
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
The narrator: the teacher of the class, 33 years old, born and grown up in Spain. The teacher
is “paia” (this is how Roma people call non-Roma people that live in Spain), she lives in
Barcelona but not in the neighborhood of the school. She had a good relationship with the
mother before the incident.
The mother: She belongs to the Roma community, she is in her 30’s, grown up in Barcelona.
She has two male children. She attends social services regularly.
The child: 4 years old belonging to Roma community. Born and grown up in Spain. He has an
older brother attending the same school.
The father: belonging to the Roma community, in his 30’s. Born and grown up in Spain.
2. Context of the situation
The school is a public school located in a neighborhood in the suburbs of Barcelona, with a
low income level and high indicators of unemployment. The situation took place in a P4 class
(4 years old children) at the end of a school day. The mother came to pick up the children
from school and approached the teacher to tell her that she was going away for 3 weeks to
work at the fair. During these weeks the children were going to be picked up from school by
their father as he would be the one in charge of them during her absence.
As far as we know, social services had been involved helping the family in previous episodes.
Besides, the mother does not have any physiological problem and the narrator did not see
anything unusual in her behavior.
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3. Emotional reaction
“I was angry, I couldn’t understand her and I felt powerless.
I did not understand how she could ask me to leave the children with the father for three
weeks when she was the first to recognize that he is violent with them.
I felt powerless because I didn’t have a judicial pronunciation regarding the father acts that
would enable me to reject the mother petition. I also felt bad because I wouldn’t be able to
protect the children to be exposed to a violent situation during the 3 weeks.
I would also be a step back on the educational path that I’ve started with the children.
I had the feeling that all my previous work with them will be lost, and I will have to start all
over again. The father is negligent in taking the children to school.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
The right of children to a guaranteed physical and emotional safety: Children have the right
to grow in an environment where physical integrity is not threatened. According to the
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) of 1989 “Children have the right of protection
from abuse, neglect, exploitation and discrimination”. Children also have the right to live in
an environment that takes care of their emotional state, considering their psychological
development.
The responsibility of Adults to protect children confronted to violence: adult are responsible
to guarantee the children safety since they are not able to defend themselves because they
are in a vulnerable situation, considering their level of physical and psychological
development.
Maternity and the meaning of motherhood: For the narrator mothers should always be close
to their children, to be able to protect them. According to the narrator, physical closeness is a
value in motherhood, for protection and nurturing. In addition, that reinforces the stereotype
present in our society about Roma mother :
• Roma mothers do not care about their children, they use them to work or to beg with
them.
• Roma mothers have many children and they do not take care of them, they use them
to go to social services to ask for help.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The image the narrator has of the mother is a negative one. It seems to her that the mother:
• Do not care about her children,
• Perceives her children as being too overwhelming for her
• Is irrational by leaving them with the father who may harm them
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Family and community is the most important value: In Roma community the bonds with
(extended) family and with the whole community are very important. Many actions are done
to reinforce this bond, like the importance of marriages, births, illness and death situations.
All members of the protagonist family belong to this community.
The hypothesis is that family bonds are very strong and important for the mother, and despite
the fact that violence is present, her children are better with their father than someone else.
This bond is so strong that it will protect the children.
Working in fairs and street trade are traditional ways to earn their living for Roma
communities in Spain. Because of prejudices and stereotypes that are present in society,
many employers are reluctant to hire Roma as employees.
The mother needs to earn a living for herself and for her children and this way seems to be
the only way possible nowadays.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incident highlights the difficulty of dealing with situations where there is a suspicion of
violence. Physical punishment is one of the most important sensitive zones in the education
of children. It is connected to core values such as physical integrity, individualism, autonomy
and freedom. It is tightly connected to the new liberal representation of parenting that has
become norm in most European sociaties in the last fifty years. Yet this norm is a relatively
new and fragile one, as it has not completely disappeared from the modern Western family
life (see the cases of domestic abuse). Members of societies where a traditional approach to
education is still dominant are very easily judged, and even persecuted from the modern
European vantage point. However, teachers must not hurry to make conclusions: an early
denunciation of “violent parents” may do more harm than good. It is crucial that teachers
have more knowledge about the cultural and social context of the family: what are the
parents’ representations towards education, what meanings are connected to physical
punishment, what is the social network of the family (can the community have a regulatory
function, or can it to the contrary trigger violent behaviours?). Only with careful exploration
of these factors can an adaptive response be envisaged.
The situation also highlights how a professional can overcome the negative judgements
about the mother through observation that
• allows her to see the mother from a different point of view: as a mother who is
ensuring a minimum of hygiene, food and shelter to her children.
• Recognizing this act is also a way of caring for children, which the narrator had not
seen in the first place.
The situation also highlights the difficulty Roma families face when they are unable to ensure
long-term and safe employment and thus affect the education of Roma children.
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Chapter 2: Acculturation
“I was very surprised – in a positive way, of what an African mother was telling me…she was from
another district, a neighbourhood with a high population of immigrants from African countries but
she wanted to enrol her child into our school, so that the child is not always with other African kids
but learns from the whites...” told by a pre-primary teacher, Paris
Both the African mum and the teacher in the situation above seem to agree that the way to success
of the African child in Paris goes through learning from the local French kids, an intuition resonating
with the old wisdom “When in Rome, do as the Romans do”, a saying attributed to Aurelius
Ambrosius in the 4th century. All families who find themselves facing such a decision (whether or not
to use non-parental care, what type of school they should find) will also make a choice of an
“acculturation strategy” for their child and their family, even if – most probably – they have not heard
of the word acculturation before. Several situations that we collected concern this issue, and
questions such as what immigrants or members of minority groups should do, how they should adapt
to the new country and what serves the interest of the children.
Acculturation – a definition
"Acculturation comprehends those phenomena which result when groups of individuals
having different cultures come into continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent changes in
the original culture patterns of either or both groups".
Redfield, Linton and Herskovits (1936: 149)
If this definition emphasizes that change goes both ways, usually there is more pressure or
motivation to change for the newcomer or member of minority group. Learning or changing of
behaviours is indeed necessary to communicate, work, establish relations in a new environment;
what’s more, ignoring behaviour adaptation would be really awkward, as it often happens
automatically, effortlessly. Newcomers learn how to orient in the city, how to ask for help, buy bread,
etc. Such changes in behaviour are also referred to as sociocultural adaptation. They include learning
of the mastery of local artefacts, also learning language, eating habits and most importantly ways of
relating to others. However acculturation is not a linear process consisting in changing all habits in
accordance with the new environment. One of the most cited models explaining acculturation
strategies is the one proposed by Berry in 1987. For its wide acceptance, Berry’s model is
reproduced below.
Is it considered valuable to maintain cultural
identity and characteristics?

Is it considered valuable to
maintain relationships with
other groups?

YES

NO

YES

Integration

Assimilation

NO

Separation

Marginalisation

Figure 2.Forms of acculturation.Berry’s model 1997.
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The model classifies the acculturation strategies of migrants and minority members based on their
answers to two questions: “Is it important to engage in relations with members of the new
environment?” and “Is it valued to maintain relations with the original cultural environment?” From
these two questions, a matrix of four acculturation strategies emerges: integration, segregation,
assimilation and marginalisation.
Are people free to choose their strategies?
The choice of acculturation strategy is not necessary a conscious one, nor is it very autonomous.
Updates of Berry’s model show that the host society has a strong impact on what strategies are
available for minority members. For instance France traditionally favours an assimilation path,
facilitating learning the French language and cultural codes, but does not put emphasis on
cultivating the “culture of origin”. In fact the “separation” strategy is closely connected to what they
call “communautarism” implying a closure of the minority community, thus a perceived threat to the
openness and equality within society (this partly explains recent episodes of confrontation on French
beaches where policemen ask women wearing ‘burkinis’ to take them off).
Are there winning acculturation strategies?
Marginalisation–the rejection of or instantiating from both the culture of origin and the host culture
implies a loss of social connection and has often been associated with psychosomatic and
adjustment disorders (Berry, 1997).
Separation implies a retreat in the original social cultural group to the expense of connections with
members of other groups. If in the short term the safety zone offers a necessary buffer in the new
environment, on the long term it is an obstacle to learning from the new environment and
functionally adapting to it. This strategy has been associated with neuroticism, anxiety and
psychoticism, cardiovascular problems, as well as addiction to drugs and alcohol (Schmitz, 1992).
Assimilation occurs when individuals reject their minority culture and adopt the cultural norms of the
dominant or host culture. People who assimilate seek daily interaction with the members of the
dominant target culture, and their ambition is to become accepted as part of this outgroup. Among
other things, assimilation has been associated with a weakening of the immune system (Schmitz
1992) and it is often reported to bring about higher levels of acculturation stress and dissatisfaction
(e.g. LaFromboise 1993:397). According to LaFromboise (1993), assimilation can pose three types of
dangers: being rejected by the host society despite the efforts made, being rejected by the
members of the culture of origin for abandoning the common norms and practices, or being
overwhelmed by the stress of learning cultural behaviours that are in contradiction with own existing
set of norms and practices.
Integration happens when individuals are able to adopt the cultural norms of the dominant or host
culture, while also maintaining their culture of origin. Integration leads to and is often synonymous
with biculturalism. In this case, one identifies with both cultures in a positive way. This strategy is in
line with an alternation model, an additive model of cultural acquisition based on the recognition
that people can alternate their behaviour in accordance with the cultural context (LaFromboise
1993). If integration is found to correlate with both a sense of change and development and more
satisfaction with the mobility experience (MOMAP 2013), it is not a simple strategy. Camilleri’s
research (1998) on identity strategies shows a variety of tensions that can arise when there are
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contradictions in the value systems, norms and practices of the original and target cultures. Many of
these contradictions concern rules of social organization such as gender roles, hierarchy, conception
of family, inducing long and repeated processes of identity negotiation of which the school is yet
another terrain.
What is good for the child – and society?
The opinions concerning acculturation that teachers tend to express are influenced by
• Naïve theories concerning what is good for the migrant child (probably informed by models
of child development, but rarely by theories of cross-cultural adaptation);
• The dominant national paradigm concerning diversity management (e.g. multiculturalist or
assimilationist paradigm) and the role teachers believe they have in connection with this
paradigm;
• Level of perceived threat to national identity.
The three incidents we collected illustrate how these naive theories of adaptation may suggest that
the quickest and fullest assimilation of the child will create the least difficulties in the long term. This
is in line also with the sense of mission that many teachers have – i0mplicitly or explicitly, which is to
transfer the values of the cultures or nation-states (the values of the République, the French teachers
will say).
• The burden of adaptation is only on the different?
In the situation “Ham”, an Italian mother married to a Muslim man asks for the child not to eat ham,
to make it possible for the girl to be in line with the Muslim religion. The teacher clearly expresses
that it is the others who should adapt, not majority society or the school.
• Should the original culture / language be safeguarded?
In the situation “Bilingualism”, the teacher tells the South-American mother to speak French with the
child at home so his language skills improve. Implicitly, she thinks it is better for the child to be
similar to the others, and that knowing his parents’ language is not as important as knowing the local
language. However, “considerable evidence indicates that immigrant children are more likely to
show steady academic progress and healthy psychosocial development if they are encouraged to
continue using their native language”.6
Furthermore, this advice does not only stand for language issues, but rather for the whole cultural
baggage: “Acculturation that alienates the child from his or her own cultural heritage is not optimal
and may be detrimental, because a healthy cultural identity enhances both educational development
and a positive view of the self” (2000 Kurtz-Costes, Pongello).
Research has found that a bicultural identity, in which one feels connected toboth the culture of
origin and the adoptive culture, is associated with positive mental healthoutcomes (Phinney and
Ong, 2007). Several studies stress that “immigrant children have many resources from their ethnic
communities that enable them to adjust and achieve at high levels” (2000 Kurtz-Costes, Pongello).
• They don’t want to be that different?
In our third incident, “Christmas tree”, the Muslim parents surprise the teacher at Christmas period
when they don’t oppose the idea of making a Christmas tree in the classroom.
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• “We can’t do anything”
In the situation “The punishment”, when noticing that a father hits hard his son, a teacher turns to
another to comment “we can’t do anything, it’s their religion”, reflecting a preconception concerning
the reason of the slap and a view that some behaviours cannot be changed, but at the same time
allowing the juxtaposition of different cultural segments even when there seems to be some tension
between them.
All these cases highlight different (even if not reflected) expectations and opinions concerning
acculturation or the adaptation of migrants. While the concrete contexts matter significantly,
research evidence produced so far indicates that purely assimilationist models or segregation cannot
be the desired outcome – nor on the individual nor on the societal level. And if integration requires
a meticulous negotiation process, and forces both sides to step out of their comfort zones and
inquire about the meanings of the actions of the others, it is probably the only way ahead.
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Critical incident: Ham
Organisation that collected the incident: Cesie (IT)
The incident
“I was at an Italian public childhood school, during the first month of registration and
enrollment of my daughter. During the selection of the food plan for children, that is the daily
menu, I asked the teacher if she could avoid feeding ham to my daughter, explaining that her
father would want his daughter to avoid eating pork meat.
As a good Muslim he does not eat pork, and he would like the same for his daughter, at least
until she herself will be old enough and able to choose freely. Even today this matter between
us is not so clear. I am a Christian and I have a universal vision of God, not rooted to a specific
religion. Our daughter was baptized according to the Muslim rite, because I did not think that
it made any difference. I would like her not to be oriented towards a specific religion, but I
respect the wishes of my partner, especially since he is an ordinary Muslim man, he isn't a
Muslim fanatic.
So although I was confused about the choice as regards the feeding of my daughter, I wanted
to respect the values and wishes of my partner. The teacher was not angry but she reacted
wondering about the reason for this type of restriction, underling that the child is an Italian
child, that the parents of another religion should adapt and that their attempt to impose their
religion is not correct.
I felt criticized and I sensed her belittling attitude towards the cultural background of my
partner. I was confused about the rules regarding food that I should direct my daughter
towards, so I was not able to impose my request to the teacher, but I would have liked that
she had accepted my request without criticism. If she had, I would have felt better.
The situation is not yet solved. Initially I insisted a bit, but then I realized that it was not easy
on her part to accept my request. So I decided to take more time to make a decision, making
a mistake because in this way the teacher did not consider my request at all. Thereby the
menu has not changed and my daughter eats ham.
Because of this I also had quarrels with my partner”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Mother
An Italian woman of 33 years old. She is a clinical psychologist working in the non-profit
sector for an association whose staff belongs to different cultures. She is Christian, but has an
open vision about God that isn't closely related to religion. Her partner is a Muslim man from
Senegal. They have a daughter who is 3 years old. She is open-minded towards cultural
diversity in its wider sense.
Teacher
The other actor is a teacher of a public kindergarten. She is an Italian woman, about 40 years
old, married to an Italian man, with adult sons.
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2. Context of the situation
Italian public childhood school, during the first month of registration and enrollment of
children. The school is composed by children of different ethnicities. When the situation
occurred, the teachers were choosing the menu for the children's lunch. Everything was quiet
and regular. The narrator was talking to one of the teachers regarding the menu.
3. Emotional reaction
The narrator felt criticized and sensed the teacher’s belittling attitude towards the cultural
background of her partner. She was not able to impose her request, she was confused about
it. She felt uneasy and worried because of the teacher's reaction.
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Human rights: the importance of protecting human rights, starting from the freedom of
expression and freedom of religion.
The narrator values minority cultural rights, the right of cultural preservation as part of human
rights. Even if the food restrictions are not shared by the teacher, or by the majority of the
society in Italy, this is not the premise for showing lack of respect of somebody else’s religion
and faith.
The narrator believes in the right for everybody to have their own faith, beliefs, and religion.
Tolerance and respect for diversity
She believes in multiculturalism and respects diversity. Different cultural practices can coexist
peacefully. She lives in an intercultural dimension even in family, work, free time, where
different habits, beliefs, behaviours, religion rituals coexist in harmony. Respect of others’
values to the point of giving precedence to their values over hers, even if in an unconscious
way.
Family rights and values
The narrator clearly shows that she identifies the choice of a religion as a family matter, a
sphere of values that needs to be transmitted by the family of origin, not by the school. She
expects the school and educational staff to respect their freedom of choice related to the
religious prescriptions that her daughter should follow at home and at school.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Stigmatized, negative, because of the criticism the narrator sensed from the part of the other
actor.
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Cultural supremacy/preservation and adaptation to the hosting country: Ethnocentrism
Superiority of her own culture and eating habits over those of the others.
Preservation of the Italian culture: children in Italy should be raised according to the Italian
eating habits and customs in general.
The teacher keeps her “cultural view”, despite having worked for a long time with children
from different backgrounds. She apparently does not take in consideration that different
cultures bringing different habits and customs deserve to be respected even in the new
“receiving country”. The incident highlights an expectation of acculturation of the teacher.
She probably needs to feel that Italian culture and Christian religion are the predominant in
Italy and migrants coming from other country of the world have to adapt themselves and
maybe change a bit themselves.
Neutral education of children
Supposedly neutral education of the children, rather than orientated towards a religion/
culture. Children upbringing should be carried out without interfering with choices that
children should be able to make autonomously when they are able to do so.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Certainly, especially in environments that deal with the development of the person and which
are composed by people with different cultural backgrounds, discrimination builds a limit that
includes a number of features including the trust among people (in this case between parents
and teachers), misunderstandings (especially at a time of difficulty), further problems related
to cultural differences, marginalization. This situation also poses a question in terms of the
respect of family preferences and of the sphere of values in which the education system
should not interfere. To which point should school interfere in the definition of the values of
the child, and to which point this is an exclusive competence of the family instead?
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Critical incident: Bilingualism
Organisation that collected the incident: Elan Interculturel (FR)
The incident
“The scene took place in the kindergarten, at a meeting I had with the teacher. She wanted to
talk with me about the fact that my three years old child doesn’t speak French very clearly. So
I explained her that he’s growing up in a bilingual context and moreover his father and I have
different Spanish accents. She tried to convince me to speak only French at home for the
good of my child. I was totally shocked because I thought that theses archaic methods don’t
exist anymore. I thought also that there was more tolerance concerning diversity with
children. Of course, I didn’t agree with her and I told her why.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Mother: 39 years old woman originally from Uruguay, living in Paris for 9 years, married to a
Spanish / French bicultural husband. Her professional identity is that of cognitive
psychologist, her work is connected to interculturality.
Father: originally from Spain, came to France in the age of seven speaks Spanish and French
perfectly, he works as a professional filmmaker.
Teacher: young female around 30, French, the teacher of their 3 years old son, no personal
experience of interculturality – beyond that of living in a multicultural area such as the Paris
region.
“The school”: a French public kindergarden in a rich neighbourhood of a Parisian suburb.
2. Context of the situation
The incident took place during the first compulsory meeting in the year between parents and
the class teacher. They were in the classroom, sitting on the children’s chairs on the same level
with the teacher and they were talking about the schoolwork of their son and his progress.
The narrator described the atmosphere as tense because of the teacher’s coldness.
3. Emotional reaction
“I was shocked of the advice of the teacher because I never imagined that such a young
teacher could be that conservative about bilingualism. I also felt appalled by the remark of
the teacher because she criticized the way I am educating my son. I felt uncomfortable as she
was cold and looked down on us.”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Cultural identity / right to cultural heritage
As the Spanish language is part of her own cultural identity, she wants her son to be part of it
and to be able to speak the language to be included in the family as some them don’t speak
French. On a less immediately personal level, she thinks people should have the right to keep
their cultural references – to the extent they wish to do so.
Majority society should not have the right to enforce cultural assimilation of newcomers –
whether these come from a different region or a different country. There is value in cultural
identity as part of one’s identity, and this should be respected.
Right to educate children freely
In her opinion, she, as a mother, has the right to speak whichever language she wants at
home and the teachers do not have a word to say except if they want to support the process
of bilingualism as a future advantage.
Duty of teacher
Tolerance and respect of children’s diversity should be the values of a teacher. The teacher
should either support the education choice of the parents or accept their decision.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Negative, conservative and closed minded.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Professional identity
In the teacher’s mind, she is the professional and that is why she knows what is better for the
children. She thinks that she has more knowledge and experiences in education than the
parents, thus she is in the best position to give advice in how to educate their child.
Assimilation
French schools value equality between children and in the dominant interpretation this
implies that everyone should share one culture and one language only. This is in line with an
assimilationist paradigm which characterizes also the official French discourse concerning the
management of diversity: immigrants should be quickly equipped with the skills needed to
become proper modern French citizens, and for this they need French cultural and linguistic
competences, not so much their culture of origin. In accordance with this paradigm, teachers
often feel responsible for transmitting French culture to the children, including language.
Education of children
From the teacher’s point of view the parents should participate in the mission of assimilation
also at home. Even at home, they should speak French to ensure the social and professional
integration of their children in France, as help her in her scholar evolution.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The situation highlights how the assimilation concept is embedded in the French society;
even young teachers still recreate this idea sometimes unintentionally. Often, on parentsteacher meetings, they are not on an equal footing; teachers put themselves above parents
what create a tense climate and make the dialogue difficult. As a teacher, they have to
promote and tolerate diversity and to empower interculturality instead of trying to suppress
(cultural, linguistic, religious) differences.
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The Christmas Tree
(non analysed)

Organisation that collected the incident: CPI (CY)
Describing the SITUATION
This incidence happened when I was working in a school were the biggest percent of the
children were Muslims. When Christmas time came along and on an excursion out the school
children saw a Christmas tree and asked me if we could also have one at school. I did not
want to disappoint them on the one hand but on the other hand I was afraid of the parents
reactions since this is something different that the Muslim culture. I asked for the parent’s
opinion. To my surprise-shock all the mothers, because usually it was the mothers that were
involved in the school life were positive about having a tree. I was surprised and shocked
because I was expecting the opposite reaction.
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Chapter 3: Racism, prejudice in the young and the
adult
Racism, prejudice, stereotypes – adult and child theories
Most of the critical incidents we collected are related to some form of biases, preconceptions
towards people of other groups – religious groups, nationalities, or even with a different gender
identity. In this section we’ll focus more specifically on those that are connected to stereotyping,
racism, or prejudice, while the incidents dealing with a specific issue (religion, gender etc.) can be
found in a dedicated chapter. Before we start, let us pin down one of the most important messages:
the phenomenon of stereotypes, prejudice, concerns everybody, not just particularly closed-minded
people. Such intergroup biases, distortions in our perceptions are a consequence of being human.
But this is not a reason to let things happen: stereotypes, prejudice and discrimination have a serious
impact on others, influence not only the way adults or children treat each other, but also how
successful children will be in school8.
Some definitions
Stereotypes: refer to the application of one’s own ideas, associations, and expectations towards a
group or an individual member of that group. There is a judgment on the person based on his/her
group membership, which can be either positive or negative. Stereotypes are a form of scheme,
naïve theory which make the complexity of the world easier to cope with. Fiske (2010)
Prejudice: is present when our emotional reaction to a person is solely based on our feelings
towards the social / cultural group of that person. An individual behaves in a prejudicial manner
when he or she has an emotional reaction to another individual or group of individuals based on
preconceived ideas about the individual or group (Fiske, 2010).
Racism: is a form of intergroup reaction (including thoughts, feelings and behaviours) that
systematically advantages one’s own group and/or disadvantages another group defined by racial
difference. (Dovidio et al 2013). The ideology underlying racist practices often includes the thought
that humans can be subdivided into distinct groups that are different in their social behaviour or
skills, capacities and that these differences can be traced back to genetics (they are inherited
characteristics). Based on these differentiations the groups can then be ranked as inferior or superior.
Discrimination: Discrimination is the denial of equal rights based on prejudices and stereotypes
(Fiske, 2010). Discrimination differs from prejudice and stereotyping, in that it is not a belief, but
rather the application of beliefs (Fiske, 2010), an unequal distribution of rights and privileges.
Where do stereotypes and prejudice come from?
Interestingly, conceptions and attitudes that will lead to a negative bias towards other people, do not
require any bad intention to form, instead they are consequences of automatisms in our perception
and thinking processes, and of the basic social motives of belonging, and self-enhancement.

8 See

the chapter on “Academic Consequences” in Spears Brown 2015
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Stereotypes are schemes related to our capacity of generalization and classification, both important
skills in our cognitive development (e.g. being able to differentiate good fruit from poison).
Furthermore, belonging to social groups is a crucial need for all humans, and we’re also motivated to
have a good positive image of our groups9.
This implies that not only do we look for the company of people similar to us, merely because we
enjoy the comfort zone, but we are also motivated to occasionally positively discriminate our group.
Negative attitudes do not merely emerge based on visual markers of difference, nationality or
religion, but basically along any line of differentiation. People may feel some groups can pose a
symbolic threat to their sense of morality (e.g. the “deviant”, those with different sexual orientation
or family arrangement can threaten their preferred version of sexual behaviour or family) Belief in the
justice of the system can be threatened by the sight of innocent people who suffer10. Developing
negative attitudes and stereotypes can act as a protection against these symbolic threats.
Accordingly poor people, unemployed or homeless are labels that attract substantial negative
stereotypes and prejudice, leading to the observation that social class or poverty may generate more
cultural distance than divisions of nationality11. At the same time, some (not all!) social groups that
had a very negative judgment 60 years ago (eg. Black people in the US) seem to be better evaluated
in the present. The reality, however, is not that racism has disappeared but rather the cultural norm of
not expressing such attitudes has gained some ground. Underneath the neutral or positive discourse,
the negative attitudes can persist. This indirect modern type of racism is well illustrated by the
Implicit Attitude Tests: even people who do not have explicit racist attitudes will display bias towards
the other: in the US approximately 70-80% of the white population is characterized by implicit
modern racism (Fiske 2004). These non-conscious beliefs can influence our actions, potentially
leading to discrimination.
What counts as racism or xenophobia?
“We played with the children a game called “Who’s afraid of the black man”. When Joana, a black
girl told about it happily at home, the parents were outraged and complained with the director”.
“When a class-mate told David that red was ugly and his red pants were ugly, following his mother’s
advice to defend himself talking about another color, he retorted that red was nice but black was
ugly. The parents of the little girl took it as a racist remark”.
Blatant manifestations of racism and xenophobia are easy to screen out and the majority has learnt
to censor them, but there is a vast grey zone of comments such as “the Blacks are really good at
sports” where people are more hesitant, as to whether or not these comments are
acceptable. Indeed, a generalizing comment does not become less generalizing – or even less racist
– merely because it is positive.

9 Lucklily this does not imply that we are blind to all critique. We can maintain a slightly negative stereotype about our
group (« we Spanish tend to be lazy ») but mitigating it with comparison (« but at least we’re kinder and more generous
than the diligent Germans. »)
10 This is one of the psychological motivations for an avoidant strategy towards the reception of asylum seekers. It is easier
to think that they are potentially criminals and terrorists
11 For a deeper exploration of this issue see the concept of intersectionality https://web.archive.org/web/20120223222021/
http://www.caen.iufm.fr/colloque_iartem/pdf/knudsen.pdf)
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Sometimes the comments understood as racist do not refer to the group in question, but the mere
juxtaposition of a negative word and the colour triggers an attribution of racism. For instance
children the age of David can distinguish people by markers of ethnicity, but do not have yet a
conception of skin colour as a permanent attribute of people (Hirschfeld 1995).In his world the black
colour on Janet’s arm is just another colour.
European popular culture, folk songs, games abound with references that today seem archaic, or
even racist at times. The Dutch tradition of ‘Black Peter’ triggered a serious debate a couple of years
ago for depicting an ambiguous black figure in the entourage of Saint Nicholas, black-faced Morris
dancers are equally seen as problematic in the UK. If some of these traditions are indeed rooted in a
colonialist paradigm, or are reminiscences of constructions of the figure of the other, many of them
stem from historical contexts, which are totally different than what we would first think. The game
“Who’s afraid of the black man” refers to the period of the great plague, and is probably a game
invented to make fun of, to trick the fatal illness. But this historic past is silent in the game, and if we
ask random European residents what the name can refer to, they will more likely think of dark
skinned men.
Why do members of minorities seem oversensitive?
“A mother told me that I was xenophobic and that’s the reason why I let her child pee in his pants. I
never expected this reaction and was really feeling bad and shocked.”
Experiencing repeated episodes of racism or discrimination has a toll on the individual. Research has
identified a number of psychological effects (e.g. Pascoe, 2009; Spears Brown, 2015) and some
physiological consequences as well (e.g. Harrell et al 2003). Moreover, such experiences also have an
impact on the attributions and interpretations that one would make in the future. Stigma
consciousness – the extent to which people focus on the negative representation of their group – can
induce disengagement from the domains or situations where they could disprove the negative
stereotype. This is one of the explanations why women tend to engage less in disciplines where they
are considered as inferior. Furthermore stigma consciousness makes people expect new situations of
discrimination (Fiske, 2004; Pinel, 1999). In one of our incidents, a Muslim mother automatically
supposes that the teacher did it on purpose to offer her son as toy a pig. Accordingly, attribution to
discrimination or racism is not infrequent. What’s more, it can become a type of self-defense strategy
used in case of any negative feedback: in the situation above, the mother believes that it is not
because the boy was careless that he peed in the pants, but because of the discriminatory intention
of the teacher. At the same time the excessive use of the ‘racist card’ has a toll: responding
negatively accusing others of xenophobia ultimately reinforces the negative stereotype.
How to treat difference?
In the situation “Shy or different”, children don’t want to hold the hand of the new classmate from
Togo. The teachers don’t interfere, in order not to “force” on children their interpretation of the
event. Maybe they don’t hold her hand because she’s new and shy.
In another situation from Italy, “The Choir”, a teacher wishes to give the lead role in a singing
performance to a Romanian student to valorise her and display her integration. The colleague is
concerned that the other parents would be jealous and gives the lead role to Italian children.
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How to deal with difference has been a key challenge for teachers ever since visible diversity started
to appear in schools. In more homogeneous regions, where migrant or minority children are scarce,
the situations focus around one or two children, and the teachers are trying to figure out in which
way they do less harm. The teachers in the two situations have taken opposite strategies. In “Choir”,
one of the teachers wishes to compensate the lower status of the little girl by giving her a lead role.
We don’t know whether or not this particular girl is good in singing, but we do know that the success
of this enterprise precisely depends on it. If the girl sings well, the teacher will have succeeded and
the little girl will be valorised both in her singing and her identity. However, if she does not sing so
well the audience will think she’s been put in the lead role as compensation, not because she
deserved it.
In “Shy or different”, the difference of skin color is not addressed explicitly by the teachers, nor do
they try to change children’s habit of not holding Myriam’s hand. They think that any interference
would highlight Myriam’s difference, and would create a forced dynamic in class. However, research
(see below) has shown that in homogeneous environments children develop quite early the capacity
to categorize according to physical markers and to make preference. Not interfering, we run the risk
of allowing children to reinforce their already present stereotypes and attitudes.
Should we talk about racism with children?
Adults often surround children with an aura of innocence, and in accordance we assume that they do
not have the biases that adults have, they do not differentiate between children of different skin
color, and are certainly not “racist” – only if they are taught so by adults. Partly as a safeguard of this
assumed innocence, partly because these are indeed difficult issues to tackle, parents often adopt an
avoidant attitude towards discussing prejudice or racism issues with the children, sometimes almost
making a taboo of the subject. This is well illustrated by the a study in the United States where in
reading together a book tackling race issues with their 4-5 years old children most (in particular
white12) parents chose not to discuss race at all (Pahlke et al, 2012). However, recent research shows
that children are not colour-blind, that they do observe differences and intergroup dynamics.
Research has also shown that when they are left without explanations, they make up their own: in a
2006 study in which American children were asked why all US presidents so far where white, 26%
thought it was because it was illegal for black people to become president (Bigler, 2006). In one of
our incidents, three-year-old Olivier thinks that his classmate’s skin is dirty (confusing skin colour with
dirt is a common misconception amongst white pre-schoolers - see Winkler, 2013)
Whether or not they will actively be taught, and quite independently from the parents, children learn
to perceive differences, and make up their theories to explain what they see. If we want to influence
the process, we cannot hide behind a myth of presumed innocence.
Are children racist?
Hailey and Olson’s review collects evidence that, contrary to the popular belief of the colourblindness of children, infants learn to differentiate faces according to ethnicity already at 3 months:
children raised in homogeneous environment will spend longer time looking at faces of people of
their own ethnicity (the one they see more often).

There is a difference between Black and White parents in the likeliness to discuss ethnic identity: 48% of Black parents vs
12% of White parents chose to do so (Katz and Kofkin 1997)

12
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By 9 months of age, they become less sensitive to the features of other ethnicities to the point that
they don’t seem to be able to distinguish them, only the faces they see more - a phenomenon called
“perceptual narrowing”. These distinctions could be explained by gaining more or less expertise in
the facial perception of different people, so the explanation is familiarity rather than preference,
which is in line with the finding that 10-month olds accept toys equally from people of different
ethnicities (they do make a distinction based on accents though).
Differentiation starts to appear in studies13 of 4-5 year-old children, where they make choices or
associations that favour their own group. However this in-group-favouritism mostly appears with
children who belong to higher status groups (e.g. Whites in the United States), while children of
lower–status groups display no such preference or actually prefer the higher-status out-group: Black,
Hispanic and Native-American children in the US have showed a preference for Whites to the
expense of their own group and other groups.
This explicit differentiation seems to peak around 6-7 years and then starts to decrease as children
acquire the cultural norms related to expressing biases: children of higher-status groups do not show
in-group preference, and children of lower-status groups loose explicit out-group preference by the
age of 10, to show no bias or to display a preference to their own group. This however does not
imply that all differentiation or bias disappears, but rather that it is not said. From this age on, we can
observe that explicit and implicit attitudes become different – just as in the case of adults: what we
dare to say openly becomes different from our untold non-conscious beliefs. Implicit attitude tests
that inquire into these non-conscious thoughts show that during this age, when explicit attitudes
change a lot, implicit attitudes remain largely unchanged, attaining the adult levels as soon as they
can make the categorization according to ethnicity. In the end, children’s orientation towards the
other groups seems to be governed by the same tendencies as those of adults: a preference towards
one’s own group and sensitivity towards social status, leaving children of lower-status groups with
conflicting tendencies.
What strategies to adopt?
The research findings advocate a strong argument for quitting the avoidant strategy and addressing
the issues even with young children. Remember, they will make their own explanation with the
rudimentary tools at their disposal, so probably they will be better off with adult guidance.
Researchers recommend engaging in “open, honest, frequent, and age-appropriate conversation
about race, racial differences, and even racial inequity and racism” which is susceptible to reduce the
levels of biases (Winkler, 2013). How we address the question also matters: discussing discrimination
as a past issue or as one, which is only perpetrated by a few closed-minded bad people, can have
detrimental effects that lift responsibility from the majority and can help the scapegoating of the
subjects of such behaviour (Hirschfeld, 2008)

The studies use either choice-based paradigm (asking children who they like more) or trait-attribution paradigm (asking
children to associate characteristics to pictures of faces)
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Country

Number

Name of the incident

AU

8

Red is Ugly

AU

6

Who is afraid of the black man
Xenophobic

AU
SP

7

Nudity in the countryside

SP

8

Broken Home

IT

5

The Choir

FR

4

Dirty Skin

FR

9

Shy or Different
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Critical incident: Red is ugly
Organisation that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AT)
The incident
“Sometimes we go out to the garden after our snack. Once we met another kindergartengroup. There was a boy, who always was dressed very smartly. His name was David. That day
he was wearing a white polo shirt and red trousers. A girl from my group went up to him. She
was called Lisa and had a dark skin. She said: “You are wearing red trousers. Red is ugly!”
About one week later David’s mother wanted to put him these trousers on again. And he
said: “No, I don’t want to put these trousers on. Lisa said, red is ugly!” His mother tried to
convince David and said: “No, that’s not true. These trousers are very smart and look cool. If
Lisa says something like that again, tell her that another colour is ugly.” So he put on the
trousers and on that day they met each other again in the garden. Lisa came up again and
said to David, that red is ugly. And David answered: “No! Black is ugly!!!” When Lisa was
home she told her mother what David had said. Lisa’s parents were very angry. The day after,
they came to me and complained about David, his parents and me because in her opinion it
was very racist comment.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator
Simone (Narrator): female, a nursery school teacher, works in a private nursery school, About
35 years old, Was born and lives in Austria, Catholic, Mother of 2 children
Lisa’s family
• Ina (mother of Lisa): Female, About 40 years old, Married to a Persian, Has two
children, Was born in Germany, Has lived in Austria for 8 years, We don’t know her
religion, Works as a secretary
• Amon (father of Lisa): Male, About 45 years old, Married to Ina, Persian, Dark skin
colour, Works as a football trainer, Moved from Persia to Germany and then to Austria
• Lisa daughter of Ina and Amon, dark skinned, nearly 4 years old
David’s family
• Daniela (mother of David): Female, About 35 years old, Works in an office, Was born
and lives in Austria, Catholic
• David, the Austrian boy, light skinned, about 6 years old
Both families are from the well off, upper middle-class.
2. Context of the situation
“The situation took place in a private multicultural kindergarten in Innsbruck. It’s a
kindergarten with 4 pre-school groups and 3 toddler groups. In the institution there are a lot
of different people from different countries. Also some of the teachers are bilingual.
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One of the pre-school-groups was already in the garden, when we went outside. The
children were arguing there about the colours.
Lisa’s parents called the narrator’s boss, the head of the kindergarten and asked for a
meeting. The meeting/conversation between Lisa’s parents, the mother of David, the
Kindergarten headmaster and I took place in the office.
Both sides, Lisa’s parents as well as David’s mother were wealthy and had a demanding
attitude towards the school, expecting good value for their money and being well “served”
by the school staff.”
3. Emotional reaction
“It was very uncomfortable for me, because in my opinion it was a problem between the
parents, or the children. On the one hand I thought that they should keep me out of this but
on the other hand it was also experience for me.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Respect for diversity
The school should be an inclusive environment radiating a sense of respect and acceptance
of diversity for the parents and children from other cultures, or bearing signs of visible
diversity.
Parent’s reaction is exaggerated
Lisa’s parents were maybe too sensitive and have felt attacked, although the children’s
dispute was with each other. They were arguing generally about colours and not about skincolors.
Pedagogical skills: how to transmit the respect of diversity not imposing the subject on
children?
In the national curriculum of Austria one principle for educational processes in elementary
education is “individualization”, recognising that children are unique in their personality, their
social and cultural origins, their needs and learning potential and their development. For the
purposes of individualization every child has the right to be taken seriously, to learn their
special way and in their own time. Thus we have to respect children’s learning rhythm and
not get over-sensitive if they are not able to comprehend complex concepts such as racism.
The challenge of the teacher is to accompany children in this learning process, without
forcing too much or too early such concepts.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Slightly negative
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Assumption of racism (Lisa’s parents)
Members of visible minorities may have experienced expressions of racism and
discrimination, which makes them aware of the possibility of such differentiations. This
awareness sometimes develops into a “stigma consciousness” consisting in assuming that
negative associations are connected to their social group, and thus assuming defensive
reactions and communications.
Children are not capable of racism (David’s parents)
From David’s mother’s point of view it was just a dispute between children, which had nothing
to do with racism. Children about three to four years don’t yet have prejudices but they start
the understand the differences. So if they meet children in the kindergarten with a different
skin colour, a different native language, children with disabilities, they take them naturally.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Racism is a big and important topic in the kindergarten. Teacher, parents and their children
are frequently confronted with it.
To avoid Racism, an intercultural education is important. The goal of intercultural working
methods must be that all children and their parents feel welcomed and accepted. That's
where educators must begin, because by conscious or unconscious adding and omitting
certain (inter-) cultural elements, they can influence their Kindergarten-life and its diversity in
many parts.
Adults tend to be very reluctant to address the issues of skin colour, by fear of forcing the
differentiation on children. Yet by omitting it we also send the message.
The principle of diversity in education
Diversity refers to individual differences, such as age, sex, colour, ethnicity, social background
and mental and physical abilities of people. This diversity is considered as a resource for
learning. Encountering diversity is a prerequisite for the open-mindedness to deal critically
with prejudice.
From the awareness of the complexity of human identity and the simultaneous affiliation of a
person to multiple reference groups, diversity is viewed as a positive value. This is
experienced by children especially in intercultural encounters. Diversity is used for living
together to provide a variety of learning opportunities for children. Children observe these
differences and their outlook on the environmental with interest. An education sensitive to
prejudice conscious supports children therein both actively and critically fostering an
awareness for prejudice and discrimination.
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Critical incident: Who is afraid of the black man?
Organisation that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AT)
The incident
“In the Christmas-holidays I did the holiday replacement for my colleague. I went with her
children to the gym-/sports – room. I played a game with the children which they really loved.
It’s called: “Who is afraid of the bogeyman?”
(It´s a traditional game and in German you literally translate it: “Who is afraid of the black
man”? But it doesn’t mean the skin colour or origin. More details follow…)
I had a dark skinned child in this group, but I didn’t think about it. Her name was Jana and
she really enjoyed this game.
When she was at home she shouted: “Who is afraid of the black man?!”
Her parents were very shocked and angry, when they heard this and when Jana told them that
she played this game in the kindergarten.
The parents went to the office the next day and complained to me. I had to go to the office,
apologize and explain the game.“
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Who are the actors involved in this cross-cultural situation, what are the elements of their
social identities (age, sex, origin, profession, etc.), what kind of connections are there
between them and with their social groups?
Narrator: Anita female, a lot of experience in her job as a nursery school teacher, was born in
Austria, Innsbruck, Catholic, About 40 years old, Married with 2 children, White skinned.
Tayo (father of Jana): He is black, male, working as a manager, was born in Africa (we don’t
know the country anymore), had been living in Austria for about 20 years, married to an
Austrian wife (She is white), He and his wife are about 40 years old
Jana, the three year’s old daughter of Tayo. She is dark skinned and is well integrated.
2. Context of the situation
What is the concrete situation/context in which this scene takes place (physical context,
social, psychological, etc.)?
The situation took place in a private kindergarten in Innsbruck. There are a lot of wealthy
people from different countries, who pay a high amount of money for the school. The place
where they played the game was in the kindergarten in the gym.
The conversation between Tayo, the pedagogical responsible and the narrator took place in
the office, one day after they played the game. The parents make high demands on the
school and the teacher. But there was never a conflict like this. Nobody complained about
this game until then.
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3. Emotional reaction
The shock reaction: feelings of the narrator, and if the shock raised any particular reaction
(feelings, behaviour etc).
“I felt insecure. I was speechless, when my boss (pedagogical head) said I had to go to the
office. I was embarrassed, because I really didn’t see the bogeyman as a dark skinned man. I
didn’t connect this game with Jana, or other dark skinned people.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
“Colour-innocence”: Children don’t have a concept of “race” or “racism”. When adults hear
“black man” they associate it with a dark skinned person. But children have another point of
view. They may imagine a man who is dressed black. Most probably Jana didn’t see the
“black man” as an Afro-American person either, and she liked the game. Children are
innocent to the issue of colour, and the teacher’s position is that she can also assume such a
“colour-innocence”.
Parents should trust teachers: Parents should give teachers credit and assume goodwill.
Parents should know that she wouldn’t be able to work in this multicultural kindergarten if
she’d have been xenophobic. The parents would understand that and trust her.
Professional identity: Anita knows the tasks of a kindergarten teacher. She has been working
for a long time in the kindergarten. She knows that she has to respond to the wishes and
needs of the children. Anita just fulfilled the children’s desire to play this game and she was
used to playing this game. Such sudden ruptures in one’s own image of being competent in
their profession often imply a “threat of professional identity” which comes with strong and
negative emotional reactions.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Very negative: The teacher didn’t want to offend anyone.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Stigma consciousness
Members of visible minorities may have experienced expressions of racism and discrimination
repeatedly, which makes them aware of the possibility of such differentiations. This awareness
sometimes develops into a “stigma consciousness”. Stigma consciousness implies that the
awareness of the negative associations connected to our social group is always accessible,
whenever we have to interpret the actions or reactions of other people, and thus assuming
defensive reactions and communications.
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Expectation of political correctness and high sensitivity
From a kindergarten labelled as “multicultural” it can be a reasonable expectation to be extra
sensitive to issues related to racism and take the measure necessary to avoid manifestations
of racism – or even what could be interpreted as such. This implies also choosing the games
to play, which do not have any ambiguity.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
In Austria people grow up with this game. Children never associate this game with AfroAmerican people. Years ago people didn`t think too deeply about the meaning. Nowadays
it’s critically judged.
Again and again regarding this game, there is the question of who this black man is and many
people immediately worry, this term might be racist and might refer to the genetically
determined colour of the unknown man.
Racism is one of the major problems of humanity on which we must work urgently. Austria is a
country of immigration, and increasingly in German or Austrian school classes children are
confronted with others of a different skin colour. That they and their parents must feel
discriminated against by a game like this should be avoided at all costs. That’s why Teachers
have to be very sensitive about this game.
A lot of teachers didn’t want to stop playing this traditional game, but they changed the
name of the game to: “Who is afraid of the shark”, or “Who is afraid of the big frog”, or
“Who is afraid of the bad man”
Some further information on the game
Thinking about the traditions: The origin of this game
• The sport game is called: “Who is afraid of the black man?” It is intended for more
than 8 children and nearly everyone knows this game in German spoken countries.
The catcher is the “black man” and is usually about 15 meters away from the other
children, who are standing on the opposite side of the room. When he calls: “Who is
afraid of the black man?” the others will answer: “No one!” And the catcher says:”
But, if he comes?” “We will run away!”
Now the two parties run opposite to the other side to the saving wall or boundary.
The catcher is trying to catch as more children as possible by tapping and they one
run in one direction.
Who has been caught by the “Black man”, helps him catching in the next run. The last
person left, has won and is the catcher in the next game.
• The history of the game: The game can be traced back to the bogeyman figure of the
black man. Depending on the region and time, it differentiated among different
creatures: A dark shadowy figure, or a man with black clothes. Other allegations, the
game came from bunker-works in 1939, on the “Black man”, a mountain near to the
“Eifel”, can’t be realistic, because the game is much older.
The songs researchers Franz Magnus Böhme described, however in 1897 that the
concept of the “black death” is attributed. (The Plague 1348) This would also explain
the principle of the game: Anyone who is infested with the plague (is touched), is
carrier of the "Black Death" and part of "black man", that spreads the disease.
(https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wer_hat_Angst_vorm_Schwarzen_Mann%3F)
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Critical incident: Xenophobic – pee in the pants
Organisation that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AU)
The incident
“A month ago I was in the park with my group. 5 minutes before we wanted to go back to the
kindergarten, Omar said, he had to go to the toilet. In that moment he peed in his pants. I
said: “Oh no, now it’s too late. I told him that in 5 minutes we would go back to the
kindergarten and then I would change his clothes.” No sooner said, than done. When the
mother picked Omar up, she was not happy when I told her what happened. She asked
Omar, why he didn’t tell me that he had to pee. And his answer was: “But I did”
After that she said to me that I am xenophobic and that’s the reason why I had let him pee in
his pants. I have never expected this reaction and really felt bad and shocked.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: Mara, teacher:
• female, 30 years old kindergarten teacher
• was born in Austria and is Catholic
• is working in a group with 20, 3 – 6 years old children
• is not married
• has a 4 years old daughter
Meryem O. – mother:
• female, 45 years old
• saleswoman
• was born in Morocco and is Muslim
• is divorced
• has a son, (Omar, 5 years old)
Omar is the 4 years old son of Meryem and is in Mara’s Kindergarten group.
2. Context of the situation
“The situation took place in a private, multilingual und multicultural Kindergarten in
Innsbruck. I had about 20 children in my group and they were quite lively.
The conversation was at 13:00 o’clock when the mother picked up her son. It happened “on
the wing” between the corridor and the classroom of Omar’s group when the mother was
standing in the corridor and I was standing in the classroom.
The relationship between Omar’s mother and me was always a bit tense. I have a better
understanding with other parents”
3. Emotional reaction
“I felt shocked, because of the reaction of the mother and I felt bad and offended. I was
speechless at the first moment, because nobody has ever called me ‘xenophobic’ before.”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Principle of non-discrimination: the teacher believes firmly that all children have to be
treated in the same equal way, regardless of their culture or origin.
Unfair attack, identity threat:
The teacher thought, the allegation was not okay. She worked in a multicultural kindergarten.
So it was clear for her, that she is not xenophobic, being treated as such was a threat to her
identity – both personal and professional.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Very negative image, because the mother accused her unfairly.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Cleanliness/hygiene: for the mother it is very important that her son is clean.
Private communication: mother and child may have their own way of communicating which
helps her to realize more in anticipation when the child has to pee. The little boy may have
been embarrassed to tell the teacher in advance, or possibly he just forgot it in the heat of
the joint games.
Xenophobia Meryem assumes that Mara is xenophobic because she has suffered many bad
experiences before (see previous incidents dealing with stigma-consciousness). This results in
a special requirement for Mara to go to Meryem on their own initiative, and ultimately invest
more time in building a sustainable relationship - a parenting partnership - than is necessary
with other Austrian parents.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Many foreigners have suffered episodes of discrimination - e.g. In the case of contacts with
authorities, and are concerned that they will have similar experiences in all "official"
institutions, including the "kindergarten". For the first contacts with educators, therefore,
some immigrants are suspicious and much more insecure than other parents. Teachers must
be aware of the possibility of such sensitivity, and ensure that they take it into account in
building and maintaining their relationship with the parents. Ambiguous messages should be
avoided and in each encounter there should be attention on reinforcing mutual recognition
and respect.
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Critical incident: Nudity in the countryside
Organisation that collected the incident: La XiXa (SP)
The incident
“I was taking care of a group of children. I myself have a child and we have a group of
upbringing with other families in the small town where I live, in Cantabria, Spain.
I was with the group of children, 5 of them; they were between 3 and 4 years old.
We were in the river and the children were having a bath. They were all naked, bathing in the
river and having fun.
Two women passed by the river, they took a look at the children, and one of them said to the
other “poor child,” looking at one child specially. The child they were looking was the black
skinned child.
I felt so much rage that I could not say anything at all. The two women left the place.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
The narrator: Woman, Spanish, in her 30’s, white. She moved to the town where the incident
took place 4 years ago. Dressed with a swimsuit.
The two women: Spanish, old white women, they were born and probably lived all their lives
in this town where the incident takes place. Dressed completely.
The child: a 3 years old boy who lives in the town, he’s part of this group of upbringing where
families share the role of the care taker of children during some periods of time during the
week. He is a black skinned boy. He has been living in town for 4 years also with his family.
The other group of children between 3 and 4 years old, from the same group of upbringing,
all living in the town with their families, all white skinned kids.
2. Context of the situation
The scene takes place in a small town in Cantabria (North Spain). It is a town between 200
and 400 inhabitants.
The narrator is part of a group of families that have moved there 4 years ago from the city to
this rural area.
In town they are seen as the new rural inhabitants coming from the city. These newcomers are
in a lower social situation since people that have been living in town since they were born
have cattle and a recognized profession and the newcomers do not.
The narrator feels that in this town it is OK for children to be naked in public only up until 3 o
4 years old.
All inhabitants in town are white skinned people.
The incident happened when all children were swimming together, in a swimming area of the
river.
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3. Emotional reaction
The shock reaction: feelings of the narrator, and if the shock raised any particular reaction
(feelings, behaviour etc).
“I was feeling furious/angry for many reasons. Firstly because I was not spoken to directly by
these women. I was the adult in the scene, but since they were speaking between themselves
I was not entitled to respond to the comment.
I also felt helpless since the comment was just directed to him, the black skinned boy. It was
charged with pity; they were considering him as inferior and underdeveloped. They treated
him as if he was someone coming from another world far away from us. I could sense in the
comment the underlying “poor black child, naked”. They were putting him down.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
The importance of coming into contact with nature: For the narrator the right to be nude in
the public space is important, especially for children since they need to be in contact with
their body, their sex, and their sensations. Having baths without clothes in the river is a good
way of experiencing the contact with nature. She also accepts the possibility of wearing a
swimsuit.
Equality/non-discrimination: Not being discriminated against because of the colour of your
skin for her is a core value that she feels threatened in this scene. Since there is a group of
children having a bath and the black skinned child is the only one that receives the comment,
the narrator feels that he is being signalled out and identified as “poor” just because of his
skin colour. Also she herself read the situation as discriminatory, as a newcomer to town.
Condescension is also a form of racism or discrimination: The expression “poor child” is
not an explicitly negative remark (i.e. not associating the boy to any negative behaviour,
negative characteristic, not even a negative judgement such as “bad” “ugly” etc.). Yet the
narrator feels this does not make the remark less racist. Even if disguised almost as empathic,
the remark still establishes status differences merely based on skin colour, as if dark skin
colour necessarily implied a disadvantage.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The image the narrator has of the two women is negative. The narrator describes an image of
people that gossip about others without caring about the consequences. The narrator sees
the others women as persons with social power in town; they have been living there all their
live.
The narrator saw the women as narrow-minded, including race as a factor in their class
judgement.
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Body Taboo: Discipline and keeping the order, for the narrator the values of the women were
to maintain discipline, to keep the order in the town, and to value social rules regarding
nudity. After a certain age it is not allowed to be naked in public in order to avoid sexual
provocation since the body is a taboo in occidental culture. We can also add that the fact that
naked bodies are exposed can also be seen as a sexual provocation when in our western
societies we hide our body: body is a taboo and shouldn’t be shown in the public sphere.
Community Identity threat: Fear of change, probably they were afraid of changes in their
small town derived from the arrival of the newcomers. They see the newcomers as being very
different from who they are. They are protecting the rules and traditions that are identified as
important to live together. The otherness represented by this particular kid could be seen as a
threat.
Protection of children: The narrator has the hypothesis that the women wanted to protect the
child from vulnerability. Nudity is related with vulnerability, an hypothesis, is that the ladies
see the black child more vulnerable and could relate that with economic poorness (not having
a swim suite) or with sexual exposure (reinforcing stereotype relating black men with raw
sexuality)
Speaking out to protect social norms: The narrator states that maybe other inhabitants would
have criticized the women if they passed by and “accepted” the situation without criticizing it.
They might have felt oppression from other male inhabitants to point out a situation that did
not fall under “proper behaviour”. They might have been afraid of being singled out as “noncorrect women” if they had kept quiet.
Aversion to difference: A possible hypothesis for the comment of “poor child” could be
because they considered that being different is difficult. Seeing the black-skinned child as the
only one with this characteristic might have led to comment about the difficulty of being “the
only one that is different”.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The situation highlights the difficulties of black skinned children to not be singled out and
discriminated against in a mainly white skinned community. It reduces the possibilities of
black skinned children to be able to live in equality within the community. The situation also
requires the need to understand the cross-discrimination present in regard to child’s
newcomer condition in a small rural town. He is pointed out because of his skin colour, but
also as being part of a family who does not have a recognized profession (social class) in the
town. The narrator states that, from the analysis, there might have been rage behind the
women’s comment. This rage might be produced by the uncontrolled changes in their
environment, or maybe because of other forms of discrimination these women have felt. The
narrator states that the analysis has allowed her to connect better to the other side of the
situation, and that she has learned to negotiate with herself to create a deeper understanding
of the scene; to change the point of view.
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Critical incident: Broken Home
Organisation that collected the incident: La XiXa (SP)
The incident
“I was going to work in a new school; I was doing a workshop for children of 5 years old
about co-education and co-responsibility at home. When I arrived at the school, I introduced
myself to the teacher of the classroom and I asked her if there was something important that I
needed to know about the group before starting. The teacher looked at me and in a low
voice said, “There are some broken homes. That child lives with his grandmother”. The tone
of the voice and the secret way she was using to say it gave me the idea that something was
wrong and that she felt pity for him.
I wanted to say something but I was so astonished that I did not know what to say, and the
workshop started.“
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Who are the actors involved in this cross-cultural situation, what are the elements of their
social identities (age, sex, origin, profession, etc.), what kind of connections are there
between them and with their social groups?
The narrator: Woman, Catalan, in her 20’s white woman, trained in gender topics.
The teacher: Catalan, middle-aged white woman, a well-experienced teacher.
The child: a five year-old boy who lives with his grandmother, he was not born in Catalonia or
Spain. The protagonist did not have any more information about why he lived with his
grandmother.
2. Context of the situation
What is the concrete situation/context in which this scene takes place (physical context,
social, psychological, etc.)?
It was in a public school in Santa Coloma in the suburbs of Barcelona with a lot of cultural
diversity, where the narrator was going for a two-hour workshop about co-education and coresponsibility of the tasks at home.
The two actors involved did not know each other. The narrator works for a company that
offers this kind of workshops to the school financed by the local public administration. The
schools demand the workshop and then the narrator receives the information of where she
has to go and when.
It is a workshop where a tale is used to talk about roles between genders and also the need
to share the tasks related with caring, caring of others in the family, taking care of the house,
cooking, cleaning etc…
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3. Emotional reaction
The shock reaction: feelings of the narrator, and if the shock raised any particular reaction
(feelings, behaviour etc).
“I was feeling rejection towards the teacher, for me someone educating children cannot say
“broken homes”, and not even contemplate this kind of concept in her mind.
I was feeling sad about a teacher thinking this way, because for me a broken home means
that she has in her mind that a “home” is just a home when there is a father and a mother.
This attitude leaves behind a lot of diversity such as: families with two fathers, with two
mothers, with one parent, with grandmothers or grandfathers or extended families. She was
identifying this child as disadvantaged somehow; she was singling him out and judging him
negatively.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Diversity as a richness
For the narrator is important that diversity exists and it’s seen as something positive.
Embracing differences
The narrator focuses on the responsibility of the teacher in an educational role, and that a
teacher with prejudices in her mind can marginalize many children and many families. For the
narrator acceptance of difference and diversity in education is a very important value, since it
gives richness, a real added value to education, to children’s lives and to society itself.
Teachers should be aware of it and be able to have this positive view regarding diversity
Equality of different forms of family
For the narrator the idea that none should feel excluded in education is a core idea that
needs to be preserved and that incident, for her, highlights the lack of it. For her, teachers
should accept all “forms of normality” in families because this grantees respect for this
principle of no exclusion.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The image the narrator has of the teacher is that she is very traditionalist and old fashioned.
She has a negative image.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Equality implies hiding the differences: The way of showing this value for the teacher is
warning the narrator about the “particularity” of the child’s family. She thinks that the way of
including him is to hide the fact that he lives with her grandmother and not with a mother and
a father. It is her way of making no differences between him and the rest of the class.
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Protection facing vulnerability: Because the narrator and the teacher do not know each
other and they don’t know how diversity issues are approached by one and another. A core
value for the teacher is the protection of the child, that he will not be exposed to the entire
classroom to say, “I don’t have a mother or a father” because she might think it’s a painful
situation for the child and she wants to protect him from a public exposure.
Professional collaboration: The teacher feels that she is helping the narrator; because of the
fact mentioned before that, they don’t know each other.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
In intercultural situations the diversity within families appears very clearly. In Western societies
there is a tendency towards nuclear families while in other cultural backgrounds extended
families are mainstream. Also the way how we understand family relationships is influenced by
our own cultural frame; for example the way to show love and affection differs from a cultural
frame to another.
It is important to acknowledge this diversity especially in education at an early age as it could
mislead into a conflict zone where discrimination can appear if the professionals are not
capable of recognizing different family patterns as valid and as mainstream ones.
The narrator states that from the analysis of the practice she has learned that, she and the
teacher had in fact similar objectives but different strategies. The objective was the same:
protect children from discrimination and giving a positive feedback when facing diversity.
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Critical incident: The Choir
Organisation that collected the incident: CESIE (IT)
The incident
“The incident occurred about one year ago, in the kindergarten where my colleague and I
worked. During the rehearsals of the school show, I suggested that we should give the main
role to our student from Romania, so as to stress her integration in the class. My proposal was
to give her the role of main singer for the songs that would be sung by all children together
anyway: she would only stand at the centre of the choir and hold the microphone. I thought it
would be a nice gesture, and that she would be then able to show that she also speaks
Italian. My colleague did not let me do that. She told me that the parents of the other
children would be jealous if we had had a main singer. So she placed two other children at
the centre of the stage and the child from Romania was given a secondary role.
I got angry and asked my colleague for clarifications. I did not believe the jealousy
justification, because I think that the other parents would have understood the message
about integration. I was perplexed, and I kept wondering how I would be able to work
peacefully with someone so different from me.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: Kindergarten teacher, woman, 49, Italian, Catholic, married, mother of two 20-yearolds. She has at least 20 years of experience as childcare worker in multicultural schools in
several cities. She believes that the “integration between different cultures” is fundamental
and she does not tolerate discrimination, inside and outside the school.
The colleague: Kindergarten teacher, woman, Italian, 56 years old, childcare worker, married,
mother of two. She openly states that the culture she belongs to (Italian, Catholic?) is the
most relevant and correct. She defines herself as open-minded and of high intellectual level.
Her education level is probably medium-low, and she may have some difficulties related to
aphasia. She loves practical and creative activities but finds it hard to structure her work.
Both the authors are kindergarten teachers, more or less of the same age, both mothers, both
operating in a multicultural context, same Italian and Catholic background.
2. Context of the situation
What is the concrete situation/context in which this scene takes place (physical context,
social, psychological, etc.)?
The incident occurred in spring 2015 in a kindergarten in Sicily, Italy, a highly multicultural and
heterogeneous kindergarten, where diversity is present in terms of ethnicity and education
level. Rehearsals of the school show were going on in a theatre hall with a stage. The two
actors are both present and discussing the arrangement of the children on stage for the choir,
assigning roles. The choir is mixed in terms of ethnic group of the children, but one of the
children is new and is from Romania. The perception of Romanians in the city is sometimes
confused with Roma, and is connected to very specific stereotypes and negative
preconceptions: many people believe that they “came to steal”.
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3. Emotional reaction
“I was angry and confused as to why my colleague could not understand the importance of
showing that the Romanian girl was well integrated in the class and in the school.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Integration of different cultures
Integration and being part of the group, across cultural differences, is one of the values the
narrator believes in. Raising awareness about integration is important to the narrator to
further promote integration and to overcome the stigmatization of some social or cultural
groups. It is especially important with people from Romania as they carry the social stigma of
coming to Italy to undertake criminal activities. Their stigma is also related to the connection
that the Italian society makes between them and Roma people.
Diversity as an added value
The narrator believes in the value of tolerance between different cultures.
Positive Discrimination
Also, the teacher is ready to grant a “special role” to the Romanian girl, with the aim of
pleasing her parents and showing them that the girl has integrated well in the Italian school
and society, and that she is well accepted beyond any stereotypes about Romanians.
The motivation to give the Romanian girl the central play can also be interpreted as positive
discrimination: a need to compensate for the fact she is a foreigner and might goes under
some difficulties in her life and at school.
Hosting and welcoming
Because the teacher wanted to include in the best way possible the new student she decided
to give her a main role where her self-esteem could be enhanced and also for her parents to
feel proud. It could also be a strategy to welcome the new family and make them feel
appreciated in the school community.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
A negative image emerges for the person that caused the shock. Through her rejection of the
main role for the Romanian girl, the narrator perceives closure of mind and refusal of what she
conceives as integration.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Working in a multicultural environment, the other teacher is presumed tolerant towards
cultural diversity and open to integration.
The values that may be part of the frame of reference of the other teacher may be:
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Equality as equal treatment and “blindness to difference”
She may believe in equal treatment, to the point of refusing to the main singer in the choir
appointed because of her nationality. The stated view of the person who caused the shock is
that other parents would be jealous to see the Romanian girl having the main role. So we may
support again the hypothesis of equality.
Preservation of the Italian culture and supremacy of the “host” culture
The teacher does not seem to care about the jealousy of other parents when she puts two
Italian children at the centre of the stage, instead of the Romanian girl. Therefore, we can
make the hypothesis that the value she acted upon was related to the preservation and
perhaps superiority of the Italian culture. Also, we may presume that she wanted to protect
her image and that of the school as preservers of mainstream culture.
The narrator also makes the hypothesis that the other teacher behaved according to a
stereotype about Romanians and discriminated against the girl because she believes in the
superiority of the Italian culture and integration should be viewed as a process where the
person from a different culture is absorbed by the mainstream culture and becomes part of
the whole – as the Romanian girl being just one kid in the choir.
Vulnerability of the child from a non-mainstream background and her right to be
protected from stigmatization
We can however also make the hypothesis that the other teacher refused the main role for
the girl because she thought that, being new, she would feel uncomfortable being put under
the lights and shown as an object, as the different one.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The situation illustrates the complexity of identification of discrimination: the same behaviour
(of not making the Romanian girl occupy centre position) can be interpreted as a sign of a
desire to advantage Italian children and of a wish to protect the child from being singled just
because of her nationality and put her in the difficult position of “token diversity”. Teachers
must be aware of the plurality of possible “readings” of the way they handle diversity.
The incident clearly shows the difficulty and different approaches regarding managing
diversity in childhood education, where a clear line is not followed by the school institution or
the education system (local or national).
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Critical incident: Dirty Skin
Organisation that collected the incident: Elan Interculturel (FR)
The incident
“The scene took place in a kindergarten in a small rural village in the region of Nantes. The
young children share the same toilets, which does not present any problem at this age. After
a break, the children had to go to the toilets and later on a little boy of three and a half years:
“Miss, Katie has a dirty bottom”. Katie is a little girl at the age of four and because of her
Ethiopian origin she is dark-skinned. The little boy was shocked to see the bottom of the girl
being black that, as a result, he directly associated it with dirtiness. I explained him that Katie
was neither dirty, nor she had badly cleaned her bottom. She comes from an African country
where all children have black skin and therefore it is normal that their bottoms are too.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Who are the actors involved in this cross-cultural situation, what are the elements of their
social identities (age, sex, origin, profession, etc.), what kind of connections are there
between them and with their social groups?
Martine: a French woman at the age of fifty has been a kindergarten teacher for twenty years.
She has taught all three age groups.
Olivier: four years old, growing up in a wealthy French family, non-practicing Catholic, in the
Nantes region and rather easy.
Katie: Ethiopian, adopted in the age of 4 by a French couple, very dark skinned
2. Context of the situation
What is the concrete situation/context in which this scene takes place (physical context,
social, psychological, etc.)?
The situation took place in a village in the region of Nantes with 800-1000 inhabitants, and a
rather homogeneous population regarding the nationalities and ethnic origins. In fact,
adopted children represent the only people of foreign origins.
In this context, children are rarely confronted with others from different geographical origins
or different visual markers. Concretely, the situation took place in the toilet, where children in
small groups of ten go together. Katie has been already for four months in the school,
therefore it was not her first day, but the first time she went together with Olivier to the toilet.
3. Emotional reaction
The shock reaction: feelings of the narrator, and if the shock raised any particular reaction
(feelings, behaviour etc).
The dominant emotion was a surprise: during the first and a half-month, Olivier had already
seen Katie’s arms and face, which has not provoked the same association of dirtiness. Only by
seeing her bottom, Olivier asked this question. This contradiction has caused certain surprise.
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Perception of different skin colours
The narrator is aware of the diversity of skin colours as a dimension of physical diversity. Her
conception of colour is related to the genetic transmission (the skin colour is inheritable like
other physical attributes).
Desire to reduce differences and to be “interculturally correct”
Nowadays in France, cultural diversity is a sensitive issue, partly in response to episodes of
discrimination, even racism in recent decades. As a reaction, the issue of differences becomes
hypersensitive, and is often avoided, considered as a taboo. We do not dare to speak about
cultural differences, there is a fear to notice, describe, and refer to differences because we are
afraid to be intrusive or to appear racist. Thus, adults tend to avoid public comments on the
visual markers of otherness.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Surprised about the simple comment of Olivier: Why is the colour of the bottom associated
with dirt while the colour of arms and face do not raise the same association?
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
In this situation, the elements that caused the surprise are not so much the content of the
frame of references (values or standards); rather they lie in the mechanisms: the cognitive
processing of information and the process of assimilation of social values.
Social norms:
Children in the age of 4 have not yet acquired all social norms; they do not feel the
discomfort by transgressing the behaviour rules that they are just about to learn. Thus,
Olivier associated without any censorship or embarrassment skin colour to dirtiness.
Skin colour theory:
Children in the age of 4 have not yet acquired the "blood drop theory" that allows older
people to understand that the skin colour is hereditarily transmitted and is a permanent
characteristic of people. This knowledge seems to be developed a little bit later. Meanwhile
the children explain what they see with theories that are more accessible. The "dirt"
associated with black skin is one theory that some children come up with at the moment of
awareness of the difference of colours.
Negative association related to dark colours and black:
In many tales, proverbs and everyday speech, dark colours and black in particular have a
negative connotation, while light and bright colours are considered positive. This negative
association with dark and black may also influence the perception of skin colour, even before
acquiring the concept of ethnicity.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incident illustrates the reluctance of adults to address an issue felt as sensitive. Indeed,
parents or teachers sometimes fear addressing the issue because they feel they would force
on the children the “negativity” of adult interpretations of colour and racism, while children
are still “innocent” to these perceptions and evaluations.
It would be very informative for teachers to learn about how children develop their
perception of skin colour, and more generally, how they develop their notions of social
categorizations. Such knowledge would make it possible for teacher to accompany and
support this development, helping to avoid the rigidification or exaggeration of categories.
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Critical incident: Shy or different
Organization that collected the incident: La XiXa (SP)
The incident
“Myriam is a little girl of 4 years old who’s come from Togo; she is going to kindergarten and
canteen for some months. She is a nice girl, very calm and shy; in fact she doesn’t talk a lot.
Her parents speak good French but they talk to her their native language. Many times when
the children have to line up to come back at school, the other kids don’t want to hold her
hand, but they don’t express it directly, they just search another classmate, even if she’s next
to them, alone. The teachers, us, do not say anything about the situation and we take the kid
and hold him the hand, children accept and say nothing. Even if we haven’t a lot of black
families in the kindergarten, I wonder if kids do not want to hold her the hand because of her
skin color or because of her shyness.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
A woman of 45 years old, from Honduras, living in France since 20 years because she married
a French man and practicing catholic. She has French nationality. She considers she has
already suffered many discriminatory conducts in her job (responsibilities and salary ), in
French institutions (for instance in way to do the passport, she considers she has to prove she
is French more than a French native)
A little girl of 4 years old, Myriam, from Togo. Though she was born in France, the parents
wish to maintain cultural identity and talk to the little girl in their mother tongue. Although
Myriam speaks French, teachers rarely hear her voice. In her appearance she’s well dressed,
clean, her hair is well done. Other children in the kindergarden, of French origin.
2. Context of the situation
The scene took place in a school of a little town of Picardie, which is a very rural region in
France. It was during the time of extracurricular in the kindergarten. Because of this
localisation, there is not a lot of diversity at school and in the daily life in general. So, the kids
are not used to rub shoulders with kids from other cultural background.
3. Emotional reaction
The shock reaction: feelings of the narrator, and if the shock raised any particular reaction
(feelings, behaviour etc).
“In this kind of situation, my first feeling reaction is to doubt concerning the reasons of why
the kids don’t want to hold the Awa’s hand. I wonder if they don’t want because of her skin
colour or her shyness. After, I feel a kind of sadness and empathy for the little girl because it’s
not simple to be in her shoes at school.”
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We can notice that the feeling of empathy is ease because the nursery teacher is from
Honduras and she is living in Picardie, so she had some experience concerning the difficulty
to integrate in this region and the stigmatisation because of her cultural background.
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
1) Integration in Picardie is not easy: the nursery teacher migrated to Picardie from
Honduras and the cultural difference and the difficulty to be integrated is very present in her
daily life. In fact, this region of France doesn’t have a lot of cultural diversity and the people
have the reputation to be less open-minded concerning the immigration than other place
more urbanized. She had to deal with much discrimination concerning her accent, for
example when she went to complain with her daughter at the police-station the policeman
pretended to don’t understand anything because of her accent.
2) Tolerance: as she is a practicing catholic the tolerance can be a very important value in her
interpretation of this religion. It’s the capacity to accept the others as they are and to be
open-minded at the different cultural background, because at the end we are all humans and
we deserve to be considered equals. The tolerance value eases the capacity to identify at the
little girl and to feel sad for her because of this situation.
3) Professional identity: to be nursery teacher engaged to take care of the children and to
try that they all have a good moment and play with each other. The social exclusion of one of
the children is questioning the fact of doing well her job and the ethical values that the she
identify as essential to be a good nursery teacher. For that, she tried to settle the situation
taking herself a kid to hold the Awa’s hand.
4) Sometimes is better to say less: in some case the communication is not the most
appropriate way to resolve a situation. So, sometimes is better to say less to calm a situation.
In this case, the nursery teacher doesn’t say anything to the children about their
comportments because she didn’t want to create a conflict and to put Awa in an
uncomfortable situation. She thought that it’s better to fix herself the situation that to speak
of it at the children. Also, maybe because of her cultural background she doesn’t feel
“legitimate” to talk about that with the children because she dreaded of the parent reactions.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The image of the other group is not totally fixed because there is a doubt concerning the
reasons why, but in case of racism it’s very negative.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
The problem is that we don’t know if it’s a kind of racism from the kids or if it’s because the
Awa’s shyness, or a mix of the two reasons. So we will take in consideration these two
reasons.
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1) Fear of difference: in the two cases the fear of difference is present because it’s the reject
of a characteristic which is different; it can be the shyness or the skin color of Awa. What is
similar at them is good, but the difference is not accepted and this kind of intolerance is
determined by the school and family education.
2) Not familiar with the diversity: there is not much diversity at school and in the daily life of
the kids so they don’t get used to live in a cultural mixed context. It can be a cause of the fear
of the difference. And also, it can be that the school education doesn’t integrate all the issues
of a diversity context.
3) The newness is weird: the kids get used to live in a calm and rural place, where the
newness is not very often. They have fixed landmarks and not a capacity of adaptation front
of the newness.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The narrator and the other teachers in the incident seem to be caught between two
somewhat contradictory desires. First of all they do not wish to make a value judgement on
the children, who do not wish to hold the hands of Myriam. Nor do they feel it would be a
good idea to force them to hold her hand. On the other hand, there is a need to facilitate the
inclusion of Myriam, for which they would need alternative strategies such as providing joint
play, activities for example.
Another question raised by the incident is how and when do children develop their
conceptions of otherness, and what does this precisely imply. Can children already at this
young age (3) differentiate or discriminate based on skin colour? How do they perceive
children of different skin colour?
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Chapter 4 : Interpretations and approaches to health
and hygiene
What is health?

In this chapter we propose to dive into the concept of Health, one of the key sensitive zones in
intercultural contact, referring to cultural concepts and approaches of the body, health, hygiene
and sickness. It is a rich concept where we will see significant intercultural differences, and this
could be the source of many misunderstanding, preconceptions and interpretations.
But what is Sickness and health? Although they appear as opposite and the answer will be closely
connected to our cultural background, values, traditions, norms and hierarchies. So health is a
cultural concept and can have different meanings across the world. We will see together 3
different proposals for the same concept as an example and to open the reflection for this chapter.

The Ayurvedic system
To rebalance the three
vital energies (doshas:
AIMS of the Health Kapha/bone joints, Pitta/
System
metabolition, digestion,
Vata/circulation and
nervous system)
•
•
Traditions of
•
systemic Treatment
•

Traditions of selvhealing

Perceptions of
sickness causes

Diet plans and diets
Massage
Cleansing
Operation by fractures
and accidents

Herbs and diets

The Islamic system

The Western system

To restore the proper
balance between mucus,
blood, black and yellow
bile

To cure physical and mental
disease

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cup setting
Honey
Diet changes
Herbal medicine
Massage
Operation by fractures
and accidents

Herbs and Quranic
quotes

The external perception
• Sickness may have external causes and be related
to misfortune and fate.
• Sickness may also be related to social and
religious matters.

•
•
•
•
•

Massage
Bed rest
Chemical medicine
Blood samples
Operation (”removal”) by
various diseases

Non-prescription drugs
The internal perception
• Sickness is defined as
opposite to good health
and related to the
individual person/patient
´s life.
• Sickness is related to
physiological conditions,
diagnosis as ”device
arrors”
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understand the cultural diversity in health, inevitably we need to address the diversity of our
approaches and uses of the body. We have to start our inquiry by loosing the illusion of the
universality of the body. Indeed, although the body as a physiological – biological entity could
constitute the universally common that goes immutable across cultures, we quickly discover that it
is very far from being so, in fact it is fundamentally a cultural phenomenon, and the way we
understand it, use it, dress it, clean it varies greatly across cultures.

The invention of cleanliness and health
Health is often associated with hygiene and this is because the etymology comes from the Greek
ὑγιεινή (τέχνη) hugieinētechnē, meaning "(art) of health". While going into the taboos and
prescriptions we will need to explain what and how we consider “clean”.
To explain where body taboos come from we need to travel a little bit back in time. Not so long
ago it was common to defecate in the street. When did we change habits and transformed this act
into a personal and discreet ritual?15 Historically the invention of personal toilets coincides with
the invention of the individual, and the first toilet cabinets appear in the 18th century. Today the
sight of the collective toilets of antique Rome provokes surprise and disgust. Few things require
more privacy then emptying one’s bladder and intestines.
Going to the toilet is a cultural convention, and to acquire it children go through a similar learning
process. Between their 1.5 to 2.5 years a responsible adult teaches them how “to be dry or toilet
trained”. During this education we learn that faeces are dirty. We congratulate kids when they do it
in the potty and punish them when they do it elsewhere. This experience is one of many initiation
rites and it shows the accession to a social and cultural world. It is in this same time that we learn
to be disgusted by poop; we associate the smell with the sight of it as something bad. From then
on we will hide into the cabinet, as far as possible from others, protected from viewers to relieve
ourselves.16 Whoever does differently breaches with an important cultural convention.

14 Baig, N., Kastrup, M. og Rasmussen, L. (ed. 2010): ”Tro, omsorgoginterkultur” (Belief, care and interculturality).
Anthology
Sperschneider, L.A. ogMølgaard, M. (2007): ”Flerkulturelhåndbog” (Multicultural handbook)
* Rashid, I. (2006): “Kulturforskelle I praksis”(Cultural differences in practice).
*O´Neil, D. (2002/2010): “Culture Specific Diseases”.
*Elsam,, P. (2003): “Håndbog I kulturpsykologi. Et fag påtværs” (Handbook in cultural psychology. An interdisciplinary
discipline)
*Helman, C.G. (1985): ”Culture, Health and Illness”
*Helman, C.G. (1981): “Disease versus illness in general practice”. Medical Anthropology. In Journal of the Royal College of
general Practitioners
*Nichter, M. (1981): “Negotiation of the illness experience: Ayurvedic therapy and the psychosocial dimention of illness”.
In Culture, Medicine and Psychiatry, Vol.1/Issue 1, 1977
*Eisenberg, L. (1977): “Disease and illness distinction between professional and popular ideas of sickness”. In Culture,
Medicine and Psychiatry, Vol.5/Issue 1, 1981
*Obeyesekere, Gananath (1977): “The theory and practice of psychological medicine in the ayurvedic tradition. In Culture,
Medicine and Psychiatry, Vol.1/Issue 2,1977
15 Ancery, Pierre (2011) Pourquoi le caca est-il tabou? http://www.slate.fr/story/48035/caca-tabou
16 Vigarello Georges (1988), Concepts of cleanliness
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This helps us understand the critical incident of the little girl that peed 3 times on her pants at the
kindergarten:
“While waiting, the child urinates again. Her father arrives after nearly one hour, opens the door,
looks around the room to find his child. And he starts laughing. The child follows the laugh of her
father with her eyes, and then looks at me and laughs. With a serious tone, I tell the father that he
shouldn’t laugh, but instead talk to her and let her know that she is old enough now to understand
that she shouldn’t do that. He looks at me and laughs »
In this example we can see the rigidity of the teacher, as her professional role is to educate to this
social rule that should be taken seriously.
There are many other involuntary manifestations of our bodies (farting, burping, running noses,
peeing) we also have the urge of hiding17. This is in particular true for those socialized in the
modern western world, following the imperative of the "ritual erasure of the body"18. According to
Le Breton inspired by the heritage of the Judeo-Christian world vision body is associated with
what is sinful, suspicious, degrading, while the spirit is associate with what is noble and worthy. To
conform to this vision, Westerners try to hide what is reminding them of their embodiedness (farts,
burps etc.) Not controlling these noises is a major source of embarrassment and a loss of face. At
the same time most Europeans don't have a problem with blowing their nose, and though the
rules of when and how you can do it differ; you cannot commit such a mistake as in Korea or
Japan.
For Cohen-Emerique this is tightly connected with the concept of sensitive zones (the cultural
domains most susceptible to provoke tension in intercultural contact). Indeed, one of the two
reasons that make a sensitive zone “sensitive” is that it brings up behaviour that we learnt to
suppress through the socialisation of our bodies, going beyond bodily noises, including the way
we handle nudity, the way we clean and sleep etc.
Personal habits: clothing bathing and sleeping
Since our childhood, parents make us follow certain habits (clothing, eating, exercising, cleaning..),
they model our bodies and the way we look and they introduce us in the social space. Bourdieu
thought that physical appearance is a fundamental indicator of social status of the individual19 and
something similar happens with children20.
Working on the field, Delphine Serre21 (French social worker) acknowledged that the way children
look is often interpreted or judge by their teachers or other professional as a sign of their health
condition. As we can read on the incident “Much energy, little attention” where the teacher
describes a “hyperactive and very smart girl (…) She used to sleep at the end in class (…) She also
came to school without any sandwich, fruit or even water or juice.
17 Mary

Douglas, (1966) Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (1966)
Breton "Anthropology of the body and modernity"
19 Pierre BOURDIEU, « Remarques provisoires sur la perception sociale du corps », Actes de la recherche en sciences
sociales, n° 14, pp. 51-54, 1977 ; Christine DÉTREZ, La construction sociale du corps, Paris, Seuil, 2002.
20 http://www.cairn.info/article.php?ID_ARTICLE=RF_011_0043
21 Delphine SERRE, « Le “bébé superbe”. La construction de la déviance corporelle par les professionnel(le)s de la petite
enfance », Sociétés contemporaines, n° 31, pp. 107-127, 1998.
18 Le
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This girl came to school with dirty clothes. I was feeling sorry for her. Although I knew that both her
parents had a very stable employment with a high salary, I thought that maybe they had some
financial or some other problems”.
As we mentioned above, parents choose how they will introduce us in this public social space,
they take care of us: they dress us, clean us and feed us, and others (classmates, teachers, adults,
society) interpret this body image. It gives clues on the social status and creates a social body in
the public space. The first thought of the teacher was that the parents were having financial issues
but then she found out that they didn’t care about this convention and think that when their girl
will be older she’ll be more mature and for now it is the school’s job to take care of her. The
teacher feels bad about this student and associates this lack of attention of the parents as a lack of
love and affection.
The Terror Management Theory (TMT) offers another explanation about why our physical
appearance is so important. They sustain that we dress up, i.e. “culturalise” our body to
disconnect it from its basic, natural, creaturely aspect. For them, acknowledging our primitive and
animal form bears a reminder of our mortality. Culture on the other hand transforms it and
transports the body into another realm, that of literal or metaphorical immortality. Humans will try
anything to avoid the constant reminder of death; the daily ritual of brushing hair, of depilation or
shaving does not seem such a high price22.
Body changes (body modifications, circumcision, tattoo…)
The same need of “culturalising” the body that TMT unvails can also be caught in the rituals of
body modifications. Our bodies are a source of conflict as they remind us how close we are to
animals: to differentiate us from the animal kingdom we use the strategy of “controlling the deathrelated anxieties by immerging in the world of cultural meanings and values”. The body is no more
a “container” but a symbol of culture.
And each culture will have its own ways inscribing itself into the body. As Le Breton says the body
doesn’t exist in a natural way, all cultures leave traces on them: they add (tattoo, makeup, scars,
jewellery…), or remove (circumcision, excision, depilation, mutilation…) or shape body parts (neck,
ears, lips, feet, skull23). These acts of modification happen in more or less ritualised ways
depending on the social - cultural context, the objective being the infest with “culture” the
biological as much as possible. The most ritualised of the modification are connected to “rites of
passage”.
“A rite of passage is a celebration of the passage which occurs when an individual leaves one
group to enter another. It involves a significant change of status in society”24 Many bodily rites
connected to the life of young children are connected also to their gender. In some context the
first earring of the little girl, in others the genital circumcision ensures the accession of the child to
the group of future respectable women.
Jamie L. Goldenberg, Fleeing the Body: A Terror Management Perspective on the Problem of Human Corporeality,
PersSocPsychol Rev August 2000 4: 200-218,
23 http://www.la-croix.com/Culture/Expositions/David-Le-Breton-Par-le-tatouage-chacun-se-bricole-un-mythepersonnel-2014-08-07-1189152
24 Van Gennep rephrased in wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rite_of_passage
22
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The incident “Being a man” revolves around the circumcision of the four years old boy of a
Senegalese-Italian couple. The ritual should help the little boy access masculinity. The Italian
mother cannot accept this act as in Western cultures today the value of physical integrity and
individual choice precedes the value of marking the belonging to a community. Since the values
touched are extremely important for both sides, finding a solution appears difficult and stirs up
deep emotions.
The body at the crossroads of core values
As if the body and cleanliness weren’t enough sensitive issues by themselves, the body also
happens to be a space where further core values can impose themselves. In the incident “Bathing
together”, a teacher’s shocked when “a 5 and half years old boy shared in the class that he was
bathing together with his father, both naked.” This shared treatment of the body doesn’t respond
to our conventions of individual cleaning habits, and thus opens the imagination to further doubts
about taboos of sexuality, paedophilia and incest.
Interpretation and approaches to Health and Hygiene
Country

Number

Name of the incident

SP

10

Being a man

IT

7

Pee

FR

1

Attendance

CY

2

Much energy little attention

CY

5

Bathing together

CY

8

Sleeping with school clothes
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Critical incident: Being a Man
Organization that collected the incident: La XiXa (SP)
The incident
“This happened a few months ago when a friend of mine, who is married to an Italian woman,
returned to Senegal.
In our tradition, the Fula, when the child is 3 or 4 years old, he must be circumcised. This is
how he will become a boy and will not be a child anymore. When the moment arrived to
leave for the ceremony, the mother refused to let him go.
They, as a married couple, had already come three times to Senegal lately, and the mother
rejected, even when everyone was expecting him to go.
She continued refusing even when everyone else, the father’s family, the elders, agreed that
the boy will pass the post circumcision in Italy, but still she refused.
I never understood why she did that, until today, because a male child not circumcised is
missing something, he will not be a man or a boy, and he will always be a child.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
The narrator is a Senegalese man of 45 years old that lives in Senegal, Dakar. He is a social
worker with experience in intercultural relations. Belonging to the Fula ethnic group. He has
passed the initiation ceremonies as well as all of his male children.
A Senegalese man married seven years ago with an Italian woman, both living in Italy. They
travel often to Senegal for holidays. She does not speak the local language, Wolof. The man
and the woman are both around 30 years old, have a daughter and a son out of their
marriage. She passed a year in Senegal alone living with the husband's family. They are
friends of the narrator.
2. Context of the situation
The narrator believes that, in Italy, circumcision is prohibited. In Senegal circumcision means
initiation to adulthood, group and community. The group is very important because children
passing circumcision together are blood brothers, is the strongest bond of all bonds "is with
whom you have shared the man's cage." It has a very important relationship with tradition
and has to be at a certain age. It is for male children. The ritual lasts for a month, at the
beginning the children are together, they are prepared for a day or two and finally the nurse
(male) comes for the medical intervention. He is a medically qualified one from local hospital.
Then he comes back for healing for 3 or 4 days after the circumcision. Children before going
to the ceremony speak a lot of what will happen, the others that have already gone through
it, tease them. Mothers receive children when the ceremony ends, they all have pride to have
gone through it, that's why mother are the ones to come to look for them. It's a very
emotional moment.
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3. Emotional reaction
The shock reaction: feelings of the narrator, and if the shock raised any particular reaction
(feelings, behaviour etc).
“I felt humiliated, because in the family, all children have passed the rite. Not passing it, and
preventing a child to do so, is as if the child does not belong to the group, it states a gap
between the child and the family of origin. I also felt sadness for the child for all that he has
lost, he will miss something very important in his life, because it is an experience so rich, that
none should miss it.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Rite of passage and community:
Initiation means learning together, knowing yourself, knowing where you come from and the
relationship you have with others. It is:
• Knowing the relationships that your family has with other families, the bonds of solidarity.
• Knowing how to differentiate dances, mythology and legends. Knowing the meaning and
sense of ritual dances, rituals, and traditional medicine with plants. There is always a
message of peace.
• Learn to insult so is a way to learn to be free, to express themselves, to be determined.
Insulting is also part of community life. Relationship with community are the most
important values in life, it is the guarantee for living, is what sustains life itself.
Rite of passage and masculinity: children passing circumcision together are blood brothers,
is the strongest bond of all bonds "is with whom you have shared the man's cage”. It means
being someone instructed in tradition, in how a man has to be and behave as a male adult. It
is just for males. Even the way to treat the child is different after the circumcision; he is no
longer being treated like a child, but as a little man.
Social bonds, relationship network value: the ritual strengthens social bonds and the sense
of belonging to a group in relation to age. Culturally it means the rite of passage from child
to boy, he begins to have a defined sex and a defined gender. For example the narrator son
when he had circumcision, he did not want to wear pants during some days because he
wanted people to see him like that, he was very proud.
Intercultural relationships: understanding the other's values when a couple marries to
someone from another culture. The narrator thinks this incident puts the couple at risk
because, for him, it shows that the woman does not realize the value the rite has. In addition,
the community will not understand how the father accept living with a child without being
circumcised, because it is the proof of the social relationship to the group where he is
supposed to belong. Western women understand that marriage is between her and her
husband, but for Senegalese this is far from being like this. Getting married is entering to
belong to an extensive social group. This can be seen, for instance, in the fact that the
couples who will marry do not come to the wedding, because they are the last who are
affected. Is the family who asks, who chooses someone to go to ask the hand of the girl for
man, families are the ones that agree, for Senegalese this is the guarantee for the
relationship.
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5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The image of the mother is that she is rejecting the Senegalese tradition, even if the Jews
also have it. He thinks she did not appreciate the Senegalese tradition and sees it
undervalued.
She ignores the values of the society she is part of, the narrator sees it as:
• A lack of estimation to whom she has married.
• She is no more eager to learn.
• She breaks the sense of hospitality, in some way.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Physical integrity: The mother had no confidence in local medical system or perhaps does
not have enough information. Even if she was told that a doctor or a nurse would come from
hospital to do the circumcision, she does not trust African Medical system. There is a
prejudice in western societies around African doctors, that they are not well trained, as in
developed countries, or that you cannot trust them to be “real” doctors. In this case, the
mother would have to protect her child’s physical integrity, against a medical intervention not
done in what she considers properly medicalized.
African motherhood: An hypotesis is the mother thought allowing his child to do the ritual
would mean to lose her son, culturally speaking. His son would be more Senegalese than
Italian. And she believes that she will lose her role as a mother. This could be associated to
her thought that African mothers have no power over their children and that in African
families when there are fights for power, fathers are the one that have advantage. In this case
the mother could think Senegalese society is sexist and that way, she will lose power as a
woman in relation with the father, if accepting her child to go through the rite of passage, her
family relationship would be more African.
Medical interventions should be responses to medical problems: If there is no medical
reason (from western point of view) to go under surgery/ intervention due to health
consideration, why take a risk and inflict that to her son. Such intervention should be a
response to a medical problem, not a cultural tradition.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
This situation highlights that in the world people consider there are first class and secondclass cultures and this way of thinking influences relationship in an intercultural situation.
The child lives in Italy, is educated in Italy etc. So passing the ritual was a concession to
society of origin, but still very powerful.
Many times the problem of western women in Africa is that African families adapt to them.
Family adapts because of the sense of hospitality, and finally their opinions or views on
education, life, society is not really shared, and a real debate around these issues does not
exist.
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If the mother wants to learn the local language or traditions, for instance, that makes a
change to have the possibility to be closer and to really share the point of view and values
around education, life and social structures.
To pass time with a culture is not enough to learn a culture. In this case, for the mother, it was
hard to understand the situation she needed a full anthropological work to understand it.
For African people, tradition and religion are not negotiable, it cannot be said that they have
abandoned the tradition, although they could do things against like drinking alcohol or not
praying. Although traditions change and evolve, what is not acceptable especially for an
unavoidable ritual is that someone from outside the tradition comes to question it or be
against it.
This change in traditions can be seen, for example, the fact that this is a doctor who comes,
and the medical monitoring, but it is important that he comes from the same tradition.
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Critical incident: Pee
Organization that collected the incident: CESIE (IT)
The incident
“It was 11am one morning. I was doing my regular work in a class. A 4 year-old girl urinates in
her pants, as usual. I call her mother and ask her to come to school to change her clothes.
The mother replies that she can’t come, but her husband will. While waiting, the child urinates
again, three times. Her father arrives after nearly one hour, opens the door, he nods towards
me and looks around the room to find his child. And he starts laughing. The child follows the
laugh of her father with her eyes, then looks at me and laughs. With a serious tone, I tell the
father that he shouldn’t laugh if his daughter pees on herself, and he should instead talk to
her and let her know that she is old enough now to understand that she shouldn’t do that. He
looks at me and laughs.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Woman, 37 years old, been married for 16 years, mother of two children aged 7 and 9,
teacher in kindergarten in state schools for 10 years, with previous experience in private
schools. Catholic. Politically of the left wing, lately opening towards a more independent
party. Deeply convinced of the role that each parent has in the education of their children.
Man, 42 years old, national of Ghana, married, father of 3 children (one boy 2.5 years old; two
girls respectively 4.5 years and 10 months). Christian.
The two actors are both parents, and both involved in the education of the child in question.
2. Context of the situation
The scene takes place in a public kindergarten in Palermo, Italy, where the author of the
incident has been working for a few years. It is a multicultural environment, with a high
percentage of children from different countries or children whose parents are migrants.
It is morning, 11 am, during a regular school day. The scene takes place in the classroom
where teaching takes place, in front of other children.
The situation is not particularly odd, as the teacher is used to managing situations when
children pee on themselves. Also, her reaction is in line with what she’s already done tons of
times in her work. Distress grows in the teacher when the parent does not come immediately
to pick up the little girl and change her.
3. Emotional reaction
The teacher is shocked by the reaction of the father, and feels a bit lost and upset because of
it
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Coherence between school and family education
Idea of childhood education as a shared responsibility between school and family. She
expects and values an alignment between the reactions of the parents and those of the
school staff. Also, the teacher perceives children between 3 and 6 years old to be especially
reactive and vulnerable to teachings– the latter should be coherent, no matter if they come
from the parents or the educational staff.
Developmental stages of children, child autonomy and toileting
Child development towards autonomy is a rather complex concept that implies a process of
biological, psychological and emotional changes in the child. The teacher’s point of reference
is that of age-related developmental stages, according to which a child needs to learn or be
trained toileting skills before the age of 4.5, which is the girl’s age in the incident.
Children’s dignity as a human being and parents’ responsibility
The teacher is especially frustrated by the girl’s father coming to school only one hour after he
has been summoned to change his daughter’s clothes. She believes that he demonstrates
lack of interest in his daughter’s hygiene but especially dignity as human being, as she
identifies the situation as highly degrading for the girl. In line with the notion of children as
full human being equal to all adult human beings, which was introduced in the last 30 years
and especially with the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989), the teacher values
children as full human beings with their own dignity, however in a vulnerable position of
dependency from the adults. It is the responsibility of the parents to come in their help for
matters that fall in a more private sphere, according to the teacher.
Hygiene
The teacher values hygiene and believes that from a certain age children should be taught to
use the toilet. This is quite a serious matter to the teacher, as it marks the growth and
development of the child, who becomes more and more autonomous and knows how to
behave publicly. Flexibility is involved in the process of learning how to use the toilet.
However, the teacher does not accept the fact that the girl’s parents have been postponing
teaching toileting to their daughter.
Monochronic approach to time
Like most Europeans the teacher’s time orientation is marked by a tendency of monochrony /
linearity, which implies an expectation towards quick reactions, respect of short deadlines and
sequencial execution and prioritization of tasks. According to such a time perception the
father should have arrived fairly quickly to the school with the new set of cloths. Failure to do
so undermines his image as a responsible father.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
A negative image emerges, as the contrast between her serious reaction and the father’s is
distressful and deceives the teacher’s values of child development and autonomy. Moreover,
she has a negative idea of the parents of the girl as they are not giving a pace to the child’s
development towards autonomy.
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Flexible child development
We do not know whether the migration path and country/cultural origins of the father play a
role in the learning/training of toileting skills of the child in question, but we can assume that
the family understanding of child development is more flexible if compared to that of the
teacher, who instead shows a rigid and normative understanding of age-related child
development and autonomy.
Polychronic time perception
In contrast with the monochromic / linear time perspective, the polychromic approach tends
to focus less on the sequential execution of the tasks, the deadlines and agreed meeting
times are considered with more flexibility. This flexibility does not imply that the task /
meeting / person is of less importance, but merely that that moment has to fit harmoniously
into the other moments and context. From the monochromic perspective this often results in
the perception of the other as irresponsible, not caring, non-punctual so untrustworthy,
though the only difference really stems in how time is perceived.
Hygiene and conception of children’s urine and feaces
Showing disgust at a child’s urine or feaces in Ghanaian culture is a sign that may jeopardise
the soul of the child and lead to his/her death. Children’s innocence plays a role in the
conception of their bodily excreta, which differs from those of the adults. Children are
“innocent”, not fully human beings yet, and therefore not dirty yet. According to an
anthropological study in a rural area of Ghana25, children’s urine or feaces out of the toilet are
not perceived as dirt, and may be considered a sign of fortune if they get to the food.
Therefore, while there are specific places for dirt in Ghanaian culture, dirt coming from
children does not necessarily belong to the toilet and are signs of good fortune. This concept
may help explain the reaction of the girl’s father in the situation. The father does not share the
same concept of hygiene as the teacher, and does not understand the worry of the teacher.
He sees her child urinating on herself as something absolutely innocent and even positive.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The situation clearly highlights the lack of alignment between the concept of child and
developmental stages of the teacher and that of the child’s parents, which can create conflicts
in the school-family relationship. It may be important for the education staff at school to
introduce and explain the core concepts and understanding of their work to the children’s
families to favour a shared approach to child development at school and at home.
At the same time, the different conception of hygiene of the teacher and that of the father are
also not in line with one another. The social rules about expelling excreta and toilet-teaching
children differ in the host country of the Ghanaian family, and therefore create a misalignment
between the teacher’s and the parents’ expectations.

Van der Geest, S. (2009). “Children and dirt in Kwahu, Ghana: A social-anthropological perspective”. In: R. Kutalek& A.
Prinz (eds) Essays in medical anthropology. The Austrian Ethnomedical Society after thirty years.Wiener
EthnomedizinischeReihe Volume 6. Wien, Muenster: LIT Verlag, pp. 179-190.
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Critical incident: Attendance
Organization that collected the incident: Elan Interculturel
The incident
“I went to pick up my daughter and her teacher came and told me “Oh, by the way, Ana is
always cheating on his classmates”. In fact, she is very short sighted and that is why she was
looking at the work of the others. One day, when I picked her up, she started crying in my arms
and said, “The teacher put me in the last row and I can’t see anything at the blackboard”.
Everyone described her as intelligent and lively- so why should she need to cheat? Because she
was intelligent, she found that trick, but the teacher did not want to hear anything. We went to
the doctor and ophthalmologist and they diagnosed a huge myopia, she saw quite nothing. She
went anyway through the grande section to CP because she was very talented but we heard
these notices concerning my daughter cheating during the whole year. She did not feel she was
copying, she just said, “Ah, I was listening to the teacher; you can go to ask her if you don’t
believe me”. I spoke with the teacher and explained her that my daughter saw nothing at the
blackboard but she did not believe me. I was upset, but I never answer in retaliation. Therefore,
we went to the doctor and brought her the proof, the medical prescription, and it was the first
time she reconsidered her behaviour. The problem is that teachers (not all of them, but in
general) think every children behaviour has a pat answer, for example a child who moves a lot
might have slept badly the night before and it cannot be another reason, in school they are
struggling to go more deeply and to find solutions. However, in this situation, you, as a teacher,
you tell yourself that there is no problem, as it the case concerning dyslexia, because children
find always tricks. That said afterwards, we had a good laugh.
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Ana: 5/6 years old, girl, she has born in Honduras but she were in France since four years, and
his father is French so she knows French, living in France since four years.
The teacher: 40 years old French woman, according to the narrator she’s a quite open-minded
teacher in general.
Ana’s mother: 30 years old, from Honduras, living in France since 5 years because she married a
French man, practicing Catholic. She’s kindergarten teacher in a small village in the region of
Picardie.
2. Context of the situation
In a public kindergarten of a little village, in the region of Picardie, Ana is in the last year before
she enter in elementary school. Many times the teacher accused Ana to cheat on her classmates
but in the other hand Ana complained repeatedly that she couldn’t see the text on the
blackboard. Above all, as the mother already told the teacher that her daughter was shortsighted and she didn’t want to believe her. According to the narrator, the teacher used to be
open-minded and attentive to children.
3. Emotional reaction
Because of the teacher attitude, she was shocked, irritated, angry, and she was worried about
her daughter’s future.
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the person
who experienced the shock.
Professional Identity: Regarding to her daughter’s difficulties she wanted the teacher to listen
and to act accordingly. In the opinion of the mother, the teacher should check if she was really
short-sighted or at least to told her that she needed a medical proof.
Education: Teacher has to be attentive to children and to parents, and for her generally it is the
teacher who notices this kind of problems.
Relationship teacher/parents: The teacher was close-minded and the mother expected to be
trusted and listened by the teacher, concerning her daughter’s problem.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Negative, close-minded.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Relationship parent/teacher: She doesn’t consider parents can have an objective point of view
in front of their own child; it’s why she didn’t react until she had a medical proof. She thinks that
the parents don’t have enough pedagogical skills concerning their children. She needed the
words of a doctor to take the situation seriously thus she values more professional skills than the
opinion of parents about their own children. In Western Europe we have an “hidden” hierarchy
towards certain professions, like for example the word of a health professional will be stronger
and more valued than the word of a simple mother.
Conservative pedagogy: As the child made a mistake (she cheated), the teacher felt she has to
punish her in way to avoid any future repetition. She doesn’t reconsider her pedagogical
methods, in front of her pupils’ bad behaviour she only has one solution, to punish them. In her
opinion, the teacher is in charge and always right.
Regarding pedagogy the school would be the incarnation of the values of the dominant society
and then the one who communicates what is the good way of doing things without any
ambivalence or freedom of choice. The institution also represents the moral of authority and
judges how we should act in each situation.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
This situation highlights how a profession can have different interpretations and applications
according to each individual. Each different interpretation of teacher’s profession can therefore
have a real impact on the children, on their self-confidence, their motivation to learn, etc.
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Critical incident: Much energy little attention
Organization that collected the incident: CPI
The incident
“The incident took place in a public kindergarten at the beginning of this year. I was a teacher
of a 4.5 years old Greek Cypriot girl from Greece who was so hyperactive and very smart. She
had problems paying attention and sitting still in her seat. Most of the time she was impulsive
and she was doing things without thinking about the results or effects on other. She was
reactive with others, yelling and shouting and she was even aggressive, hurting others and
herself sometimes. She used to sleep at the end of the day on the desk in class. She also
came to school without any sandwich, fruit or even water or juice. This girl came to school
with dirty clothes. I was feeling sorry for her. Although I knew that both her parents had a well
stable work with a high salary, I thought that maybe they had some financial or some other
problems. In the process I found out that the girl was sleeping too late at night. I invited both
parents at school in order to talk to them and help the girl. Their reaction shocked me. They
said that she behaves in this way because she is just a little girl and it’s my job to “work” with
her. They said there are both working too many hours to show interest and they believe that
when she will get older she will be mature and then she will show good manners. I was so
shocked hearing all this. I was feeling so sad for the girl and desperate to help her. It’s a pity
not to receive love and affection.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Teacher: 30 years old, female, Greek-Cypriot, pre-primary school teacher/married with no
children. She has eight years of teaching experience.
Child: 4.5 years old, girl, Greek, the only child in the family.
Parents: 38 years old, Greek, accountants with high salary
2. Context of the situation
The incidence took place at a kindergarten in Nicosia which is the capital of Cyprus. I invited
both parents at school in order to talk to them about their daughter’s situation. They were
both willing to come when I spoke to them on the phone.
3. Emotional reaction
Children welfare
Parents are responsible for their children’s welfare. But welfare does not only mean to provide
food, clothes, toys and a home to a child. It means to provide for both the physical and
emotional supports. Children need love, affection and guidance. Of course the teacher plays
a large role in this but parents should play the same role as well.
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Their reaction really shocked me. They said that she behaves in this way because she is just a
little girl and it’s my job to “work” with her. They said there are both working too many hours
to show interest and they believe that when she will get older she will be mature and then she
will show good manners. I was so angry because of the above reaction. I felt so sad for the
girl who did not receive the necessary love and affection from her parents.
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Children welfare
Parents are responsible for their children’s welfare. But welfare does not only mean to provide
food, clothes, toys and a home to a child. It means to provide for both the physical and
emotional supports. Children need love, affection and guidance. Of course the teacher plays
a large role in this but parents should play the same role as well.
Autonomy
It is good to provide children with a sense of freedom and not trying always to make them
behave in the way the adults want them to. Children should have autonomy. But when it
comes to decisions concerning a child’s nutrition or a child’s behaviour towards other children
that may put the child or another child in danger then parents should intervene. Autonomy is
important but must include a limit.
Health & hygiene
It is important for children to take a bath every night, to wear clean clothes and have a good
night sleep because it constitutes an important part of being healthy. Sometimes children can
be difficult and not want to take a bath or not want to go to bed early but parents should be
aware of the importance of these things and apply some basic rules for daily routines.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The reaction of the parents created a very negative image for them.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Children welfare/ protection and safety of children
For the parents, kindergarten education is not important because children are too young at
that age and maturity will follow anyway. They might also think that their responsibility is an
economical one, and that they first have to fulfil it. To be a good parent is to earn a lot of
money so that he or she can provide for the child or family.
Autonomy
The parents of this girl think that autonomy means giving freedom to their child. For them it is
fine to let her do whatever she wants because this is what children at her age do. They
believe that she will change on her own once she gets older.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Parents do not raise their children in the same way. But this incident highlights that there are
also parents who not only have a different parenting style but they also are not attentive to
their children’s physical and emotional needs. They prefer to provide their children with
autonomy and let them find their own way even if this comes to the expense of their physical,
emotional or social development. Maybe not everyone agrees but actually there are very few
things that someone can do. The teachers can only accept the differences and provide as
educators all the necessary support they can.
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Critical incident: Bathing together
Organization that collected the incident: CPI
The incident
“Bathing together”
The incident happened last year during a lesson which was about personal hygiene, bathing
etc. A boy, 5.5 years old shared in the class that he was bathing together with his father both
naked. I was so shocked hearing this fact. I was trying not to show my surprise in front of the
other kids who started laughing. I was then scared since I was suspicious maybe this boy was
sexually abused by his father. I had a conversation with my director about this and we
decided to invite both parents at school. The parents were kind, and were happy by the fact
that we showed interest for their boy. I shared with them my concerns and they just said it’s a
way of bonding with him. The mother confessed that she was also bathing with her daughter
naked. They both explained that they are too busy and it’s a way for spending some time with
their children. They also said that it’s more convenient for them to bath together. I was so
shocked by this phenomenon since I strongly believe that the boy is too old to have a shower
together with his father. I was angry with the parents and felt sorry for the boy.
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Teacher: 33 years old, female, Cypriot, primary school teacher/married with two children. She
has nine years of teaching experience and she has been most of the time a first-grade (5.5-7
years old children) teacher.
Boy: 5.5 years old, Cypriot. His father works in the military and his mother is a housewife. He
has a 9-year old sister.
2. Context of the situation
The incidence took place at an elementary school in Nicosia, which is the capital of Cyprus.
The school was located in a neighbourhood in an area where mostly families of lower socialeconomic status live. The conversation took place during a lesson about personal hygiene.
There were 17 children in the class at the moment.
3. Emotional reaction
I was so shocked and surprised hearing about this. I was trying not to show my surprise in
front of the other kids who started laughing. I was then scared since I was suspicious maybe
this boy was sexually abused by his father. Even when sexual abuse was ruled out, I still felt
angry with the parents and sorry for the boy.
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Physical and gender development
The whole incident made the teacher worried about her student. The boy was too old in
order to take a bath with his father. Boys in his age are aware of genitalia and normally they
feel ashamed if someone sees them naked. Most teachers know this because they watch the
reactions of other students of the same age when they change their clothes for the
gymnastics lesson.
Child welfare and protection
After the initial shock, the teacher felt worried that something bad may be behind this and
she thought maybe he was being sexually abused.
Human decency and nudity
People need to conform to the recognized standard of propriety, good taste and modesty.
Therefore, they should not do or say things that are offensive to others and they should treat
others as they want to be treated. By obliging a child to bath with an adult while both being
naked might be a threat to tendency because the child is exposed to genitalia and issues of
sexuality when he should not.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
e.g. positive, negative, neutral, bizarre etc.
Before the meeting with the parents, the teacher had a very negative image for them. She
was worried that sexual abuse could be taking place. After meeting with them, she was
relieved that this was not the case but still she was left with a slightly negative image for both
parents.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Family habits
For the parents, taking a bath together is a way of bonding with them since they do not have
much free time for them. It is a natural part of their family habits.
Nudity
Maybe the parents thought that it is a kind of freedom to know your body and get to know
the body of a parent in order to understand the physical development. Even though many
people are in favor of children getting to know their bodies and satisfy their natural curiosity,
they do not agree that this should happen as this age. Nudity is not a taboo for them. For
them, the human body is not something people supposed to hide from others. They might
want to raise they kids in liberty and acceptance of their bodies. Or they might be supporters
of the idea of “naturism” based on which many people are often nude in the privacy of their
home or garden, either alone or with members of the family. This may be occasional nudity or
as a naturist lifestyle.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
In Cyprus, the teacher is responsible to report any incident or suspicion for sexual abuse of
children. Such incidences however can be confusing because the child does not have the
capacity to explain fully what is going on (even though the teacher might see some signs that
something is wrong) and the parents may explain everything. It is not certain what messages
the boy was getting about his body, his genitalia and his gender development. All this could
be a part of their family habits and their family philosophy. Maybe nudity is a western taboo
and therefore the teacher automatically thought of sex, then abuse. We tend to associate
naked bodies with sexuality, but this is cultural and no natural. And this incident is a good
example to show that teachers should be definitely trained more extensively on body and
gender issues.
Children become aware of their genitalia at a much younger age and parents have the
responsibility to provide the necessary explanations. These parents seemed not to
understand this responsibility of theirs. They were not aware on the body development and
gender identity development of their child. They treated their children as younger than their
real age and this may lead them to confusion. Gordon and Schroeder in 1995 reported that
there is nothing inherently wrong with bathing with children or otherwise appearing naked in
front of them, noting that doing so may provide an opportunity for parents to provide
important information. However, they note that by ages 5 to 6 children begin to develop a
sense of modesty, and recommend to parents who wish to be sensitive to their children's
wishes that they limit such activities from that age onward. Parents should be responsible for
the healthy physical and psychological development of their child.
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Critical incident: Sleeping with school clothes
Organization that collected the incident: CPI
The incident
“The incident happened at my school this year during the lesson when we were talking about
the different types of clothing for all the different times of the year, different occasions and
different times of the day.
I was shocked when one of the students said that every night before he goes to bed he puts
on his clothes for school and the next day he wakes ups and he is ready and dressed and
goes to school. He doesn’t wear any pijamas because he doesn’t want to be late for school
the next day. The child said that is something he does for a long time and that his parents
told him to behave in this way. He believes that there is no reason to wear pijamas during
sleep time.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: Teacher, 40 years old, Greek Cypriot, working in a public kindergarten. 8 years of
working experience.
Boy 5 years old from Cyprus. Parents are both working and they are in a good
socioeconomically status.
2. Context of the situation
What is the concrete situation/context in which this scene takes place (physical context,
social, psychological, etc.)?
The incident happened in a public kindergarten. The social status of the school was middle
class and children could not be considered poor or malnourished.
The incident happened during the lesson when we were talking about the different types of
clothing for all the different times of the year, different occasions and different times of the
day. Each student was allowed to share his/her experiences on clothing in different occasions.
One of the students said that every night before he goes to bed he puts on his clothes for
school and the next day he wakes ups and he is ready and dressed and goes to school. He
was very happy about it. He doesn’t wear any pyjamas because he doesn’t want to be late for
school the next day. The child said that is something he does for a long time and that his
parents told him to behave in this way. He believes that there is no reason to wear pyjamas
during sleep time.
3. Emotional reaction
“I was very shocked when my student said that he does not wear any pyjamas during sleep
time. I was impressed by his physical expression on this matter. He was so happy that he does
not have to change clothes in the morning. Parents seem to leave their son to dress for
school at night, and sleep in their school clothes.
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That way, they're already dressed and ready to go in the morning. I guess it is not lifethreatening or anything but it makes me sad. He probably has no bath/bedtime routine. I felt
sorry for the boy how can he sleeps comfortable wearing school clothes? Do parents not have
enough money for clothes? Is the mom mentally unstable? Was the mom sick? Those are the
only things I could think of as to why a child would wear the same clothes all day, all night,
and the next day.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Hygiene issues
Hygiene is very important during sleep time. Wearing pyjamas especially from natural
materials and they are not too tight help rid of dead skin cells. The cells will remain on school
clothes and the boy will have them through all the day.
Comfortable environment
Wearing pyjamas during sleep time is more comfortable. In fact, creating the right sleep
environment—considering light, temperature, and wearing pyjamas lead to comfort and nice
sleep. Wearing pyjamas also is one of the easiest ways to reduce the possibility of getting
cold or flu during the night.
Need to educate for good manners and clothing adaptation
Sending the message that what you wear to bed is okay to wear out into the world does not
help to understand the acceptable ways of presenting themselves to their peers and to
others. Clothes are should be different regarding some activities (sport, bedtime, school, …)
Lack of parents’ interest
The parents seem not to care about their son’s behaviour. In fact this behaviour facilitates
timesaver during morning. Being young is not an excuse either, it doesn't take much effort to
dress a child.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Slightly negative
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Clothes don’t matter
Wearing school clothes is as comfortable as wearing pyjamas. The boy seems not to bother
not to wear pyjamas and he is happy about it, no matter what others say. All in all there are
no objective reasons for always assigning specific clothes for specific activities. These are
mostly cultural conventions, some of them focusing on marking the symbolic border between
outside and inside. The rules we want to use to mark these borders are arbitrary, not
objective.
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Freedom to choice, autonomy
The boy is free to choose when to put his school clothes on, when not. The parents think that
leaving the child freedom of choice can empower him and contribute to learning
responsibility and autonomy.
Family rules
Household rules let everyone in the family know how to behave. They help family members
achieve a balance between getting what they want and respecting the needs of others. They
can also help children feel safe and secure. This habit seems as a family rule for the kid and it
is expected by them to behave in this way.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incident show how the seemingly superficial issue of clothes touches on important
representations such as health, the role of parents and school in education, the learning of
autonomy and the need for symbolic separation of different activities and spaces. The
incident also points to an opportunity to engage the parents in mutual learning about all
these issues, discovering the rationality of each-other. When such an opportunity is not
taken, the professional runs the risk of remaining with negative and simplistic idea about the
parents or the family.
As far as professional practice is concerned it is important to emphasize the benefits of
wearing pyjamas during sleep time. It is also important to discuss this kind of issue with the
parents and say that children need to come in clean clothes, dressed for the day. Emphasis
during the meetings with the parents should also be on hygiene and good everyday manners.
According to family rules, teachers need to find a way to be informed about them, especially
if they are rules which can be heard in class or might affect others. Knowing these kind of
family rules, teachers can show understanding and they can handle similar situations.
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Chapter 5: Manners – how and what to eat –
“I was shocked when I first saw this one boy who was 6 years old form Syria eating the food with
his hands. I was even more shocked when I realized that his mother, who was one of the
volunteers, was ok with that. She was talking to her son, they were laughing but she didn’t make
any remarks to him about the way he was eating…” told by a primary teacher from Cyprus.
If eating is a biological need for every individual, what how and when to eat depend on cultural
prescriptions. Each culture follows different beliefs and traditions that might establish a certain
protocol and way to proceed. Even within the same culture, the symbolic meaning of eating
differs across individuals and groups. People are influenced by societal norms and standards that
sustain symbolic representations of food and subsequently expose the eater to a moral judgment.
Thus, to understand eating habits of a population or an individual we have to take into
consideration sociocultural factors such as the socio-economic status, the cultural influences, social
context, etc.
Socio-economic status: Eating and drinking habits in a culture mark significant social differences
between people (T.SILVA & al, 2014). According to the social class the food choice can be different
and also the social code of how to behave on ‘table manners’ in a same culture can be seen as a
distinction from one class to another.
Cultural influences: We can find a very wide range of what is consider edible or not depending on
the cultural group, some can find a dish exquisite while to other it may be a major taboo. For
example, in Hungary, the Roma community eat hedgehog while Hungarians consider it inedible. In
France, it’s common to eat rabbit meat while in England and Ireland they do not.
The food choice is influenced by the culture; it defines how to prepare and cook the food but also
it establishes restrictions. Traditions and beliefs (religious, political, ecological) have a great impact
on our diet. Most religions (Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism and Hinduism etc) have specific
rules concerning diet, through these rules they state their identity and faith (A.GOUEZ, 2007). For
example, pork is forbidden for the Jew and the Muslim while the beef is forbidden for the Hindu.
The way we eat can also be influenced by the calendar or the seasons, the occasion and the
amount of food can be different for everyone. Let’s take as an example what happens during
celebrations and ritual, like Christmas (for Christians) or during Ramadan for the Muslim, the food
quantity increases significantly. People allow themselves sweeter food or greasy food during these
special occasions.
Social context: Our behaviours and habits about food are developed through our interactions
with others. Family and friends or people we surround ourselves influence our eating behaviours.
From our childhood, we see our family members eating habits thus unconsciously they set
example for our own. Eating meals together as a family has a positive influence of children’s food
choices. When we grow up and choose a group of friends new habits can appear and impact on
our own diet. Manners, including table manners, represent the rules of politeness and etiquette
cherished by a given culture and those who don’t share this convention might seem rude and
impolite. What we consider to be a good education comes with a proper way to behave in the
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public space, as when we share a meal. These rules reflect the desirable and acceptable behaviour
from the specific point of view of one particular group (J.P POULAIN, 2002) and it is in no way a
universal or a shared rule cross cultures, and even within a same culture table manners evolve with
the time.
Three incidents concerning table manners were collected. They raise questions about what is
considered hygienic, polite.
The tools for eating
The use of cutlery varies between different cultures. For example, in Europe and North America
the common cutlery is the fork, the knife and the spoon. While in Southeast Asia, in India, in
Middle East and some African countries, the use of hands are common. In the incident “Eating
with hands” the cross-cultural misunderstanding leads the teacher from Cyprus to think very badly
of a Syrian boy who is eating with his fingers. She thinks it’s not hygienic and his mother isn’t doing
her parenting job by showing the “appropriate” way to eat. As in Syria, there is a majority of
Muslim; the Syrian culture is impregnated by the Muslim religion. Muslims in addition to the
Quran, have to follow the Sunna (collection of hadiths (stories) of the Prophet Muhammad told by
his companions after his death). In these Hadiths, it’s considered healthier and more hygienic to
eat with your right hand. It adds a sensitive experience and enhances the flavour of the food
preventing at the same time the overeating. In this reference frame the dividing line between
polite and rute is not whether or not we use a fork, but which hand we are using: the correct way
to eat is with your right hand because the left one is associated with keeping the body clean, the
left hand is the one you will use when you go to the toilet.
The sounds of eating
The incident “Burping”, took place in Spain where a boy from Moroccan background burped in
class after snacking and the teacher expelled him because burping is impolite in occidental
culture. She didn’t try to understand why he did that, she merely applied the politeness rules. In
Morocco, burping isn’t impolite. Actually in Arab countries (North Africa, Western Asia, etc), a burp
is welcome after a meal because by burping you show how well you ate and it’s a compliment to
the cook. In Europe, to the contrary the socialisation of children includes learning the “ritual
erasure of the body” (Le Breton 2013) which implies the ability of the hiding all body noises: no
laud eating, no farts, no burps, no stomach noises, no loud nose blowing. Small children at first
are forgiven, but as they grow they are expected to control more and more their bodies.
The rules of sharing
Misunderstanding can happen between people from a same country and culture. The incident
“food sharing” shows how people from the same environment can encounter a cultural shock. The
teacher is bewildered by how the local children behave. For them it seems common to ask food
even if it is partially eaten. Just like in the previous incidents, the teacher thinks it’s unhygienic and
impolite to ask food partially eaten by others and she is even more stunned as the question came
from the local kids. However some sustain, there may even be a physiological explanations on the
benefit of such an act: the oxytocin is the hormone known for its role in the bonding between
mother and child. A research paper shows that food sharing impact on social bonding because of
the release of oxytocin (M. Wittig & al, 2014). After sharing food, both the receiver and the giver
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would increase their oxytocin level, resulting in positive emotions (friendship, love) or negative
emotions (jealousy, distrust or disgust).
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Critical incident: Burping
Organization that collected the incident: La Xixa
The incident
“I remember that three weeks ago I was in the classroom with the teacher responsible for the
group while the children were snacking. At a certain moment, a child burped and the teacher
expelled him.
I was shocked because I thought that maybe the teacher should have reasoned with him
about why burping is considered impolite, culturally speaking, and at the same time, I was
questioning myself if I was justifying what had happened, because of the different cultural
background of the child. Was I being condescending or not? Was I relativizing?
Finally, I decided to keep quiet. I was also struck by what the incident made me feel. I think
it’s because if I were the teacher I would not have acted like she did. I would have ignored the
rules and not expelled the kid.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
The narrator: An intern, woman born and grown in Spain. She is 35 years old. She is doing
her internship for her studies as a social worker in pre-primary school in Barcelona.
The main teacher, responsible for the class. She is a woman born and socialized in Spain, in
her 50’s.
The student, 5 years old, born in Barcelona and his parents are from Morocco. The family has
lived in Barcelona since the child was born.
2. Context of the situation
The narrator was doing an internship for her studies and felt shacked by the leading teacher
who expelled a young boy from the class because he burped. The incident happened in the
snack room where children usually come to have their afternoon snacks.
The school’s rules are explicit on the subject: if any children burped, they should be expelled
from the snack room.
3. Emotional reaction
I felt perplex, surprised, confused and helpless, because I was not understanding what was
happening, I didn’t understand the importance of the fact in itself.
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
The frame of reference that was being affected was:
• Natural manifestations of the body should be ok, should be accepted in an
educational context. It should not be possible to expel a child because of a natural
manifestation of the body. The narrator sees education in a wide sense as a space for
questioning the world and for questioning, in concrete in this case, the effacement of
the body that prevails in western society.
• Teachers, and educator professions, need to be tolerant with the others. Tolerance is a
value for the narrator especially in education where for her, teachers should be able to
embrace diversity and tolerance is an asset for this acceptance.
• Education should be something positive, not negative. Teachers should educate in
believing in positive reinforcement and not in punishment and thus prevent negative
effects of punishment.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The image of the teacher is negative. As she was someone out of reach, it wasn’t possible to
question her because of her authority and old fashion manners.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
The values that could be important for the teacher are:
• Following the rules of the school: rules are made to be respected, equally by
everyone, and they do not need to be adapted to the different people. The teacher’s
professional identity would have been threatened if she had not followed the school
rules. She was also responding to the hierarchy present in the school: she needed to
follow the rules, and respect discipline directives present in the school.
• Responsibility in socialising children to good manners: For the teacher it was
important to teach the students how to show respect for others according to the
predominant culture to avoid being socially rejected.
• Ethnocentrism: from the teacher’s perspective, Western social rules around body
reactions are probably superior in relation with other cultural traditions, as the Maghreb
cultural background, for instance. In the Maghreb culture reactions of the body as
farting, burping, sweating can be done in public, as an expression of the body,
considering it belongs to the person itself, not as a separate entity as in western
societies.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The situation highlights the fact that the school as an educative agent implements just the
mainstream cultural vision, in this case, around body reactions. It does not consider cultural
differences, nor is it well equipped to mediate between two reference frames.
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By unilaterally focusing on the school rules the teacher may reinforce the stigmatization of
children from different cultural backgrounds. Moreover, the teacher is sending a message
maybe unintentionally, “with this behaviour you cannot belong to this community”, but
without helping him to understand what is actually happening. The incident is a very simple
illustration of a key question in interculturality: how to help newcomers access / acquire the
social codes necessary for successful mobility, without necessarily rejecting their own codes.
The incident also illustrates a typical feature in intercultural conflicts: the actors of a situation
may behave without themselves having deep knowledge on the meanings and reasons of the
cultural practice they defend, and of course without any knowledge about the rationality of
the other.
In western societies expressions of our bodies are to be hidden. The expressions of our body
like, sweating, farting, breath, burping, etc. are hidden and not exposed. It was not always
like that, before Renaissance there was no difference between the person and the body, but
from modern times, control over the body has been recognized as a value. Nowadays
expressions of the body either are to be erased, hidden or they are seen as pathology (as bad
breath for instance). The rationality behind this cultural preference of “ritual erasure of the
body” (Le Breton 2013) is connected to the Judaeo-Christian split between body and spirit,
one associated to the noble and the other to what is vulnerable and week. Not all cultures
are inheritors of this practice, and there are much more ways of regulating, handling the body.
Acknowledging this diversity may make our relationship to the body more colourful.
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Critical incident: Food Sharing
Organization that collected the incident: CPI
The incident
“The incident happened in a pre-primary school that I have been working as a teacher for the
last 3 years. The first incident happened during the beginning of my work in this school and
specifically during the break in the school yard. I was eating my sandwich and suddenly a boy
approached me and asked to have a bite from my sandwich. I thought he did not bring food
from home and I willingly gave him the sandwich. Later the same day I was eating a biscuit
and another child, this time a girl, came and asked me to eat the reaming piece of the biscuit.
I thought it was so weird to happen twice. The incident was happening mainly with local
children around aged 3,5 – 5,5 years and less by the foreign or migrant children. I discussed
this incidence with my colleagues and surprisingly I realized that this was like a community
pattern and it was “normal” for everybody else to share food. Since then almost every time I
eat in front of the children I have to give my food to children since they persistently ask for it.
They don’t care if Ι already ate some of the sandwich, or cake, or snack. They do not care
about hygiene issues. This incident was a huge cultural shock for me. When it first happened I
was very shocked, but now I am used to it since I see this happening every day, especially
during breaks.
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Actors involved in this cross-cultural situation are:
Teacher: Greek Cypriot, age around 35 years old, educated.
Children: Local (Greek Cypriot) children between the ages 3,5 and 5,5.
2. Context of the situation
“This situation took place in a public kindergarten in the capital of the country. The incident
happened usually during brake time or whenever the children saw me eating something. The
social status of the school was middle class and children could not be considered poor or
malnourished. I had a good relation with the children and children were generally happy and
generally had a socially appropriate behaviour”
3. Emotional reaction
“I was shocked by the fact that children felt comfortable to ask to eat out of my food for
matters of hygiene and also I was shocked because they asked for food although they were
not hungry and they did not wait for me to offer some. I felt mixed feelings when this
incidence happened since I felt that my personal space was violated, while on the other hand
I felt sorry for the children in case they were hungry and also felt maybe the children were not
looked after well by their parents. I was worried that these children lacked important social
skills.
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Since this incident was happening often by most of Cypriot children I could not conclude if
this fact was something that came from the house based on their different culture. But at the
end I was even more shocked when I understood that this was a habit that came mostly by
children from the same culture than me. I also thought that the children might be poor,
malnourished and with foreign parents with a different culture than mine.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Hygiene rules: people in developed countries are not expected to ask for the food of
somebody else especially if the other person has already started to eat the food. This is a
matter of courtesy since the other person can offer food if they want to share but also
because sharing food might be a source of transferring bacteria and sicknesses.
Social skills and appropriate behaviour: The teacher had her own ideas of what was socially
accepted behaviour and what not. The teacher applied the “rules” that exist for adults and
for her on all the rest of the people regardless of their age and previous experience.
Individualism, personal and intimate space of food: The teacher felt that although she
loved and felt close to the children, there are some limits that should be respected. In a way
the boundaries of the food represent the boundaries of personal freedom and space that
should not be violated.
Prejudice against poor and uneducated: The teacher although she knew that the children
had food immediately she assumed that the lack of social skills in the children might be
explained by the low socioeconomic status.
Parenthood: The teacher held the parents responsible for the incidence since she supposed
that the parents did not teach their children good manners and social skills. So the value of
good parenting and child upbringing felt violated in this situation.

5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Very negative image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group, meaning the
group of children directly and the parents indirectly.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Innocence
Children actually love to share. When children want something, their feelings are often
passionate. They can be gripped by a desire so strong that no other option will do. They are
innocent and react spontaneously.
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Strong sense of connection
To be able to share, a child needs to feel a strong sense of connection, he needs to feel loved
and warmly accepted. When he feels close to others and emotionally safe he can share his
desires. Asking to share the food might show the strong sense of connection.
Community habit
The fact that this incident was happening among Greek Cypriots in that specific school it
seems like it is a community habit. The children have a preference for having others eat
together during break and perhaps during meal times etc.
Parenthood
Perhaps parents did not teach their children good manners and social skills. They might not
think that this is an issue to be taught. Thus having the sharing as an important value (taught
by teachers and parents), they simply ask teachers for sharing their food with them.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Surely this shock put a wall between the teacher and the children and parents since the
teacher was defensive and confused as to what to do regarding this issue. On the way after
talking with her colleagues and got more information regarding the issue she slowly accepted
it and did not find it so extreme.
Although asking to share the food seems to be a community habit, school must be
responsible to teach the basic social skills and manners. They give them the confidence to
navigate their world. Of course in this kind of case which seems to be a community eating
behaviour, kids cannot remember these manners and they might be confused. Thus teachers
have to remind and re-remind their pre-schoolers constantly. At the same time, teachers need
to address both the importance of sharing and the importance of boundaries.
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Critical incident: Eating with hands
Organization that collected the incident: CPI
The incident
“I was working in an “all-day school” from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. In that public elementary
school there were pupils from different ethnicities and cultural backgrounds, thus its teachers
and its director used to support the development of intercultural awareness, tolerance and
respect of otherness.
During the lunch time I was eating with the children and took care of them. The lunch was
prepared by some of the pupils’ parents at school. This was a volunteering procedure. I was
shocked when I first saw this one boy who was 6 years old form Syria eating the food with his
hands. I was shocked more when I realized that his mother, who was one of the volunteers,
was ok with that. She was talking to her son, they were laughing but she didn’t make any
complaint to him about the way he was eating. The following days, the boy was eating again
with his hands. He was eating with his hands all kind of food: pulses, meat, cereals, pasta,
yogurt etc. This fact was a cultural shock for me. I tried to explain during the lesson the
implementation of hygiene rules when we eat, the importance of holding a knife and a fork,
but this had no effect on the boy and did not change his habit. He carried on eating with his
hands. This was so disgusting and so remote from our own society rules. I didn’t speak with
his mother, since I didn’t want to get involved in this and also I didn’t want to offend her. “
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Actors involved in this cross-cultural situation are:
Teacher: Greek Cypriot, age around 35 years old, educated.
Children: Local (Greek Cypriot) children between the ages 3,5 and 5,5.
2. Context of the situation
The incidence took place at an elementary school in Limassol, which is one of the largest
cities in Cyprus. The school was located in a neighbourhood next to the port where mostly
families of lower social-economic status live. It took place during lunch time. The school did
not have a dining room so after classes, the art classroom was transformed into a dining room
because it had large tables. Around 25 children were eating there at the time of the incident.
3. Emotional reaction
“I felt shocked when I saw this child eating everything with his bare hands. It was a really
awkward situation especially because his mother was there and she did not seem to mind. It
all seemed very natural to them and this came as a surprise to me. For me it was simply too
disgusting and too different from what my table manners. I could not accept this behaviour, it
was against my values and against proper hygiene.”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
The universality of European manners
For the narrator, it is a given that there are some basic hygiene rules that everyone should
follow, and that these rules happen to be the European conventions.
Touching food is a threat to hygiene
The incident makes the narrator think that this family may have no awareness of basic hygiene
rules while eating or the importance of holding a knife and a fork. Touching food with bare
hands cannot be seen otherwise than as a lack of familiarity with hygiene.
Steps of child development
Children progress through a series of growth stages. Eating with cutlery is also a stage of
behaviour and personal hygiene. Child’s growth and development is also about changes in
emotions, personality, behaviour, thinking, and speech that children develop as they begin to
understand and interact with the world around them.If this boy was 2 or 3 years old maybe
this behaviour would be acceptable. But he was 6 years old and therefore old enough to
understand that he should not eat with his hand and that hygiene rules are important for his
health.
Mother’s responsibility
Although the mother saw what was happening, she did not intervene, which is interpreted as
a lack of care about her son eating with his hands.
Expectation of a liner acculturation
The fact that the mother and child are from another country did not appear to change the
interpretation of the situation. Even if they come from elsewhere, they should have picked up
the local rules.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
A very negative image for the mother.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
It can be polite to touch the food with the hand
Several cultural traditions allow the touching of food with bare hand, as such this is not
considered impolite, however in each context there are specific rules that govern the right
way of eating with the hand (i.e. which hand we can use, which parts of the hand or fingers
can actually touch the food, on what position we have to hold the hand and the food).
It is OK to maintain some cultural practices in the new environment
Contrary to an expectation of “assimilation” many migrants maintain cultural practices
connected they bring to the new environment from elsewhere.
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This also depends on the lengths of staying in the new environment: it takes time to observe
the differences, become aware of which behaviours may not be well seen by members of the
host society, where there is a need to learn “code shifting” (use the majority behaviour when
amongst them and keep the own cultural practice at home). What we know is that the
mother does have an interest in creating contact with members of the new community, as she
goes on volunteering with the school.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The teacher tried to explain during the lesson the implementation of hygiene rules when
people eat, the importance of holding a knife and a fork, but this had no effect on the boy
and did not change his habit. He carried on eating with his hands. This made her think that
maybe people should try and respect such cultural differences even if they come as a shock.
For the “others” these behaviours are probably very natural. This idea was the reason why the
teacher didn’t speak with the mother, as she was concerned it would offend her.
All in all the incident illustrates another key issue in intercultural contact: when observing
some cultural practice that is radically different, members of the majority society may be
surprised and shocked and still reluctant to address the issue explicitly. It is (justly) assumed
that there may be a risk of intrusion and offence. On the other hand some incidents could
give way to interesting mutual learning experiences. This would imply that the practice is
tackled gently, with humour, in a way that recognises the relevance of the different behaviour
and helps understanding the rationalities of the different behaviours for both sides.
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Chapter 6: Religion – what we don’t know about it and
what we think about it –
“When Ahmed had to go into the classroom he started crying. The father got very angry. He
dragged him into the cloakroom and shouted something in his language which I couldn’t
understand. Then I just heard a loud slap. I turned to the kindergarten teacher in charge who was
also in the classroom. She saw my shocked face and said cowardly: “We can’t do anything. That’s
his religion,” told an Austrian kindergarten teacher.
Right after gender and sexuality, the second most frequent theme appearing among our incidents
is religion. As for gender and sexuality, religion involves values and behaviours, which, in contact
with our deep self, shape our reference framework, affecting the way we understand and respond
to others. According to a 2012 study based on 230 countries26 84% of the world’s population has
some religious affiliation.
Quantitative Religious Diversity Index in partners’ countries27
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The Global Religious Landscape http://www.pewforum.org/2012/12/18/global-religious-landscape-exec/
http://www.pewforum.org/files/2014/04/Religious-Diversity-appendix-2.pdf
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Religion consists in what humans see as holy, sacred, absolute, divine or worthy of reverence.
Furthermore, it generally involves a connexion between one person and God / gods / spirits.
Religion answers the humans’ existential questions about life, death and afterlife, by dictating how
they should behave towards God and the humans. The basis of any religion rests on veneration,
but also on moral attitude and participation to the religious institutions (Xiaochi ZHANG, 2013).
According to proponents of the terror management theory (see Goldenberg et al 2006) there is a
psychological function to every system of cultural beliefs, especially religion, which is to protect
one against the anxiety of the awareness of one’s certain, unavoidable death. It is no surprise
therefore that in intercultural situations, likely to question our codes and values, discussing religion
can lead to astonishment, to misinterpretation and to moral judgment as in the incident
mentioned above. The critical incidents recorded illustrate the human sensitivity when it comes to
religion and revolve around 4 poles:
•
•
•
•

Calendar of religious holidays and rites;
Secularism: the place of religion in society;
Perceptions and preconceptions about religions;
Transmission of religious values;

1) Calendar, rites and taboos
Many incidents are connected to special religious rites, taboos and prescriptions. Indeed, all
religions define a set of taboos: objects or behaviours that are connected to what is forbidden.
People unfamiliar with the religion do not have precise knowledge about these taboos or the
extent to which they are important. The taboos are sometimes exaggerated, sometimes
neglected.
The incident “the Brewery” happened when visiting the Cyprus Natural History Museum,
sponsored by the Carlsberg Brewery. On this occasion, the children had the opportunity to see
through a glass window how beer is brewed; the teacher made the most of it to describe the
process. However, three Muslim children interrupted her, declaring that they don’t want to listen,
because in their religion alcohol is forbidden. The teacher was shocked by their reaction and is
puzzled about what may be the proper reaction. She takes the group back to the school without
finishing the museum visit. In the incident “Wardrobe hook” a teacher inadvertently distributes
the piglet as a sign for the wardrobe hook for a Muslim child. The next day the mother turns up, an
in an aggressive very emotional tone interrogates the teacher why she made such a mistake, and
whether she did it on purpose.
In the incidents above the teachers fail to estimate the symbolic threat that the images of beer
production or the association of the child with the pig implies. Their lack of proper knowledge
makes it easy for them to make mistakes and doesn’t help them to come up with adjusted
reactions. The young children are in the process of acquisition of the religion, and they do not
always have the appropriate reactions either.
Besides taboos and prohibitions28 prescriptions and rites can also trigger culture shock when they
are in contradiction with religious or cultural values, norms of the others.
Incidents related to taboos are also connected to other sensitive zones: to the body, to food, to gender, etc. Please
check the different chapters for further examples.

28
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An incident that Margalit Cohen-Emerique collected in Québec and that served her in illustrating
intercultural negotiation is about the conflict between a Sikh family who wished to mark their little
boy’s rite of passage to masculinity by making him wear a small curbed knife, which for the school
was inadmissible. Different forms of headscarves worn by Muslim women can also enter in conflict
with some school’s interpretation of secularism (see bellow).
From a purist atheist vantage point all religious taboos and prescriptions are “irrational” as they
reside in the realm of the symbolic, without any distinction of whether they are majority or minority
religions. One of the problems is that the majority’s biases often become invisible, as if they were
the norm, and neutral. From this perspective only the others’ religious values are visible and
subject to scrutiny.
2) Secularism: the place of religion in society
One of the ways religions enter into our daily life is through structuring time: there are special
weeks, periods, days in every religious calendar, and the religious calendars infiltrate into the
official national calendars, even in countries displaying “secularism” and separation of state and
religion as a core value. This infiltration of religious feasts and rhythms into the school life raises
an interesting question: is our education really secular or merely poses as such by adopting
harmoniously practices and values of the dominant religion? One of the teachers revealed how it
was a shock to her when she realized she always thought of her school as providing secular
education and at the same time she taught Christmas songs to the children in December – not as
part of religion but as part of culture. The problem is that there seem to be an inevitable power
relation between the religion of the dominant society and the minority religions, which do not tend
to be taken into account in the official calendars and “cultural” activities. While the acquisition of
dominant cultural practices is often a “natural” part of acculturation (see the incident “Christmas
tree” in the acculturation chapter29) sometimes it triggers intense reactions. In the incident
“Christmas decoration30” a teacher is shocked when a child tells her during a workshop for
preparing Christmas decoration that he hates doing Christmas decoration, it’s stupid, and
anyways, when he goes home his father breaks it because Christmas decoration “makes Allah
angry”. It would maybe do justice if we found ways to address also Eid al-Fitr or Hanukah –
depending on the heterogeneity of the class. Nevertheless, today it seems that strong “secularist”
rules often tolerate the signs of dominant religions that seems “neutral” while explicitly forbidding
manifestations of other religions, which are easier to pinpoint. But we can further nuance the
question by exploring where the idea of secularism comes from.
The separation between State and Church was intended by European nations to secularise their
societies to implement religious neutrality and provide their peoples with freedom of conscience
and worship. There are various degrees of separation depending of the country, but rarely do we
witness absolute separation. Even in a secular country like France, which has a strict separation
(1905 Law), the official national calendar includes religious (catholic) feasts, as holidays.
The desire to celebrate these feasts often comes from children, because their interest is sparked by the model they
observe, in school, at their friends’ or in television (advertising of toys for Christmas, chocolate eggs at Easter).
Frequently, parents try to compromise between their personal beliefs, their sharing and their children’s desire (Zotian,
2013). The wish to celebrate may also arise from parents: it can be a means for them to feel belonging to the country’s
culture, to society.
30 Incident collected in Lausanne in 2016, not analysed in our inventory
29
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For the last decades, and in particular since the attacks of 11 September 2001, the position of
religion in the public spaces has become a highly sensitive issue. It directly involves school, which
mirrors society. Many controversies emerge about the display and wearing of religious signs and
also about the role of religious instruction at school (Pépin, 2009).
In Europe, teaching of religion in public school varies from one country to another. It may be
focused on a specific religion or not, mandatory or optional or combined with other subjects.
Sometimes it is provided by different confessions, State or collaboration between State and
Church. The idea of teaching religion in a neutral and multi-religious way has begun to spread
among the European nations.
In 2005, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe recommended: “a good general
knowledge of religions and the resulting sense of tolerance are essential to the exercise of
democratic citizenship” and “Knowledge of religions is an integral part of knowledge of the
history of mankind and civilisations. It is altogether distinct from belief in a specific religion and its
observance. Even countries where one religion predominates should teach about the origins of all
religions rather than favour a single one or encourage proselytising” (Recommendation 1720,
“Education and religion”.)
Régis Debray’s report to the French Minister of Education in 2002 shows that, generally speaking,
young people have a poor knowledge of religions, which induces intolerance and judgment
towards difference, but also a disconnection from their roots. That disconnection can lead way to a
quest for identity, in particular by young people from immigrant backgrounds who are in between
two cultures and lack a real sense of belonging. The quest takes various forms, for instance it can
generate specific demands from students within the school itself (food, religious symbols, course
contents…) (Mohsen-Fina ;Geisser, 2005).
What about teachers and educators? Their role is to guarantee secularism at school; however, how
can they get young children comply with such complex conception?
In the incident “Jewish
Singing,” a facilitator asks a Jewish little girl to stop singing a Hebrew song, telling her that public
school is not a place for that type of song. In another incident (“Prayer”), two Muslim pupils
imitate their father’s praying using gym mats, and the educator, afraid and shocked (due to the
recent Paris attacks) tells them to stop. In these two incidents, the reasons why this type of
behaviour is not allowed at school are never made explicit. The reasons remain untold, what gives
room to fear, incomprehension and rejection.
The incident “Prohibition to participate in religion lesson” involves a mother who wishes her child
being dispensed from the religious (Christian) courses, as they are Muslims. The teacher does not
approve her decision, since she considers the course as not only teaching Christianity but also
love, friendship and tolerance.
3) Perceptions and preconceptions about religions
One of the consequences of our own cultural socialisation is that we develop a preference for our
own cultural baggage; we learn to see all other value systems from the vantage point of our own.
We make judgments based on the values specific to of our own social context and
representations. We apply stereotypes, which represent the other without questioning our own
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practice and culture. These representations are mostly based on the need for symbolic defence of
our own system, implicitly assuming its superiority, traditions, and system of values (Dehoumon,
2007).
It is also a characteristic of human functioning to continuously try to make sense of the world,
explaining it to ourselves, creating meaning to explain the actions of others, and: filling the blanks
based on preconceptions. After the recent events in Europe (migrations and attacks), the place of
religion and the image of some minorities became sensitive issues. Because Europeans wish to be
politically correct (or at least not look racist or show prejudices), a majority of people do not dare
to ask questions, so in the end ignorance becomes persistent and stigmatisation appears.
In fact, in two of the incidents listed “A Slap in the Face” and “Ahmed’s Punishment”, the teachers
explain the behaviour of fathers slapping their child by their religious background (one is an
Orthodox Christian, the other a Muslim), without a justifiable argument. In another incident
“Wardrobe hook,” a mother accuses the teacher to ridicule the community by giving symbol of a
pig to her son, knowing that they are Muslims (pork is considered a dirty animal in Islam). The
teacher is surprised and shocked by that reaction, for she never intended to insult his (religious or
other) identity. In a context of tensions between dominant and minority groups, it is relatively
easier to perceive the intention of insults towards one’s identity and thus to feel threatened31; it is
easy as well, for dominant groups, to justify their words by depicting the minority hurt as
hypersensitive.
The Declaration of Principles on Tolerance states that “the practice of tolerance […] means that
one is free to adhere to one's own convictions and accepts that others adhere to theirs” (General
Conference of UNESCO, Paris, 25 October through 16 November 1995, Article 1). We are even
going as far as saying that encouraging knowledge, communication and freedom of
consciousness, thought and belief, is going further than tolerance, since the individuals learn to
dialogue, to dare ask questions with goodwill and an open mind.
4) Transmission of religious values
Parents share their attitudes and practices towards transcendent and religion on a conscious and
also on a spontaneous level. To this day, the sharing of values by parents is still paramount, even if
its nature has evolved. In European societies where individualism predominates, parents pass on
their convictions through an interpersonal relationship, and less through an unquestioned
authoritarian act (Catalogne, 2004).
In an intercultural context, confronted to culture shocks, there are two templates we can define.
Either the parents want to be assimilated in the receiving country and distance themselves from
their country of origin or they want to pass on to their children the values from their country of
origin, by subjecting them to injunctions and interdictions differing from those of the receiving
country (Zotian, 2013). They consider the sharing of these values like they were passed on to them
as part of their responsibility, because they belong to their identity.

31

See the concept of « stigma consciousness » in the chapter Racims
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Freedom of religion and freedom of education are two basic principles enshrined in most
European constitutions and bodies of laws. Moreover, according to the European Constitution for
the Protection of Human Rights, “Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion” (Article 9) and “In the exercise of any functions which it assumes in relation to education
and to teaching, the State shall respect the right of parents to ensure such education and teaching
in conformity with their own religious and philosophical convictions” (Article 2).
In other words, parents have the right to provide an education in accordance to their religious and
philosophical beliefs and thus to request from the State that these convictions be respected in
their children’s school curricula. In the incident “Jesus”, a father is surprised to hear his son talking
about Jesus, them being agnostic. He later finds out that he had been told about by one of his
classmates.
In the incident “Religion Lesson” a mother asks the school to dispense her children with Christian
Religion courses, because they don’t share these religious beliefs.In both incidents, parents are
concerned about the school’s influence (teachers and pupils) on their children’s religious and
spiritual beliefs. They consider the promotion of these values as their task, not that of the school.
Some parents want to pass on moral and spiritual values to their children from a very early age.
This sharing thus takes place in the form of imitation: parents assume a model role and invite their
children to do the same.
In the incidents “Prayer” and “Jewish Singing”, kindergarten children reproduce at school some
religious practices. These behaviours surprise and shock the educators. However, at that age, they
only consist in imitation or part of a game that has the aim of reinforce the belongingness feeling.
Children reproduce what they have seen at home or at the place of worship to star building links
with their communities.
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Number

Name of the incident

AU

1

Wardrobe Hook

AU

2

The Punishment

IT

8

Jesus

IT

2

Ham

FR

6

Jewish Singing

FR

7

The Prayer

CY

1

The Brewery

CY

7

Religion Lesson
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Critical incident: Wardrobe hook
Organization that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AT)
The incident
“I work in a nursery school. Every child in our group has their own wardrobe hook and a
symbol on it. Every child has his or her own symbol, like animals or toys...
One of these symbols is a pig. It was Yusufs symbol.
When her mum saw this, she got very angry and came to me. She shouted at me and asked,
if I was making fun of her. I will never forget the situation when she asked me, if I were stupid
and if I didn’t know what this symbol meant for a Muslim family. I felt really bad.
The symbols were selected randomly, and I didn’t think about religion, when I gave Yusuf this
symbol.“
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Who are the actors involved in this cross-cultural situation, what are the elements of their
social identities (age, sex, origin, profession, etc.), what kind of connections are there
between them and with their social groups?
Carola (Narrator)
female
She has been working in the nursery school for 4 years.
after school she started to work there, when she was 19 years old
She is 23 years old
Catholic
Was born, lives and works in Kufstein (Austria)
Mother of Yusuf
No name known, she is about 35 years old
She is a housewife
She is Muslim. She doesn’t eat pork, but doesn’t wear a headscarf.
She was born in Turkey and she has been living in Kufstein for 10 years now. (Austria)
We don’t know why she and her husband left Turkey. Turkish people are the third largest
group of migrants in Austria. Maybe they moved to Austria, because Turkish people were
recruited to Austria as guest workers for the construction and export industries following an
agreement with the Turkish government in 1964.
Yusuf
He is a five years old boy
He goes to the nursery school, where Carola is working
He was born in Austria
He is a lively child.
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2. Context of the situation
• The situation took place in a public Kindergarten.
• The institution is in Kufstein. It is a municipality in the federal state Tirol.
• He was in the group with 20 other children. There were another 3 children of Turkish
origin in this group.
Narrator: “Yusuf and his Mother were in the corridor. I passed by them at that moment she
stopped me and started arguing”
3. Emotional reaction
• “I felt very bad and shocked. This happened too quickly for me, because at first, when
she started arguing, I didn’t know which “pig” she meant at the first moment. The first
thing what she asked was, if I wanted to make fun of her. So how should I know want
she meant?
• I had been working there for 4 years and I never had a problem or a conflict with a
migrant family. And I really didn’t expect such a reaction from her.“
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Religion:
The narrator is Catholic. In this religion, the “Pig” is not considered “defile” anymore. In the
Old Testament the pig is mentioned as unclean, but in the New Testament not anymore.
Carola knew about the meaning of the pigs in Islam, but she did not think about it, when she
gave Yusuf the symbol, because she had never been confronted with this topic before.
Respectful communication
The mother of Yusuf had no respect for her. She just accused her, without explaining what
happened. Carola felt attacked, because the mother called her “stupid”. She cast doubt on
her professionalism. Carola would have wished for a different method of communication and
that his mother should have stated her problem in a polite and respectful way. She would
have felt a little bit better maybe.
Expression of emotions
Polite communication does not go hand in hand with the direct expression of emotions,
especially if those are negative. One must master one’s own emotions otherwise
communication becomes aggression towards the other.
Need of empathy
For Carola a principle in communication is empathy: checking what effect our actions have on
the other. However, while having said that she does not show signs of acknowledging the
pain her own (involuntary) actions inflicted on the mother.
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Threat of Professional Identity: As a professional in a nursery, her goal is to respect and take
care of the children. She considers her role as a protector to children, and she did not want to
hurt them or their family. The attack of the mother seems to question her competence as a
professional, which is a direct threat to her professional identity.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
It’s a very negative image, because it was her first bad experience in the kindergarten.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Knowledge:
It could be that the mother thinks, the teacher is not very competent and that she has no
knowledge about other religions or cultures. She finds it difficult to believe that the teacher
was not aware of the taboo of the pig.
Religion and the taboo of the pork
In Islam and as well in Jewish Religion the “pig” is regarded as “unclean/dirty” and to eat
pork is forbidden. This is one of the most well known taboo in Islam.
The main use of pigs in the ecosystem is as scavengers. They live and thrive on muck, feces
and dirt. It could be argued that in developed countries, pigs are bred in very clean and
hygienic conditions. Even in these hygienic conditions the pigs are kept together in sties, and
so the chances of them consuming dirt are very high.
Identity threat – stigmatised identity
Members of minorities may have experienced expressions of racism and discrimination, which
makes them aware of the possibility of such differentiations. This awareness sometimes
develops into a “stigma consciousness” consisting in assuming that negative associations are
connected to their social group, and thus assuming defensive reactions and communications.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The situation highlights the problem of the lack of knowledge, about other cultures and
religions. Maybe she the teacher would not have given that symbol to a Muslim child, if she
had known more about the Religion. It is important to deal with this issue, not only for Yusuf,
but also for the future, to prevent situations like this.
The situation also illustrates how members of minority groups may become very sensitive
following several episodes of discrimination. The previous negative experiences make it very
easy to interpret the next situation as discriminative and to attribute a negative intention to
people even when there is none.
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Some background information about the representation of pork in some religions:
Pork-prohibited in Qur’an
Forbidden to you (for food) are: dead meat, blood, the flesh of swine, and that on which hath
been invoked a name other than that of Allah.
Pork prohibited in the Bible
Pigs are described in this section as prohibited because they have a cloven hoof but they
don't chew their cud.
“And the pig, because it has a cloven hoof that is completely split, but will not regurgitate its
cud; it is unclean for you. You shall not eat of their flesh, and you shall not touch their
carcasses; they are unclean for you.”
Leviticus 11:7-8
Pork is also prohibited in the book of Deuteronomy ( last book of the Torah)
“And the swine, because it divideth the hoof, yet cheweth not the cud, it is unclean unto you.
Ye shall not eat of their flesh, nor touch their dead carcass”.
Deuteronomy chapter 14 verse 8:
A similar prohibition is repeated in the book of Isaiah chapter 65 verse 2-5.
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Critical incident: Jesus
Organization that collected the incident: CESIE (IT)
The incident
“It was an afternoon of June 2016. I was at home with my son after picking him up from
school. We were having a conversation about what he had done at school that day and he
started talking about Jesus Christ, and what an important person he must be. I was startled
and became curious of how and what he got to know about Jesus, as we are not religious in
our family. He told me that another child at kindergarten had spoken to him about Jesus. This
boy comes from a family of African origin, although I do not know which country they are
from, and the family is Catholic and belongs to a strongly Catholic community in Palermo. I
had already talked with my son about what people believe in, in general terms, and I was
waiting for the good occasion to have a more thorough conversation with him about it, but I
was not expecting it to be so soon, he is only 5 years old. My wife and I are agnostics, and we
prefer to talk about religions from a pluralistic point of view. I was not expecting this now, and
I am hoping that my son will not grow up having a dogmatic vision of any religion. I know that
at the kindergarten he attends they share our pluralistic vision of the different religions and
always talk about diversities. I am quite reassured by this. Also, to be fair, I was expecting this
to happen, as we live in a mostly-Catholic country. I continued the conversation with my son
explaining that for many people this “person” is very important, but that he is not for our
family. I always want to give him a hint to think about diversity. My wife and I share this
vision.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Man in his 40s, Italian, agnostic, married, educated to degree level (veterinarian), living in a
very multicultural area of the city of Palermo, and working also in a multicultural environment.
Boy, 5 years old, son of an Italian man and a French mother, born and raised in Palermo,
attending a multicultural kindergarten where the focus of education is on diversity.
Boy, 5 years old, son of a family of African origin, Catholic, born and raised in Palermo in a
multicultural area of the city, attends a diversity-focused multicultural kindergarten.
2. Context of the situation
It is one afternoon of June, in the apartment of the main two actors. The father and narrator
and his son have just arrived home, after a school/work day. They are talking about the
activities carried out by the son at kindergarten that day. There is a good conversational flow,
they are both quite inclined to talking; the father is enquiring his son about what happened at
school. The mother is still at work.
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3. Emotional reaction
“I felt curious and a bit inquisitive. I wanted to find out as much as I could about what my son
had been told about Jesus, why and by whom. I was also a bit worried about how this would
influence his understanding of religions and about him aligning to any religion specifically. At
this age, their brains are like sponges, and they are easily swung from one belief to another,
so I wanted to make sure that he would understand how Jesus is only one option in an ocean
of beliefs. “
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Pluralistic view of religion and equality of all beliefs
The narrator does not believe in one god specifically, but has a rather pluralistic
understanding of religion, and accepts them all. To him, it is not important in which god one
believes.
Non-religious upbringing of children
The narrator believes that children should be made aware of all the different cultures in
society and this includes religious differences. He believes that it is his duty and the school’s
duty to talk to his son about all the different religions and to avoid dogmatisms or early
alignment with one specific religion. He would prefer his son to maintain the same vision that
he and his wife share, however he is open to his son’s preference in this matter.
Trust in the education institution
The narrator thinks that it is important for parents to choose education institutions that mirror
his own values about child upbringing and education. He believes in a shared project of
education between the family and children and trusts that the kindergarten he chose for his
son will focus on a pluralistic understanding of culture.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
A real image emerges. The narrator is aware of how Jesus Christ is important in the lives of
others, and especially so for some Catholic African communities, who feel strongly about
religion and really celebrate Jesus on Sundays. He has had the chance to observe some of
these groups in the area where he lives, and has also talked with the father of the other boy.
He is aware that religion is something that they need to show and share.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Religion and Jesus as important elements in life
The religious boy probably shares a very engaged vision of religion as his family. As a Catholic
family from a country in Africa, religion holds a special place in their life, and people are
expected to participate fully in religious celebrations and to share their beliefs openly with
the rest of the society.
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Religious education of children
The family of the other child probably believes that religion must be part of education and
that their child needs to know about the Catholic religion and about Christ from the very
beginning. It is a belief that needs to be transmitted and is an integral part of their culture.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The education brought on by the kindergarten in question focuses on the acceptance of
different cultures, and thus of different religions. They aim to give a thorough understanding
of the different cultures, values and beliefs existing in the society, in order to educate children
to being open and accepting towards diversity. The narrator is well aware of this characteristic
and has chosen this specific kindergarten for this reason. The teacher of the narrator’s son
may or may not be aware of the conversation about Christ that occurred between the
narrator’s son and the other boy. In either case, as the school policy is that of multicultural
acceptance and open dialogue between different people and cultures, the narrator doubts
that the teacher would have wanted to prevent the conversation. If the teachers had
witnessed such a conversation, perhaps they could have introduced a more structured
discussion about different religions and beliefs in the classroom. However, the narrator stays
confident that this will happen as it is in their educational agenda. Therefore, no problem
concerning the professional practice can be identified.
However, given the trust and dialogue between the narrator and the kindergarten, he could
have engaged in a conversation about the incident with the teachers, in order to make sure
that this is dealt with at school.
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Critical incident: Jewish Singing
Organization that collected the incident: Elan Interculturel
The incident
“I was watching the kids during the recess when a group of 4/5 years old approached me
asking what the little Sarah was murmuring about while she was playing by herself.
When a came closer to her I heard that she was singing something that I couldn’t understand
so I asked her: What are you singing? And she answered me that it was a religious Jewish
song.
In France all public schools are secular and neither the children nor the adults can show any
religious symbols or practices. I then explain to Sarah that she was not allowed to sing that
but I’m not sure she understood why.“
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: A youth worker, man 25 years who has been working for a year in his school. He
has been trained by the City to become a permanent staff in this school. He accompany the
children during the meal time, he takes care of them during playtime and after school while
they wait for the parents to pick them up.
Children: A group of 4 kids about 4 and 5 years old who were playing in the ground and are
surprised by Sarah’s song.
Sarah: A 5 y.o girl part of the Jewish community.
2. Context of the situation
The incident happened in a public school in Paris located in the 11th district. This district has
the particularity on being one of the most diverse districts in Paris. The primary school shares
the playground with the pre-school.
3. Emotional reaction
“I was surprised because in my 10 years of experience I’ve never been confronted to a similar
situation. I felt resource-less as I did not know how to explain to her that it was forbidden
without giving her the impression of doing something wrong.“
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Secularism: The French law bans wearing conspicuous religious symbols in French public (i.e.
government-operated) schools. The law is an amendment to the French Code of Education
that expands principles founded in existing French law, especially the constitutional
requirement of laïcité: the separation of state and religious activities.
No judgemental role: The narrator has to intervene in the situation as the Educational
representation but in a respectful way of the identity of the child and respect for her believes,
empowering the culture of every kids but not the cult as it belong to a private practice.
“Communitarism” in individual societies, like the French one, is somehow seen as a threat,
because the power of the group or community could become dangerous.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The image is rather “official” as the narrator plays the role of the representation of National
Education.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
The use of music in Judaism goes back to the times of First temple in Jerusalem. It is a
fundamental part of the Jewish worship. The Torah reading and the majority of the service is
chanted or sung in the traditional synagogue. Moreover, the song is not only present in
synagogue but also at home and at family gatherings. The primary proposes of chanting the
biblical texts are to convey the meaning of the words and melody adds to the quality of the
words. But this is also used as a way to memorize the essential prayers.
From the early childhood, the Jewish children learn the Hebraic alphabet by chanting the
letters. Later, they use the chant to learn the biblical texts and to recite prayers.
Besides, every Jewish community has their own tunes and vocal styles relating to their
tradition therefore the song is a sign of belonging and identity for the Jewish.
Relationship to communitarism, the Jewish community is community oriented and rather than
individual, the ones who do not make part of them are somehow outsiders and not recognize
as a peer.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The challenge is to explain to little kids the concept of secularism in a way that respects their
identity. How to explain that religion in something to share at home with the family and not in
public spaces without giving the message that religion is something wrong?
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Critical incident: The Prayer
Organization that collected the incident: Elan Interculturel
The incident
“The incident happened at the beginning of playtime. I saw that 2 kids from the school
started to pull out the blue gym mats and placed them in the playground. While I was leaving
my office to ask them what they were doing, they started to place the mats in the Mecca
direction to pray.
I approached them and ask them what they were doing, they confirmed that they wanted to
pray like they father did at home. I kindly ask them to store the mat and then I explain that
the school was not a place to pray. I even said that if they felt the need of praying they could
pray in they heads.
This happened a few months after the Charlie Hebdo & November’s terrorist attacks and it
was a very sensitive matter in school as the Vigi-pirate Plan was activated.“
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: A pedagogical counsellor who has been working on this school for the past 10
years. 50 y.o French man background origins from Spain with very strong political believes left
wing activist. He studied fine arts and that’s why he is passionate about art and in particular
for photography.
2 Children: Both 6 years old kids, Muslims.
2. Context of the situation
The incident happened in a public school in Paris located in the 11th district. This particular
district has the particularity on being one of the most diverse districts in Paris.
The context in this incident is very important as it happened a few months after the Charly
Hebdo attacks. This school is located only a few blocks away from where the shooting
happened. The kids were very scared as they heard the guns and the police sirens around the
school. Since that day the government activated the Vigi-pirate plan, a high security alert plan
that affects everyday life. At school as an example fieldtrips are cancel, no one, not even the
parents can enter the school and any outsider has to obtain a special permission to go in.
3. Emotional reaction
“I was very surprised and to be honest I didn’t know how to approach this situation. Not only
were the other kids afraid but also myself.”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Secularism (laïcité): The rule of “laïcité” must be respected; the school must ensure that
education is free from religious practice. Any manifestation of religion should happen in the
private sphere.
Sense of fear of Islam: Because of the terrorist attacks in Paris, the practice of Muslim
religion has been connected to a sense of fear and suspicion. The feeling of threat
maintained by the media and the state of emergency. Witnessing adults display religious
gestures on public transport (gesture of prayer etc.) the association of insecurity is often
triggered. While the children bore no risk of terrorist activity, the teacher was aware of the
heightened sense of fear amongst his colleagues and students.
Freedom of religion and cultural identity: the teacher thinks it is probably important for
children’s well-being to have a positive cultural identity. He also senses that it should be
permitted to everyone to chose and practice their religion creates a tension between two
opposing needs and desires for the teacher.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Slightly negative, stigmatized (as they were praying)
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
The prayer in Islam: To pray is one of the five pillars in Islam thus it’s an obligatory act.
Contrary to most Christian practices, the prayer in Islam is not bound by the space but by
time. This means that there are five moments in the day when prayers must take place, but
the prayer can take place elsewhere than in the mosque. In such cases a mat or cloth is often
used to ensure the cleanliness of the space. However, this obligation only stands after
reaching the age of puberty (some recommend starting at 7, others at 10 years of age).
Acquisition of religion: It is the responsibility of parents to teach the proper rules and
practices related to the prayer. But similarly to all other cultural behaviour, transmission does
not only take place in a conscious structured manner, but also through imitation. The children
probably took the initiative and try to imitate religious gestures even without knowing their
proper execution. The hypothesis that parents encouraged the children to pray in the school
courtyard is very unlikely.
Need for a positive sense of belonging and cultural identity: The children in the situation
are also learning to assimilate their own cultural identity – either through interaction with their
in-group our out-group members. The motivation to give a positive value to their identities is
present in everyone, also in children of this age. The joint practice could be a manifestation
of their need to belong, but also a reaction of other children having reminded them of being
different.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
If “laïcité” is an important value that most French people cherish, for most of them it is not
clear how this separation of religious practice and public space should understood, and what
it really implies for the behaviour of students in schools. The original idea behind the rule
was to ensure that the education is free from religious influences. While this clearly means
that teachers have to refrain from manifestations of religion, the extent to which the same
should be expected from students is less clear and explicit.
Teachers facing similar situations have to mediate between two needs: on the one hand they
need to ensure the continuity of the rule of “laicité” and keeping education free of religious
practice, on the other hand they need to guarantee the inclusion of children belonging to
cultural minorities, make sure that they are not discriminated. In similar cases the teacher
would need to offer reassuring explanations to both the children involved in the religious
practice and both the other children witnessing the scene. An open attitude and explicit
explanations are very much needed in a context affected by the confusion of Islam and
terrorism.
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Critical incident: Do not let your child say boyfriend
Organization that collected the incident: La XiXa (SP)
The incident
“Pep is my son. During his birthday, I got to meet the parents of some of his classmates. This
allowed the families to get to know each other, which had not happened before. Two or three
days after the birthday, in the park in front of the kindergarten, I was talking with the parents
of Pep’s closest friend. We regretted that now that they became close friends the school
decided to mix group classes for next year.
Pep is very affectionate, he gives hugs and kisses, he looks for flowers for other children, he
gives caresses, and they all know that he is like this. In the conversation with the parents of
the school, we were talking that there is a girl in the school, who does not like kissing or
being kissed, and that for me it was difficult to explain to Pep that not everyone likes kisses
and hugs, but he understood. Some parents said, "There’s nothing wrong with that. It’s
important to explain to them that there are differences among the children, and it’s OK."
Everyone agreed with that.
Then I mentioned that Pep expresses himself about the friends he loves and has affection for
as "My boyfriend is Dani and Montse is my girlfriend." One of the parents of the children
(Dani’s father) said, "If my son would say that I would die, you shouldn’t let him say this."
I answered without wanting to start an argument: "Well I don’t think that’s so bad that he says
this. I think that saying other things is more serious" and I ended the conversation.
*Names have been changed to guard protagonists’ identities.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: the mother of Pep, is a woman born in Chile and has been living in Spain since she
was 10 years old. She works for a private organization that offers cultural services in the field
of interculturality. She is an activist for civil rights also. She’s 35 years old.
Four years ago, she left Barcelona and went to live with her partner in a rural area of
Catalonia, in a town named Olot.
Pep, Maria’s son, is 3 years old and was born in Olot. The citizens of Olot and the whole
school environment consider Pep as the “different one” because his father is a Catalan from
Olot who started a relationship with a woman not native of Olot.
The other actors are the parents’ of Dani, a classmate of Pep’s. The two are in their 40’s, and
were born and grew up in Olot.
The narrator and the other actors are connected by the fact that their children attend the
same school, and they live in the same small town. Also, the three of them were starting to
bond and create an amicable relationship.
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2. Context of the situation
Maria is a woman born in Chile and has been living in Spain since she was 10 years old. She
works for a private organization that offers cultural services in the field of interculturality. She
is an activist for civil rights also. She’s 35 years old.
Four years ago, she left Barcelona and went to live with her partner in a rural area of
Catalonia, in a town named Olot.
Pep, Maria’s son, is 3 years old and was born in Olot. The citizens of Olot and the whole
school environment consider Pep as the “different one” because his father is a Catalan from
Olot who started a relationship with a woman not native of Olot.
The other actors are the parents’ of Dani, a classmate of Pep’s. The two are in their 40’s, and
were born and grew up in Olot.
The narrator and the other actors are connected by the fact that their children attend the
same school, and they live in the same small town. Also, the three of them were starting to
bond and create an amicable relationship.
3. Emotional reaction
“I thought “What a silly guy!” I was angry because I thought, "How can he be so rigid? You're
sexist and homophobic; poor child of yours." I also thought that because he was telling me
what to say, and what not to say, to my son.
I felt pain and sadness because there are people who think this way in the world, and I felt
sorry for my son.
I also did not want to enter into a conflict. Firstly, because I always avoid conflict; I want to
preserve the harmony. We were in the park having a good time, and when he said that, he
did not mean to attack anyone.
I also felt sorry for Dani (his son). He gets along very well with my son. He will be in my child's
class for the next ten years, this will happen again, and this stresses me. I am anticipating
conflict. What will happen if one day Dani’s father comes to the school and his child is kissing
my child on the mouth?
I think, “Why must I be silent if he can say what he wants?”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Low-differentiation approach to gender, break from stereotypes
The person who experienced the shock believes in gender equality in education, in school
and when educating children at home. For the protagonist it is important that children are
educated in a way they feel free to have the partner they want, and to educate boys with
freedom to choose a girl as a sexual-affective partner or a boy, or with freedom to wear a pink
T-shirt if they want to.
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She also thinks that relationships should not reproduce stereotyped gender roles where men
are not sensitive or are not allowed feeling affectionate, or where they do not take
responsibility for caring, cooking, or other tasks.
The protagonist thinks that all these principles should be followed in education, and she feels
that these values are very important for the education of her child, because she feels that if
the other child reproduces stereotyped gender roles it will also affect her son.
Positive approach to sexual orientations
The protagonist values avoiding painful experiences during childhood due to lack of
acceptance or because children are forced to accept or fulfil expectations, and that implies
hiding what he/she feels, for instance, being homosexual.
The protagonist values that people are able to show their desires, or tendencies, without
being afraid or obliged to hide them.
Anti-discrimination education from early age
She believes that early childhood education should include how not to discriminate others, as
well as, what to do if you feel discriminated. Finally, she realizes that it matters to her how
other parents are raising their children, because it has an impact in the society and in the
upbringing of her son.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The protagonist sees a contradictory image of Mark’s father. On one hand, he likes children
and he is very positive and playful. On the other hand, she has a negative perception of him,
and identifies him possibly as voting for right wing political parties.
She sees him as sexist and from the “old school”, despite the fact that Dani’s father is 38
years old, and this was a surprise for the protagonist.
The protagonist has an image of Dani’s father as being a “basic guy” that does not seem to
give new things a chance. She sees him as a simple-minded person who is good, but who she
would not be friends with him.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Hetero-normativity, implicit homophobia
For Dani’s father, probably educated in the stereotyped gender roles, there are acceptable
and unacceptable behaviours, and it is not right that two male children love each other.
He does not want a gay son, neither does he like gays, and he is not aware of this. For him, to
say the statement he said is normal. He does not see anything reprehensible in what he
thinks.
He wants his child to be an alpha male and to grow up to be just like him, but he does not
want to hurt his son. The protagonist also feels that a way in which education makes children
fit into gender roles is for instance denying a heterosexual child the possibility of taking an
active role in caring tasks.
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Homosexuality is a threat to masculinity and a disgrace
Mark’s father is “protecting” his child from being gay, and he sees homosexuality as a
contagious disease. He does that because of all the prejudices he has: he thinks that being
gay means that life is senseless, that a gay person will not have a family, that he will have no
emotional ties, that he will be promiscuous, that he may have a venereal disease or that he
will be discriminated by his environment.
The antagonist acts like that because he thinks that you can avoid being a homosexual. By his
acts and his statements, he protects himself and protects his child by teaching the correct
option, and he thinks that the behaviour of the protagonist makes it more difficult to teach
this.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The protagonist highlights that she has learnt that she did not take into account the context
variable. That does not mean that she excuses homophobia, but she realizes she takes the
same measuring stick everywhere, and that she had not considered the context. The
protagonist also realizes that for the antagonist gays are perverts and sick people, and that
for her that would be equivalent to having a Nazi son.
The protagonist also highlights that she has realized that he is protecting his child, but
because that came into conflict with her values, it was very difficult for her to be empathetic.
The protagonist states that before she never thought about the fact that he wanted to protect
his son, she just thought, “what you are saying and doing is not right and I do not want you
talking to my son. I do not want to contaminate my son with dads that say that boys don’t
play with dolls.”
The protagonist also highlights that there is a tendency to want everyone to think as one
does, and that diversity is difficult to accept.
The more important learning has been to see that there are shared values to protect children,
as well as realizing how important this value is, since it affects a person who is very important
for the protagonist, her son.
She says she was able to complete the puzzle through this analysis, because it helped her
build acceptance. She has discovered a new way to approach diversity and she finds this
important. She thinks this has given her a lesson in tolerance, and it can help her educate her
son with broad understanding of diversity.
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Critical incident: Boys VS Girls
Organization that collected the incident: CESIE (IT)
The incident
“The incident took place at the school attended by my son. I had noticed that the activities
that my son was doing in school were clearly biased in terms of gender stereotypes. As an
example, boys would draw and colour superheroes, while girls would draw princesses; or
boys would build missiles and spaceships, while girls would craft purses. I talked about the
issue with the teacher, and explained to her the unease I felt about knowing from my son that
he had played a game called “boys vs. girls”. Despite the fact that I mentioned the incident
to the teacher, my son kept doing the same kind of activities at school. I felt frustrated and
angry. I wanted my son to change school. I did not confront the teacher about the incident,
but at the end I enrolled my son in a different school because of this. I would like to get the
chance to talk with the teacher about it.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
The narrator is an intercultural educator, woman, 34 years old, Italian, mother of a 3 year-old
attending a kindergarten. Professional in a multicultural environment where the main focus is
on education.
The person causing the shock is an early childhood education teacher, woman, Italian, about
30 years old. Believes in very traditional educational approaches and methods.
The two actors are professionally linked: the person causing the shock is the teacher of the
son of the narrator.
2. Context of the situation
The incident took place in a kindergarten in a big city in the south of Italy, and was about a
series of lessons and activities proposed by the teacher to the class and the narrator’s son.
There is no specific space, but the incident is more of a continuous uneasiness felt by the
narrator when confronted with the activities that her son –was asked to carry out at school.
The narrator once talked with the teacher about the issue and explained her concerns about
the stereotyping activities approach, and she seemed to be acknowledging her. However, she
kept doing the same activities with the children. After that first discussion, the narrator did not
go back to confronting the teacher and moved her son to a different kindergarten.
3. Emotional reaction
“I felt frustrated and angry. I also felt deceived, because I had spoken with the teacher and
she had seemed to be acknowledging my complaint, but nevertheless continued enforcing
the same attitude for the activities. My trust in her and in the kindergarten was simply
brushed away when I realized that they would never change anything.”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Gender Equality
The narrator values equality between women and men in all aspects of life and therefore
rejects gender roles, i.e. any prescriptions about how a man and a woman should behave and
what is allowed for each gender. She therefore rejects gender stereotypical images of women
and men, such as princesses (the passive character who needs to be saved in the fairy tales)
and superheroes respectively. Schools are supposed to minimize gender discrimination in
education programs and activities; it is important that early childhood educators know that
young children are especially susceptible to forming stereotypes.
Trust in early childhood education
The narrator believes in the shared responsibility of education of children between family and
school. This is why she addresses the teacher who is reinforcing gender stereotypes and roles
in the activities she carries out with her son. However, seen that there is no change in the
teachers’ attitude and activities, she withdraws her trust in the specific teacher and education
institution, to find a more suitable one, more aligned with her values.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
It is a very negative image of the teacher that emerges from the situation, as the teacher
seems to be betraying an implicit pact between the family of the children and the school.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Gender-based differences and gender roles
It is possible to make the hypothesis that the teacher does not mind reinforcing gender
stereotypes and in fact believes that women and men are intrinsically different and that this
difference arises from their being biologically different. Another hypothesis is that the teacher
does not recognize that gender stereotypes are hidden in plain sight in the stories and
images of princesses and of superheroes and in their practice with the children. She has
probably had a more traditional type of education, or the teacher training she has been
through lacked any awareness raising about gender equality and non-stereotyping gender
roles.
Education is a responsibility of the school
Perhaps the teacher believes that she is the only person entitled, in this case, to make a
decision about which activities are ok for the children, as she was educated and studied for
this profession. In this sense, she may think that the mother of the child is some kind of new
feminist who simply wants to disrupt the education system and get her nose in her work.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The situation is particularly damaging of the professional practice of the teacher in question
and in general for the specific education institution. In fact, as recognized also from the
National guidelines for childhood education in Italy, the education of children is a shared
responsibility of the school and of the parents/family of the child, and she acted fully against
it by dismissing the comments and requests of the narrator about her activities and keeping
her own attitude to practice. In this case, a child was placed in a different school because of
this situation. Awareness raising and training activities with teachers about socio-cultural
factors and values that are behind their profession may help in overcoming the issue in the
future.
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Critical incident: Dieu merci
Organization that collected the incident: Elan Interculturel
The incident
“I was working during holidays at school and I lead a drawing workshop for the little ones.
They had to make a free drawing. When they finished I picked up the drawings and saw that
the little Dieumerci (a 5 years old new-comer from Congo) had drawn a naked woman giving
birth. This drawing was unbelievable! It was impossible that a 5 years old child could draw
anything like this!
The drawing showed the naked woman’s body with a baby coming out of her vagina, with
blood and we could see on her facial expression a big amount of pain. My colleagues and I
were very shocked and I thought: This kid is a genius!”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: French youth worker, forty years old, black woman, her grand parents came from
Ivory Coast. She has been working in this school for the past 4 years but has 10 years of
experience working in this position. She is an actress and a filmmaker. She’s catholic
The Child: Named Dieumerci (in French means Thank You God, as her mother faced some
difficulties for conceiving and that’s why she felt blessed with her 3 children). He was 5 years
old and newly arrived to France from Congo. His family is Evangelic. Her mother had some
difficulties conceiving and she takes Evangelism very seriously, so she thanks constantly God
of being able to deliver 3 healthy children (all named after god: Divin / Divine / Dieumerci).
2. Context of the situation
The incident happened in a public school in Paris located in the 11th district. This particular
district has the particularity on being one of the most diverse districts in Paris. During the
holidays the schools remains open in France in order to welcome all the kids who cannot
leave for vacations. The school and it youth workers team proposes workshops and activities
during the day for the kids. Dieumerci was part of this group of children and he attended the
narrator’s workshop
3. Emotional reaction
She was shocked and really amazed and surprised “because a little kid of his age, drawing
naked woman giving birth, with that realism! The woman was naked and we could see all of
her parts, even the blood coming out of her vagina! We could see the pain expression on her
face”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
In the cultural frame of our Narrator little kids do not know how to draw as they do not have
the fine motor skills needed. But the big shock came from the realism of the drawing.
Taboo about nudity: In our western society we have a strong taboo against associating kids
with sexuality. We have a tendency to hide all sexual organs from them. “Taboos aim to keep
children young, to preserve their innocence and to ensure they are not deprived of their
childhood.”
In Christianity, the awareness of nudity is associated with the original sin and the loss of
innocence. Today, nudity is considered as immoral in public space, and even in the private
sphere adults are expected to hide their nudity from children. The association of children and
sexuality is one of the strongest taboos.
Child development: Another element that contributed to the shock was the realism of the
drawing. For our narrator who has a long experience working with young kids, a 5 years olds
usually cannot draw as accurate as the reality, not only because of it representation but also
because they normally do not develop the motor skill needed for such a fine draw.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
It was an “amazing” image, rather positive as our narrator thinks that this kid will become a
big artist.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Nudity: In Western society, nudity is still a very sensitive issue that is often associated with
sexuality and shame. Children seeing their parents naked are rather unusual; it presents even
a social taboo connected to prejudices (sexual abuse). In some parts of Africa, the nudity
within the families might not be defined the same way due to different factors as culture,
history and resources. Until today, there are living traditional tribes for whom nudity is part of
their culture and rites what influences also the urbanite people and their life. In these regions,
nudity is more seen as something natural that everyone has in common and it is nothing to be
ashamed of or to have to hide.
Pregnancy and delivery: In Congo the percentage of woman who gives birth at hospital or in
a health facility is about 58% as the access to care is very expensive and not all the families
can afford it. Regarding deliveries, the rural situation is worrying with four births in ten (39%)
at home against 58% in a health facility. Only 74% of Births took place with the assistance of
trained personnel, mostly midwives (32%) and nurses (28%). (http://www.who.int/medicines/
areas/coordination/drc_pharmaceutical_profile.pdf )
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Suffering and religion: We got to know a little bit more about the child’s Family, they come
from Kinshasa and the mother is very present in the school life. She is very religious
(Evangelism) and thanks constantly god for her 3 children. She often expresses at school and
in her daily life the suffering of delivery as a direct consequence of being able to be a mother
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incidents highlights how taboos that seem very evident and universal in our context
(nudity and sexuality and children) may be much less of a taboo in other cultural contexts.
Though this incident is fairly harmless as it merely deals with a drawing, in some other
incidents the association of nudity and children may be much less harmless and could
possible raise suspicion of maltreatment. Teachers have to proceed with extreme care in
exploring the cultural context is such situations.
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Critical incident: Gender Activity
Organization that collected the incident: Elan Interculturel, Paris
The incident
“This scene took place in a school of the Paris suburb during the first year of kindergarten. My
child began the school in September and five weeks after, during the Toussaint holidays, the
teacher gave to the parents the “life book” of the children to show the exercises they have
down: that is the result of their first five weeks into the scholar system. So I looked at this “life
book” and I had a real shock when I discover an exercise with portrait photographs of all the
children divided in little squares and a paper divided in two parts, one pink and one blue. The
order was to put the boys on the blue side and the girls on the pink. The following activity
was the same with little squares representing at long hair girls and short hair boys. My child
did the same thing for theses two activities: he put his face at the middle and all the girls and
boys confounded around him. He didn’t respect the instructions. In the top right corner there
was an evaluation box where I saw a red stamp representing an angry face to sanction my
child for his non-compliance of this imposed girls/boys classification”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: Mother of the boy, 38 years old woman originally from Uruguay, living in Paris for 8
years, married to a Spanish / French man. Her professional identity is that of cognitive
psychologist, her work is connected to interculturality, her posture strongly connected with a
liberal though not militant approach to gender.
Father: 38 years old man, French-Spanish bicultural background. Has been living in Paris
most of his life. Professional background: actor, working in an international setting. Feminist,
open to living gender roles in non traditional ways: he’s taking care of most of the homework
when he is not shooting films – cooks, interacts with other mothers in the neighbourhood,
etc. There are no teachers present in the situation, the shock is triggered by an object, which
is the work book.
“The school” (there are no concrete teachers present, the interaction happens through a
book) a typical French public kindergarden in a somewhat bourgeois suburb. There is not
much diversity in the school, only one child has African origins, one Chinese and two have
parents or grand-parents from Arabic countries. Teachers in the school are all females, most
of them more than forty years old, but the teacher responsible for the little boy was about 30
years old. All the teachers are French without any signs of visual diversity. There is a
dominance of Catholics in the little town, although in accordance with the laws of laicité,
religion is not present in the school. (The only private school in town is a catholic one.)
2. Context of the situation
The situation takes place in the garden of the kindergarten, after picking up the little boy and
going home together. Before leaving they are given the “life book” (work book) of their son.
It is the first contact with the work book of the little boy, only two months after the beginning
of the class. Both parents are very excited to discover this book, as this is the first time they
have a glance at what the little boy does in school. No teachers are around them at this point
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3. Emotional reaction
“I felt very angry, shocked, disappointed as in my mind this kind of activities were from 20
years ago. My husband got completely sad.
I think the difference in our reaction comes from the fact that I was focusing on the activity,
while he was focusing on the evaluation – the negative smiley. He was sad to see that what
was supposed to be a playful activity for the little boy was totally disregarder and merely
considered as a bad answer.
We started to talk to other parents in the neighbourhood, to share and ventilate our
experience, and we found that it did not surprise them at all: they were not surprised nor by
the gender activity nor the method of evaluation.
The next Monday I asked an appointment with the teacher. One week later we met, I told her
I didn’t understand the reason of this activity and the evaluation. I wanted to understand the
goals and the underlying theory. I exposed her my concerns both about the activity and the
type of evaluation, but she could not defend at all what she did.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Education of young children:
Children who are this young do not require judgement and evaluation but care, love,
attention. Teaching should not be based on punishment and evaluation but rather guidance,
with positive reinforcements and not negative. Too early negative evaluation / feedback can
hinder the motivation to learn, will make him close, not dare to open and ultimately stop the
development.
Gender roles free from stereotypes
People should be free in constructing their own subjective experience of their gender: what
they wear, what they do, with whom… They should be free to explore different types of
attitudes and behaviours and chose.
At such young age no one should impose behaviours or toys based on traditional
interpretations of gender roles, rather let children make their own explorations.
If teaching about gender roles may be interesting and relevant, it should be more interesting
and sophisticated than the mere separation into boys and girls. Reinforcing a dichotomy just
based on the faces does not seem very instructive.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
e.g. positive, negative, neutral, bizarre etc.
Very negative, accompanied by intense anger.
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Authoritarian, directive approach to education:
The dominant education style in France seems to be one based on discipline: all through the
education system children are requested to comply with one-solution exercises, absorb
content to be able to memorize it, while discussion, critical view and creativity seem to be
less valued in the school practice. Children are socialized to this system very early, in the
kindergarden, where they already have to learn what is a “good” or a “bad” answer, what it is
like to receive negative feedback.
Importance of children’s development stages:
Pre-primary schools and teachers base their work on ideas concerning the development
stages of children, what they have to learn in different ages. However these conceptions and
theories change quite often. At the present, it may not be considered as a goal to separate
girls and boys based on their faces, however this particular school still considers that
important.
Separation of gender roles, reinforcement of traditional differentiations and attributes:
The association of femininity to pink colour together with the association of masculinity to
blue represent a very traditional gender division, based on an idea that gender roles must be
differentiated, and that there are certain inherent qualities that should be kept and cherished,
such as tenderness, caring for femininity and possibly competitively, strength for masculinity.
The reinforcement and separation of the gender roles serves also the purpose of cancelling a
“middle ground” where contemporary reinterpretations of gender could strive. It is either
pink or blue.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
A first observation taken from the incident is that teachers can use activities without any
reflection on the theoretical, ideological position the activity represents, merely using an
activity based on repetition or habit. This raises once more the need for continuous further
training of the teaching personnel, in particular concerning sensitive issues such as gender.
Parents – whether or not migrants – may at times become aware that the school where their
children are inscribed do not follow the same values, practices, norms that they have at
home. If sometimes these differences will concern more ‘harmless’ or less important domains
of life, differences can also appear in aspects that are very important for the parents.
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Critical incident: Touching the private parts in public
Organization that collected the incident: CPI, Cyprus
The incident
“The incident happened two years ago in the class of a kindergarten where I was working.
The incident is about a boy who was 5 years old. While I was explaining an activity to the
children I noticed him touching his private area. I felt uncomfortable that moment and tried to
distract him. I was shocked and I didn’t know how to react. This behaviour continued for
several days. He used to lay down anywhere and start touching his private area (over the top
or under his clothes). The most shocking incident was when he went under the table at lunch
one of those days, pulled his pants away and started touching his private area. The other
teachers saw him and freaked out. They approached me asking too many questions about
this boy. Whether he had a mental problem, if he is Cypriot, if his parents were in good
socioeconomically situation. This was another cultural shock for me. I mean for me this
incident was shock indeed, I didn’t know how to approach his parents to talk to them about
this, I was afraid of their reaction towards me and his son. In addition, I couldn’t believe my
colleagues’ questions. It seems that it was ok for them if this incident could happen by a
minority student, but it was not appropriate for that Cypriot boy.
Anyway as I said I didn’t know how to react. I talked to the principal who didn’t actually give
me any advice. We decided to call the parents. I tried to describe their son’s behaviour and
advised them to talk to him about the difference between public and private. I was thinking of
talking to him about the difference between public and private behaviour but I didn’t do it. If
this was coming from a girl I think I could handle it. After talking with the parents, he was
really good about it for a while, but then it seems like he was doing it all the time again. I got
used to it!”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: 35 years old, female, Cypriot, pre-primary school teacher/married with one child.
She has eleven years of teaching experience.
Boy and his parents: 5 years old, Cypriot, he has a younger sister. His parents work at the
bank and they are a family of higher social economic status.
Colleagues (teachers): three female teachers, Cypriots, between the ages of 30 to 40, all
living in Larnaca.
2. Context of the situation
The incidence took place in a kindergarten in Larnaca, which is one of the biggest cities in
Cyprus. The school was located in a neighbourhood in an area where mostly middle-class and
upper-class families live. The action took place in the classroom during a lesson. There were
15 children in the class at the moment.
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3. Emotional reaction
“I was shocked and I didn’t know how to react. It was even more shocking when in another
occasion he went under the table at lunch one of those days, pulled his punts away and
started touching his private area. I really didn’t know how to handle it or how to inform the
parents about this. However, what were even more shocking were the questions of my
colleagues. They asked me if he was Cypriot like if he was from a minority it will be easier to
explain his behaviour. I felt really angry with the comments of my colleagues and then I was
feeling even more unprepared to face the situation.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Taboo of connecting sexuality, nudity and childhood: When someone thinks about
children, he or she does not associate them with pleasure or sexuality. Although Freud had
proposed a theory on children’s sexuality many years ago, this is still a taboo. In western
religions (primarily Christianity), sex is viewed as sin and for the longest time that was all
anyone really thought about it in Europe. Therefore, for many people, sex can be an
uncomfortable subject and they feel even more uncomfortable when this is related to
children. Although talking with children about bodily changes and sexual matters may feel
awkward, providing children with accurate, age-appropriate information is one of the most
important things parents can do to make sure children grow up safe, healthy, and secure in
their bodies.
Privacy/ Intimacy: It is appropriate for children at the age of 5 to have questions and express
knowledge relating to differences in gender and private body parts. They might even explore
genitals and can experience pleasure or they maybe look at their private body parts.
However, touching their genital in a public area is not appropriate and a child in this age
should know better.
Discrimination/Prejudice: The colleagues should also be aware that such issues and
behaviours do not relate to ethnic groups. It is not appropriate for either a Cypriot or a child
from a minority group to behave in this way. It is unacceptable and offensive for all the rest.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The narrator was confused but from the description it seems that a negative image for the
parents was created.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Physical and gender development
For the parents, preschool-aged children (four or younger) are naturally immodest, and may
display open curiosity about their own and other people’s bodies and bodily functions.
Wanting to be naked (even if others are not) and showing or touching private parts while in
public are also common in young children. They are curious about their own bodies and may
quickly discover that touching certain body parts feels nice. The parents were very
cooperative when they came to the school. They were willing to talk to him. They probably
didn’t do it before perhaps because they thought that he was too young to discuss it.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Sometimes there is a gap between what children learn at school and what parents discuss
with their children at home especially about sensitive issues such as gender and body
development and as a result this may create problems at school. Maybe it would be best if
the two parts collaborate in some occasions so that children do not get conflicting
informations. If parents are more involved, then you have a clearer image on what a child
knows and the reasons behind his or her behaviour.
The situation also highlights how difficult it can be for teachers to intervene in issues which
are outside of their comfort zone, possibly connected with important taboos such as child
sexuality. It would seems useful for the school personnel to adopt common approaches to
handle such issues so that the teachers do not feel alone in the situation and do not have to
make decisions alone. Addressing such issues together is difficult because it requires putting
on the table topics that we precisely try to oppress, yet the advantages of such collective
approaches outweigh the difficulties.
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Chapter 7: Gender and sexuality
We collected a total of fourteen critical incidents related to gender and sexuality which makes this
theme the most represented, appearing in more than a fourth of all the incidents. This should not
surprise us given that gender and sexuality are an important sensitive zone even in “intracultural”
environments.
What makes sexuality and gender sensitive issues in an educational context?
In the last decades, because of multiple challenges with regard to sexual health; rising rates of HIV
and other sexually transmitted infections (STI), unintended teenage pregnancies and sexual violence
- to name just a few, sexual education has become a top priority on WHO´s agenda. Children and
young people are crucial to the improvement of sexual health in general. They need to know about
sexuality in terms of both risk and enrichment, in order to develop a positive and responsible
attitude towards it. In this way, they will be enabled to behave responsibly not only towards
themselves, but also towards others in the societies they live in (WHO, 2010).
Nevertheless, European countries highly differ in terms of the level of institutionalized sexual
education. In most European countries sexual education traditionally contains mainly the biological
(health) considerations of sexuality highlighting the potential risks of sexuality, such as unintended
pregnancy and STI.This negative focus is often frightening for children and young people: moreover,
it does not respond to their need for information and skills and, in all too many cases, it simply has
no relevance to their lives. Recent European educational and health policy trends move towards a
more holistic approach based on an understanding of sexuality as an area of human potential
helping children and young people to develop essential skill sto enable them to self-determine their
sexuality and their relationships at the various developmental stages. ´Sexuality education has to be a
part of a more general education, and thus affects the development of the child’s personality´ (WHO,
2010). The latter means not only that sexuality (and gender) as an educational subject can appear
(beyond biology) in other pedagogical areas such as teaching social skills, culture, history, art, to
mention few. But it also means that teachers have to put sexuality and gender on their educational
agenda from an earlier age of a child than how it was in previous years. This new approach of sex-ed
comes hand in hand with the daily experience of teachers. As our critical incidents show, sexuality
and gender related issues come up on a daily basis and from a very early childhood. Nevertheless, in
kindergartens or in other educational institutions, for professionals it is still challenging to handle
these situations. Based on the research findings of the Council of Europe Pestalozzi Programme on
Sexuality Education (2013/2014) there are many factors that make sexuality and gender complicated
for teachers:
Professional credibility, preparedness
Many teachers feel that they have very limited source of factual information about human sexuality
and gender issues. Most of them have not been given any specialization about sexual matters. They
often don´t feel confident enough; don’t know what to teach, or how to talk about it. Often, they don
´t have a satisfactory methodological preparedness in terms of communication skills or non-formal
pedagogical tools to handle the topics of body issues, sexuality or gender with small children
properly.
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How to integrate sexuality and gender into the curriculum / educational plan
Very often the kindergarten or school doesn´t have any special plan how to integrate sexual
education into the school curriculum and teachers often don´t feel either having their professional
competences to find their own ways to manage these topics on a professional level.
Responsibility
Many teachers feel if they talk about sexuality in the classroom they become vulnerable and being
questioned or even attacked by parents or other teachers. Sometimes it is really difficult to achieve a
good level of communication among the different stake holders (students, family, school, teacher)
not to compete but share responsibility.
Age considerations
Many teachers have difficulties with the question of age-appropriateness. Often, in the lack of
professional guidelines they are not sure how to handle professionally and responsibly specific
situations, especially those ones, which seem to deviate from the average.
Reflecting on own sexuality
Many times, professionals experience difficulties in particular situations regarding sexuality or gender
because of their own personal sexual- or gender-related issues. In most educational institutions all
over Europe is still lacking the practice how to help teachers to recognize, reflect on their own
sensitive zones, set up and protect their own boundaries.
Intercultural competences
We all have different values and cultural background regarding our social relations, sexual habits,
orientations, and culture. So do the teacher and every single student in the classroom. Teachers need
to be prepared how to work with this variety of values without being normative.
For a better understanding why sexuality and gender became much more complicated and sensitive
issues than other subjects in schools and kindergartens, we need to take a closer look at human
sexuality in our societies and culture.
Nature versus culture
Human sexuality – as deeply connected to the body and its biological functions – is often considered
to be universal and treated as a natural phenomenon. Nevertheless, if we start to deconstruct the
different elements of sexuality – from gender, emotions, social interactions, relationships, sexual
habits, sexual orientations, different sexual practices even to the interpretation of erotic desire, the
meaning or use the body – it turns out that everything around human sexuality is deeply determined
by culture. The different meanings and social functions of sexuality change from culture to culture
and even in different historical times. Furthermore, the concept of “culture” goes far beyond ethnic
differences in the context of human sexuality.
The explanations from (natural) sciences tend to define sexuality as the reproductive activity of the
human race, in which coitus has a distinguished place. But even if we limit ourselves to nature, we
can find many animal species for which sexuality is more than a simple activity with the goal of
preserving the species. Perhaps the most spectacular example is that of the bonobo, a great ape for
whom sexual interaction has been proven to have a social function: it helps to defuse conflicts inside
the group, to increase cooperation, to decrease aggression, and it is a defining component of social
cohabitation independent of reproduction. What is sex, then?
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With this in mind, it is interesting to observe that introducing younger generations, children to
sexuality poses a problem in many European countries. As if the sexual education in families did not
treat sex as a ‘natural’, biological event. As if it resulted from some biological cause that the child is
unaware of the relation of the genders, and it were an especially delicate and difficult task to
enlighten the developing young girl or boy about himself and about everything that happens around
him. We only realise how much this situation is not self-explanatory and how much it is the result of a
civilisation process when we observe the specific behaviour of the people of another era or culture
different from ours. Sociologist Norbert Elias shows a 16th century European example in his book The
Civilizing Process when children lived in the same social space as the adults from quite an early age
on; and adults did not yet demonstrate such a strong self-control in sexuality, neither in speech nor in
action, as they would in later eras (Elias, 1978). In his work ‘History of sexuality’, Michel Foucault
arrives at the same conclusion. At the beginning of the 17th century the practice of sexuality did not
need to be hidden; the code regulating roughness, obscenity, and indecency left a much wider
space for people than it did in the 19th century (Foucault, 1976). Before the 17th century it was
indeed strange for adults to hide the manifestations of instincts before each other and the children,
to banish them to the sphere of intimacy or to lock them away tightly. All this decreased the distance
between the expected behaviour of adults and children already. The biological development of
humans did not differ much from today; only in connection with this social change can the whole
problem of ‘adulthood’, as it presents itself today, become understandable for us. As in the course of
the civilizing process the sexual drive, like many others, is subjected to ever-stricter control and
transformation, the problem it poses changes. The pressure placed on adults to privatize all their
impulses (particularly sexual ones) the „conspiracy of silence”, the socially generated restrictions on
speech, the emotionally charged character of most words relating to sexual urges- all this builds a
thick wall of secrecy around the adolescent (Foucault, 1976).”
Regulating the body– why are sexuality and gender so sensitive issues?
Not only in the Western, but virtually in all human societies sexuality (and by association: gender) is
one of the domains under most regulations, norms, taboos. The construction of sexuality is
intimately linked with the regulation of reproduction, hence the control of populations, ultimately the
control of people. Regulations are imposed not only on when, how to do it, who can do it, but also
how we can talk about it.
A process marked in the West by the apparition of
“scientiasexualis” (Foucault 1979) deploying the tools of medical / psychological science to make the
control more effective. Regulating sexuality is not only a Western tradition, as Ayaan Hirsi Ali puts itin
her book Nomad. ´Controlling women´s sexuality and limiting men´s access to sex with women are
the central focus of the code of honour and shame. This ancient code of sexual morality is derived
from tribal Arab culture. Honour and shame were the central ideas that governed life between men
and women. Islam cemented this into an everlasting rule.´ There are many theories about what were
the social functions of certain regulations and while some disappeared with losing their original
functions, and why some still lie deep in the core structure of our cultures. ´When and why did Arab,
and subsequently Muslim, societies become so obsessed with controlling women´s sexuality?´– asks
Hirsi Ali. ´Perhaps there was once some logic to it. For a tribe to be strong, its warriors need to be
loyal to each other. Maybe independent female sexuality undermined that.´ (Ayaan Hirsi Ali, 2010).
For Western societies from an evolutionary perspective this abundance of regulations is due to the
fact that unlike other mammals characterized by seasonal mating rhythms primates have to coexist
peacefully despite permanent potential for mating. Regulation of sexual relations is then a means
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for cultures to mitigate possible negative excessive consequences of sexual motivation (Goldenberg
et al 1999).
Some theories highlight that sex is the most “creaturely of bodily functions” reminding us of our
animal nature, stripping us of the illusion that we are “spiritually conjured beings” and so also
reminding us of our inevitable death. Terror management theory explores how humans endeavour in
overcoming the existential fear triggered by the thought of mortality through “immersion in a
culturally constructed and socially validate abstract world of symbols that imbue human life with
meaning and value”. To lift the body from its natural finite condition we make it cultural through
obeying standards of attractiveness, of hygiene, of appropriate clothing. Similarly we engage in
developing a cultural envelope around sexuality to mitigate the message of its “creatureliness”.
Cultural constructs such as romantic love, the use of pleasure as a path to enlightenment or to the
contrary severe regulations of when and how it is possible are cultural variants serving this uniquely
human purpose (Goldenberg et al 1999).
The presence of cultural differences will only magnify the sensitivity of the issue precisely because
the displaying a culturally specific construct (e.g. romantic love) will continue to be a threat in
another culture’s point of view, not satisfying the terror management purpose, but pointing to a
sensitive area and possibly even relativizing. A further complication with gender and sexuality comes
from their connection with other core values. For instance the institution of an “arranged marriage”
is not only contradicting the Western imagery of romantic love, but also the value of individualism
and freedom of choice. The latter shows that the cultural differences in sexuality and gendercan
become heavily conflicting issues in between different cultural traditions because of bearing other
core values of a culture. In intercultural contact – more specifically in the construction of the “other”
the imagery linked to sexuality and gender has traditionally played an important role. See for
instance the myth of Medea in Greek mythology depicting the foreign woman as capable of
murdering her own children – or for a closer example think of the construction of the image of
“Muslim women” depicted in the popular Western media as oppressed, controlled and confined
under an excessive set of garments. What we project on the other is always telling, uncovering the
very essence of our “sensitive zones”. According to Cohen-Emerique (2011) why we react so
intensely to our sensitive zones has two main reasons. Sensitive zones can open a window on the
“return of the repressed”, recalling behaviours, which we have learnt to repress as part of the
enculturation process, for instance linked to our sexuality. Facing such behaviour (for instance
witnessing a sexual practice) can trigger intense fear or embarrassment. Other culture shock
experiences act as “reminders of archaisms”, representing cultural practices which we painfully learnt
to overcome, but which are still somewhat fragile. A typical example would be gender equality,
which is an important value for the modern Western world, despite the fact that there is still a long
way to its perfect fulfilment.
In the following we will first explore the critical incidents connected to gender, then those concerning
sexuality. Before digging deeper into the subject however there are a couple of definitions to pin
down.32
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See the concept of « stigma consciousness » in the chapter Racims
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Some definitions to work with (http://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/gender)
Sex “refers to a person’s biological status and is typically categorized as male, female, or intersex
(i.e., atypical combinations of features that usually distinguish male from female). There are a
number of indicators of biological sex, including sex chromosomes, gonads, internal
reproductive organs, and external genitalia”.
Gender refers to the “socially-constructed set of expectations, behaviours and activities of
women and men which are attributed to them on the basis of their sex. Social expectations
regarding any given set of gender roles depend on a particular socio-economic, political and
cultural context and are affected by other factors including race, ethnicity, class, sexual
orientation and age. Gender roles are learned and vary widely within and between different
human societies, and change over time“.
Gender identity „refers to the gender to which persons feel they belong, which may or may not
be the same as the sex they were assigned at birth. It refers to each person's deeply felt internal
and individual experience of gender and includes the personal sense of body and other
expressions, such as dress, speech and mannerisms“
Sexuality is a “central aspect of being human throughout life encompasses sex, gender
identities and roles, sexual orientation, eroticism, pleasure, intimacy and reproduction. Sexuality
is experienced and expressed in thoughts, fantasies, desires, beliefs, attitudes, values,
behaviours, practices, roles and relationships. While sexuality can include all of these dimensions,
not all of them are always experienced or expressed. Sexuality is influenced by the interaction of
biological, psychological, social, economic, political, cultural, legal, historical, religious and
spiritual factors.”
Sexual orientation „describes a pattern of emotional and sexual attraction to males, females,
both or neither. Sexual orientation is not linked to gender identity; for example, a transgender
man may be heterosexual or gay in the same way that another man may be heterosexual or gay.
However, these two aspects of identity are often linked by people and affect how lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender (LGBT) individuals are treated and perceived“
Gender equality Gender equality means an equal visibility, empowerment and participation of
both sexes in all spheres of public and private life. Gender equality is the opposite of gender
inequality, not of gender difference, and aims to promote the full participation of women and
men in society.

When do children develop a gender identity?
Children start to realize that there are differences between boys and girls around the age of two, by
the age of three they know they own gender (Child Encyclopedia). However, this does not mean that
they necessarily possess a concept of gender as a constant characteristic of others.
Bem’s
experiment from 1989 showed that only 40% of 3-4 years old children judged that the same child
had the same gender even if she/he was dressed with clothes appropriate for the opposite sex. This
sense of constancy is subject to connecting the knowledge about genitalia with the idea of being
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boy or girl. This is nicely illustrated by the incident “Gender” in which a young boy with long hair is
recurrently referred to by the other kids as “she”. Though the teacher corrects the kids “HE!”, she
cannot offer the kids the background knowledge necessary for them to understand why.
By the age of 5 most children acquire this schema of constancy, and they also become motivated to
learn about their own gender and perform gender-stereotypical activities. By the age of six they tend
to spend most of their playtime with same-sex children. This interest in one’s own gender starts to
dissipate around 10, an age bringing about more openness to play with non gender-stereotypical
toys. Having said that, it important to stress that this process is not merely natural, but rather the
result of cultural socialization. “Gender conceptions and role behaviour are the products of a broad
network of social influences operating both in family and in the many societal systems encountered
in everyday life” (Bussey, Bandura 1999). This implies that culture has an impact of the differentiation
between the sexes, gender roles, gender-roles ideologies and stereotypes whereas culture might not
only be defined by nationality but also by age, politics, social class, religion or professional culture,
etc. Cultural differences help us appreciate the social construction of gender.
How many genders are there?
If common gender-representation in Western societies distinguishes only masculinity and femininity,
those who dare to look outside of the binary boxes can discover a more colourful spectrum,
including several three-gender systems (for some examples: Hijras of India, Bangladesh and Pakistan,
fa'afafine of Polynesia, and sworn virgins of the Balkans) and even proposals of five-gender systems.
Even if we’re a bit less adventurous, and focus on the modern West, the binary system may not be so
binary after all. Sandra Bem, the social psychologist to whom we owe some seminal experiments on
gender proposed as early as in 1974 that masculinity and femininity could be considered as
independent dimensions rather than mutually exclusive. As a measurement she constructed a SexRole Inventory allowing people to identify with either traits associated with masculinity, femininity,
none of them (gender neutral position) or to the contrary with elements from both – in this case she
would talk about androgyny).
Here are some examples of the traits associated with masculinity; femininity and some that are
considered gender neutral:
• Masculine: Acts as a leader, aggressive, ambitious, analytical, assertive, athletic, competitive,
defends own beliefs, dominant, and forceful, etc.
• Feminine: Adaptable, affectionate, cheerful, does not use harsh language, gentle to needs of
others, soft-spoken, tender, warm, compassionate, and loyal, etc.
• Neutral: Adaptable, conscientious, friendly, helpful, jealous, moody, secretive, solemn,
theatrical, and unpredictable etc.

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troisi%C3%A8me_sexe
For our purposes, the term "gender" designates the cultural categories, symbols, meanings, practices, and
institutionalized arrangements bearing on at least five sets of phenomena: (1) females and femininity; (2) males and
masculinity; (3) Androgynes, who are partly male and partly female in appearance or of indeterminate sex/gender, as well
as intersexed individuals, also known as hermaphrodites, who to one or another degree may have both male and female
sexual organs or characteristics; (4) the transgendered, who engage in practices that transgress or transcend normative
boundaries and are thus by definition "transgressively gendered"; and (5) neutered or unsexed/ungendered individuals
such as eunuchs. Michael G. Peletz cited in ttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_gender
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The advantage of Bem’s model is that it shows that instead of choosing between two extreme –
stereotypical - models of masculinity and femininity, individuals can make their own gender mix of
characteristics, placing them somewhere on a masculinity-femininity continuum. Again, please note
that this is also a cultural idea, just as the traits enumerated as masculine or feminine would be
different if the model was constructed in another culture. Actually replacement of the items did
happen when researchers in other countries started to validate the scale and found out for instance
that in Japan, while men identified significantly more than women with the masculine traits, they did
not differ on the Feminine scale (Sugihara 2000). Bem’s model is rooted in the “Western world” but
not even there would everyone agree with its principles. In fact there is a vantage point from which
the idea that “masculinity” and “femininity” could overlap would imply a serious threat, as we will
see from the critical incidents we collected.
Cultural differences in the conception of gender
According to Hofstede, conceptions and approaches to gender constitute one of the most important
ways in which societies differ, so much so that he referred to it as the “taboo dimension” (Emrich et
al 2004). According to his findings, it is possible to measure a culture’s general (statistical) tendency
of:
a) being oriented towards classically masculine or feminine values (such as assertiveness vs.
nurturing)
b) having a preference towards more or less differentiation between gender roles and in
general prescriptions according to gender.
He also found that these two criteria point to the same direction: cultures with a tendency towards
feminine values tend to establish more egalitarian overlapping gender roles, while cultures with a
masculine orientation prefer differentiation of roles, sometimes also physical separation between
men and women. An example: in a more masculine culture men are expected to display tough and
assertive behaviour, while the women should be tender, modest. In a feminine culture both men and
women could be tough, assertive, modest and caring (Emrich et al 2004). Notice here the
connection with Bem’s model: ultimately the feminine cultural orientation that Hofstede identifies
converges towards Bem’s idea of androgynous orientation identifying with both male and female
traits.
Even if societies or social groups cannot be labelled ‘feminine’ or ‘masculine’ in absolute terms, they
do differ according to their main tendency towards one or the other. For a coherent denomination
we’ll refer to these tendencies as high differentiation and low differentiation. Examples are easy to
find in real life:
Signs of “low differentiation” orientations:
• in Sweden parental leave is obligatorily shared between mothers and fathers (fathers
necessarily have take a certain amount of time as parental leave)
• in most European societies women and men have the right to pursue careers regardless of
gender (though in reality they may face some obstacles)
Signs of “high differentiation” orientations:
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• in several religious settings in the place of worship there may be different spaces for women
and men (e.g. traditional synagogues, mosques) or there can be a different entrance for women
(e.g. some traditional reformist churches in Transylvania)
• differentiation in women’s and men’s sexual behaviour (accepted of men to have several
partners or premarital sexual activity but not of women)
• separate clothing prescriptions: having a different definition of the areas to cover for women
than men and the types of garments to use. E.g. in Europe only women can wear skirts (except
the Scottish kilt), and in Muslim religion more parts of the female body have to be covered than
of the male body (with a big range of differences within different orientations from the veil to
the niqab)
• In Japan language is gendered, beyond the grammatical gender: men and women are
expected to use the gender-appropriate language that shows for instance in the sentence
endings.
Notice, that adepts of the different orientations do not perceive these differences as “harmless”,
colourful examples of cultural diversity, but tend to judge it.
From the perspective of lowdifferentiation, sticking to traditional roles and traits points to a world heavy with gender-stereotypes
discrediting where fifty years of fights for gender equality. For the other side, the overlap of
definitions of masculine and feminine is a threat to morality, purity and a traditional conception of the
family.
Seven of the critical incidents we found focus on this dimension of more or less differentiation
between genders:
“Being a man” tells the story of a marital conflict exploding around the circumcision of a young boy,
who’s father is Senegalese and the mother is Italian. When the mom refuses to let the boy go
through the procedure, she refuses the participation in an important rite of passage, which could
ensure the boy’s accession to the circle of men; as such she refuses the fulfilment of his masculine
identity.
In traditional societies specific rites of passage marked the transformation of the non-gendered
infant into the gendered world. While such formal rites of passage have largely vanished from
European calendars, the need for differentiation persists, as exemplified by the four following
incidents:
“No pink for boys” a 60 years old teacher confiscates the pink crayon of a boy saying “Boys are not
allowed to draw with pink crayons!”
“Sleeping-Beauty” is the story of a boy who inspired by a reading of the fairy tale volunteers to be
Sleeping-beauty but is told by the teacher that he could never play that role.
In both of the situations above the teacher feels responsible for conveying an understanding of
gender roles more in line with the high differentiation paradigm, in which confusion of the genders is
not allowed, gender-stereotypes must be respected.
In “Gender “ and “ Girlish Haircut” the conflicts are rooted in the fact that long hair is associated
with femininity, and not accepted as proper masculine self-presentation
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Notice, that in all four incidents little boys are at the centre of the story. This reflects some research
evidence showing that parents (and teachers) tend to accept more non gender-typical behaviour
from girls, but not from boys: “many American parents encourage athletic participation (a masculinestereotyped activity) in their daughters. In contrast, few parents encourage doll play (a femininestereotyped activity) in their sons. Indeed, many parents are alarmed in such cases.” (Campbell
2014). For many of the parents this alarm is connected to a concern for the boys’ sexual orientation,
expression of a certain homophobia35 as in the case bellow:
The incident “Do not let him say boyfriend” is the story of Pep a very affectionate boy who refers to
his playmates as “boyfriend” or “girlfriend”. When the father of one of the boys learns about this
habit, he asks Pep’s mom to teach him to stop this: "If my son would say that I would die, you
shouldn’t let him say this."
From the perspective of the adepts of a masculine paradigm, behaviour which is not conform to
typical expectation could be qualified as gay, a clear threat to masculine identity. Sometimes the
misconception that early childhood experiences can contribute to LGBT orientation reinforces the
refusal of non-typical behaviour.
To illustrate the other end of the dimension, we also have critical incidents where parents with a more
gender-equal preference are surprised by activities conveying gender-stereotypes:
In “Gender activity” the parents of a two-year old boy learn that in an activity their son was
expected to separate the pictures of the classmates according to “boys” and girls” and place the
boys’ pictures on a blue sheet and the girls’ picture on a pink sheet.
In “Boys VS Girls” an Italian mother discovers that the school activities are very genderstereotypical: boys would draw and color superheroes, build missiles and spaceships while girls
would draw princesses craft purses
Parents following a more gender-equal orientation can feel just as threatened by manifestations of
the other paradigm as vice-versa. They resent that their children receive an education that goes
against the values they are trying to transmit.
Finally, in the incident “Male Kinder Teacher” a parent expresses his disapprobation when he
discovers that one of the teachers is a man. The parent expresses a view according to which some
gender-segregation is necessary in the vocational choices, while the incident also raised questions
that we’ll deal with in the following section, dedicated to sexuality.
Are children sexual beings?
Children do not only become “gendered” beings quite at an early age, but also sexual beings. As
Coleman (2001) notes “Young people do not wake up on their thirteenth birthday, somehow
transformed into a sexual being overnight. Even young children are sexual in some form.” Indeed
most (Western) child development books stress the continuity of the exploration of the body – our
own body, the other’s body from early childhood on.
Homophobia encompasses a range of negative attitudes and feelings toward homosexuality or people who are identified
or perceived as being lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender (LGBT) (Wikipdia.org)

35
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The development of sexual behaviour, feelings and cognitions begins in the womb and continues
throughout a person’s lifetime. Precursors of later sexual perception, such as the ability to enjoy
physical contact, are present from birth. The sexual and personal development of a human being is
marked by experiences at a very young age in relation to the child’s own needs, body, relationships
and sexuality: could the child develop a basic trust that his/her hunger and thirst would be
responded to and physical closeness and safety be provided? Were his/her feelings acknowledged
and accepted? Which lessons did he/she learn from relationships with parents and siblings? Which
experiences did he/she gain? Did he/she learn to feel good in his/her own body, to love and care for
it? Was he/she accepted as a girl or a boy? All these experiences are not sexual in the narrow sense,
but they are core for the development of the character and sexuality of a human being. (WHO,
2010).
Nevertheless witnessing such episodes of self-discovery or play makes adults at least embarrassed,
but also often wondering whether what they see counts as “normal” or is a sign of dysfunction, or
worse, consequence of sexual abuse. As we mentioned before, before the 17th century children were
considered small adults not having a very different status from adults (Ariès 1962). And though
sexuality was regulated, the taboos were less strict, the language less controlled that in the wake of
modernity (Mester 2013). Accordingly, there was much less dissociation between children and
sexuality, no particular prescription to protect children of signs of sexuality. In fact it seems that
sexual acts between adults and children were considered less of a problem than between two adult
men. Taboos often mark the boundaries that cannot be overstepped, that threaten social order. In
17thcentury Europe homosexual act was threating the social order of the differentiation of man and
woman, but the boundary between child and adult was not a particularly important one (Agner
1999). Today, it is the opposite36, paedophilia probably having the worst representation amongst all
crimes – a sensitivity well illustrated by one of our incidents. In “Having bath with daddy” a young
boy tells the teacher in school that he is still taking baths with his father. The teacher immediately
suspects sexual abuse and feels obligated to contact the parents to protect the child.
If sexual relations with children are by now criminalised and forbidden37, we do not witness the same
total separation of children and the theme of sexuality across the globe. In the incident “Drawing”
a 5 years old boy from Congo, when asked to make a drawing produces an anatomically correct
depiction of a woman’s body with a baby coming out of her vagina. Contrary to Europe, in Congo
39% of the deliveries are given at home, while children in the modern western society rarely witness
birth giving.
What children do…
Consider this: if we hold the idea of childhood’s innocence, in what logic does seeing a young child
touch his genitalia tears apart his innocence? What meanings do we attach to that touch that has the
power to dissipate innocence? And what part of these meanings stem from adults’ problems
concerning the control or repression of their own sexuality? The embarrassment of adults contributes
to their lack of knowledge about what is considered as “normal” childhood sexuality, and hence can
give rise to surprises, misunderstandings or even shock experiences.

36
37

For more on the change of the perception of child see the section on violence.
Article 19 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child
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´When talking about the sexual behaviour of children and young people, it is very important to keep
in mind that sexuality is different for children and adults and that adults should not examine sexual
behaviour of children and young people from their own perspective. Adults give sexual significance
to behaviour on the basis of their adult experiences and sometimes find it very difficult to see things
through children’s eyes. Yet it is essential to adopt their perspective.´ (WHO, 2010).
Touching each other
In “Sexual education” and “Body experiences” two girls and two boys explore each other’s bodies
in the kindergarten. The first situation is a shock to the teacher who doesn’t know how to
appropriately address the issue, nor does she get much guidance from her principal. In the second
situation it is the mother of one of the boys who wishes the teacher had controlled the boys more
closely. In both situations, besides the touching, the fact that there were same-sex explorations
could add a further layer to the embarrassment.
Touching oneself in “Private area” a young boy touches his genitals repeatedly, and the teacher does
not know how to react, nor does she get guidance from her principal.
Sexual behaviour among children and young people usually occurs on an individual level or between
peers, in the context of play or teasing, as a way for them to explore themselves and others. This is
how children and young people find out their likes and dislikes, how they learn to deal with intimacy
and how they learn rules about how to behave in sexual situations. Their norms and values regarding
sexuality are formed in the same way. All kinds of values and behavioural norms (gender-specific or
otherwise) are passed on from a young age through the media, parents and other educators. At each
different stage of life, sexuality shows different forms of expressions and acquires new significance.
The development of effective interaction skills is central to a person’s sexual life and is largely
influenced by his/her personal history. Family background, interaction with peers, sexuality
education, autoeroticism and first sexual experiences all determine sexual perception and feelings,
motivations, attitudes and ability to interact. These experiences therefore serve a purpose. They offer
a framework for understanding one’s own feelings and conduct and interpreting the behaviour of
others. In the process, children and young people also learn about boundaries. As a result of the
wider diversity of opinions on sexuality, there is a greater tendency to exercise individual choices and
decisions. Furthermore, the process of biological maturation starts earlier these days and sexuality is
much more prominent in the media and in youth culture. This means that educators and parents
must make a greater effort to help children and young people cope with sexuality development.
(WHO, 2010).
Progress of sexual development - the first 6 years
Generally speaking, during the first six years, children move rapidly from complete dependence to
limited independence. They become aware of their own bodies. Children have sexual feelings even
in early infancy. Between the second and third year of their lives, they discover the physical
differences between men and women. During this time children start to discover their own bodies
(early childhood masturbation, self-stimulation) and they may also try to examine the bodies of their
friends (playing doctor). Children learn about their environment by experiment, and sexuality is no
different from other areas in this respect. Extensive observational research has identified common
sexual behaviour in children, ensuring that this kind of behaviour is regarded as normal. By exploring
sexual feelings and desires and by asking questions, children learn more about sexuality. From the
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age of three they understand that adults are secretive about this subject. They test adults’ limits, for
instance by undressing without warning or by using sexually charged language. Young children are
extremely curious and ask a lot of questions. As they gradually lose their egocentricity, they become
increasingly able to put themselves in someone else’s shoes. As language ability develops, physical
contact tends to take a back seat. Children then have several possible ways to express themselves.
Older children start developing a sense of shame, and family background is often one of the factors
involved. Around the age of six, children are still very inquisitive, but start noticing that adults are no
longer as receptive to their questions as they claim to be. To find out more, they turn to their peers.
Their main motivation is curiosity and a desire for knowledge. The sexuality of children is much
broader than that of the average adult. It can be regarded as one aspect of the development of
sensuality, which is part of psychological, social and biological development. (WHO, 2010).
Stage 1: 0-3 years old- discovering and exploring
Babies: 0 and 1 year old (discovering)
Children’s sexual development starts at birth.
Babies focus entirely on their senses: touching, listening, looking, tasting and smelling. Through their
senses, babies can experience a cosy, safe feeling. Cuddling and caressing your
baby is very important, as this lays the foundation for his/her healthy social and emotional
development.
Babies are busy discovering the world around them. This is evident from their tendency to
suck toys (touch), look at faces or moving mobiles (sight) and listen to music (hearing). Babies are
also discovering their own bodies. They often touch themselves, sometimes their genitals,too. This
happens by chance rather than intentionally.
Toddlers: 2 and 3 years old (curious/exploring their bodies)
Toddlers are becoming aware of themselves
and their bodies. They also learn that they look different from other children and adults (they
develop their identity).
Toddlers learn that they are boys or girls (they develop their gender identity).
Toddlers become very interested in their own bodies and those of people around them. Often they
study their own bodies and genitalia in detail and also show them to other children
and adults.
Toddlers start deliberately touching their genitals because it makes them feel good.
Toddlers still have a great need for physical contact. They like to sit on someone’s lap and
enjoy being cuddled.
They also start learning about social norms.
Stage 2: 4-6 years old - learning rules, playing and initiating friendships
Children have more contact with large groups of people (at kindergarten and school). They
increasingly learn how they “should” behave (social rules).
They learn that adults disapprove if they expose themselves in public and touch themselves
or someone else. This makes them less likely to walk around in the nude in public and touch
their genitals.
Exploring their own and other people’s bodies is expressed more in the context of playing
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(“sexual games”): children play “mummies and daddies” and also “doctors and nurses”, at
first openly but later often in secret, because they learn that being naked in public is not allowed.
“Dirty words phase”: children are discovering their boundaries. They notice that saying certain words
provokes a reaction in people around them. This is exciting and fun, so they repeat those same
words.
At this age children are very interested in reproduction and ask endless questions, such as
“where do children come from?”
Most children start experiencing shyness in regard to their bodies and start do draw boundaries.
Children know that they are boys or girls and always will be.
They develop clear-cut ideas about “what a boy does” and “what a girl does” (gender roles).
Children make friends with other children: of both sexes or sometimes just with other boys or girls
(members of their own sex).
Children of this age often associate friendship and liking someone with “being in love”. For
instance, they often say that they are in love with their mother, teacher. This usually
has nothing to do with feelings of sexuality and desire. It is simply their way of saying that
they are fond of someone.
When sex-education should begin?
From the moment a child is born, his/her education starts, at first mainly through nonverbal
messages, and later more and more verbally as well. Sexuality education is part of the child’s general
education and is always imparted to the child, even if this is not done consciously. The way parents
relate to each other gives the children vivid examples of how relationships work. Parents also serve
as role models for gender roles and expression of emotions, sexuality and tenderness. By not talking
about sexuality (for example not naming sexual organs) parents teach something about sexuality (in
the chosen example their silence might be interpreted as discomfort). The general environment also
influences a child’s sexual socialization, for example other children in kindergarten or their curiosity
about their own or others’ bodies.
The subconscious or natural way of teaching and learning about sexuality can be complemented by
an active way of teaching and informing. The benefit of this approach is the normalization of the
topic of sexuality. The child’s questions are answered in an age-appropriate way and he/she is shown
that issues related to sexuality are positive and enjoyable. Thus, he/she can also develop a positive
attitude towards his/her body and learn appropriate communication skills (for example, naming the
body parts correctly). At the same time, the child is taught that individual boundaries and social rules
exist and need to be respected (you can’t touch anyone you want to). Even more importantly, the
child learns to realize and express his/her own boundaries (you can say no; you can ask for help). In
this sense, sexuality education is also social education and contributes to the prevention of sexual
abuse.
WHO argues the need for an early start of sexuality education and explains why certain topics are
introduced at certain ages. Sexuality education should be age-appropriate with regard to the young
person’s level of development and understanding, and culturally and socially responsive and genderresponsive. In the Standards for Sexuality Education in Europe WHO worked out a concrete
educational matrix for all age groups the topics have been summarized under general themes: “The
human body and human development”, “Fertility and reproduction”, “Sexuality” “Emotions”,
“Relationships and lifestyles”, “Sexuality, health and wellbeing”, “Sexuality and rights”, and “Social
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and cultural determinants of sexuality”. These themes have been chosen because they are relevant
to the dynamic process of the physical, social and emotional sexual development of youth. It
corresponds to the reality of young people’s lives. Two renowned organizations in the field of
sexuality education, SENSOA in Belgium and Rutgers Nisso Group in the Netherlands, have
provided existing overviews, which have been shortened and slightly adapted. The stages of sexual
development are shown Rutgers NissoGroep (2008) and Frans E & Franck T (2010) in detail to
explain the aforementioned need to start sexuality education early and to show that specific
contents/information, skills and attitudes are provided in relation to the development of the child.
Ideally, topics are introduced before the child reaches the corresponding stage of development, so
as to prepare him/her for the changes which are about to take place (e.g. a girl should know about
menstruation before she experiences it for the first time).
Instead of conclusion
Gender perception-, correct appearance and – appropriate behaviour have changed during last
years across countries, societies, cultures or individuals. Nowadays, especially in western societies a
certain trend toward gender equal education appears which would have been unimaginable 50 years
ago and also traditional gender roles have shifted in the direction of equality between man and
woman. In Western societies the level of acceptance of different sexual orientations seems to grow
but it still varies even among European countries. We still face the sensitivity of those questions over
debates on whether or not burkinis should be tolerated on French beaches. The question remains,
what margins of negotiation we have in a domain which is so tightly connected with the core values
and norms telling us who we are.
We’re reminded daily of how sensitive questions of gender and sexuality continue to be. These
questions are not purely theoretical for parents and teachers who need to find proper solutions in
smaller or bigger situations for the sake of healthy development of their children. Cultural traits can
be recognized easiest in any culture if we take a look on how we raise our children. But the potential
is also here to change attitude. As well as for us, parents, teachers, to reflect on our own cultural
heritage with regard to sexuality. Because we, as responsible adults dealing with younger
generations, often need to answer difficult questions. Why do I have to be tolerant of every kind of
sexual difference which is unlike mine? Why should I, as a teacher, whose profession is not related to
sex, still care about these issues? How can I do my best as a pedagogue if I deeply disagree with the
values of a child´s family? In case of sexuality intercultural competence does not necessarily mean we
should ‘speak’ all kinds of sexual culture or diversity ‘languages’, nor does it mean we should be
tolerant of all kinds of difference. It rather means that the ability to self-reflect, a better
understanding can be useful in numerous situations. This can help us to understand why a situation
“gets stuck”, what causes a strong rejection, shock, resistance, why we get into conflicts even if we
don’t want to. The approach of intercultural competence in the domain of sexuality and gender is no
guarantee for the avoidance of conflicts and misunderstandings, but it helps us to mark and
understand our own limits, helps us to say yes or no, and reduces our uncertainty in educational
situations.
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GENDER SEXUALITY
Country

Number

Name of the incident

AT

3

Male Kinder Teacher

AT

4

Body Experiences

AT

5

Gender

AT

7

No pink for boys

AT

9

Sleeping Beauty

SP

3

Girlish Haircut

SP

4

Sexual Education

SP

6

Do not let your child say Boyfriend

IT

1

Boys VS Girls

FR

3

Dieu Merci

FR

5

Gender Activity

CY

3

Touching privates in Public
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Critical incident: Male kindergarten teacher
Organization that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AT)
The incident
“I am male and 28 years old, working in a nursery school.
Once I had a half Swiss and half Chinese little child in my group. Her name was Zoi and she
was 2 years old. One day Zoi’s father came into the office and wanted to talk with the boss.
He said, I wasn’t allowed to touch his daughter anymore, because for 3 days Zoi had been
crying, when they changed her diaper. He gave me the blame for that. The father wanted the
boss to fire me and also said that in China men were not allowed to work with children. It was
a horrible situation for me. My boss defended me and at the end this family changed the
kindergarten.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Martin (Narrator)
• male
• 28 years old
• working in a group with 1 - 2 years old children
• Nursery school teacher in Zug, a small Canton of Switzerland
• was born and is still living in Switzerland
Markus:
• father of Zoi
• was born and lives in Switzerland
• married to a Chinese woman
• is about 40 years old
• works as a manager in a company
Eva was the head of the kindergarten.
2. Context of the situation
“The institution where the situation took place was a private, bilingual nursery school. There
were more than 10 institutions of this type of childcare in Switzerland. The Incident happened
in a nursery school in Zug. It’s a small Canton of Switzerland. (People refer Zug as a "tax
haven" because the tax rate is very low and hence attractive as a residence for people or as a
location for business.) The families of this institution are very wealthy and pay a lot of money
for this school.
• Markus was going to the office to talk with Eva, the head of the institution
• I was in my group with my children
• When Markus left the office after the conversation, I had to go to the office and Eva told
me everything
I have never had a problem with Markus. He was friendly but he seemed very cold and
restrained towards me. With my college he communicated a little bit more than with me. I
didn’t think much about it and I didn’t take it personally, but now I know the reason. “
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3. Emotional reaction
“I was very shocked about the accusation and I felt hurt and offended. I also felt angry,
because I couldn’t defend myself, because Markus didn’t talk directly with me. After the first
shock I calmed down a bit, because of the “diaper-changing list”. There it was black on white,
that I hadn’t changed Zoi the last three days.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Discrimination against male educators
The prejudice of paedophilia is always present in the debate about male educators. Male
teachers have to do a lot before they are wholly trusted and accepted. What is important is
the direct contact with the parents, to make clear that their child is in good hands. There is a
widespread fear among parents and colleagues. Often, the rule is applied that an educator
can only change the children’s dipper with the door opened. Men need a lot of selfconfidence to become educators. They need a lot of perseverance and self-esteem to
develop the trust, respect and tolerance from the parents.
Martin didn’t feel equally treated, because the parents only accused him. They didn’t mention
the other female teachers, who were changing diapers as well. Martin had the same school
education as his colleges.
Gender diversity in the staff
Children don’t make any differences between male and female kindergarten teachers. The
problems are the parents. Sometimes they don’t see that not only female kindergarten
teachers are good role models. Male educators are also needed as role models.
Direct communication
The teacher would have wished to have a chance of defending / explaining himself directly
against the accusations made. The father did not give him this chance, which contributes to
his feeling of being disrespected and possibly to a sense of identity threat (both professional
and personal).
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The situation was very negative, because these allegations can lead to severe consequences
or even to imprisonment.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Gender stereotypes in the profession
Switzerland is not viewed as Europe’s most gender-progressive country: it was the last country
in Europe to give women the right to take part in elections. It still seems to have a higher
orientation towards masculinity than its neighbour countries (in fact similar to China) implying
a stronger desire of differentiation between gender roles. This differentiation persists even
stronger in sensitive fields such as the education of very young children. In China there are
even less male Kindergarten teachers: only 1 % of the teachers in China are men.
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The parents were expecting a female teacher. They were suspicious because a male
kindergarten teacher is a rare occurrence. These views change slowly, and the first men who
go against this stereotype trigger surprise and suspicion about their hidden motivations.
Focus on physical integrity and the risk of paedophilia
When Zoi cried during the change her dipper, the parents’ first suspicion was an occurrence
of abuse. Changing diapers is a sensitive and intimate act. In individualist societies physical
integrity is a core value, and paedophilia one of the strongest taboos possible. The
heightened media awareness may have made this suspicion very easily accessible.
The worries of parents are always the same: Could the friendly young man, who is diligently
taking care of my child, also have other intentions? A study of the Berlin Coordination Office
"men in kindergartens" has found that 40 % of fathers and mothers think about the risk of
possible abuse by male educators.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Overcoming gender bias in professions of early childhood education
It is definitely an added value for the children to have male educators. Especially when the
father has little time for his children, or for single mothers, a male educator could be an
important role model.
Furthermore, male teachers also contribute to overcoming gender stereotypes in society at
large, illustrating how men can assume roles and characteristics traditionally associated with
women such as sensitivity, nurturing and caring.
The incident also illustrates that when it comes to gender stereotypes and prejudice we don’t
need to go very far to meet very strong cultural boarders. Very diverging tendencies and
preferences can be found within European countries, and within the same society as well.
Finally the incident points to the very sensitive zone of physical integrity and the taboo of
paedophilia, which received great media coverage in the past decades. The men teachers
and school directors wishing to go against the stereotypes have to be aware that they have to
deconstruct very basic fears, and that takes lots of effort and trust-building.
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Critical incident: Body experiences
Organization that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AT)
The incident
“I work in a private kindergarten. It’s normal that all go through a phase where genitals or
sexuality are get interesting to them.
One day Nico and Fabian were sitting in the “Chilling corner” where children can relax, or
read books, etc.
They got undressed and were looking at their bodies. When I saw them, I told them to put
back their clothes on again. The next day Nico’s mother came to see me and asked me what
had happened the day before. She told me that Nico had said that he had seen Fabian’s
genitals. She seemed angry and asked me why I didn’t check what they were doing. It was a
very uncomfortable situation for me.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Marilena (narrator)
• female
• 24 years old
• working as a kindergarten teacher in a private kindergarten
• was born and lives in Austria/ Innsbruck
• Catholic
Mother
• mother of Nico
• is married and has one child
• is working in an office
• we don’t know her name
• was about 40 years old
• we don’t know her profession
2. Context of the situation
“The situation took place in a private multilingual Kindergarten in Innsbruck.
In our classroom we have different areas, like a “reading corner”, a “building corner”, a “dolls
corner” and also a “chilling corner” full of pillows, where the children can retire or just rest.
The 2 boys were playing in the chilling-corner the day before. They very often play together
and are very good friends.
The conversation between Nico’s Mom and me was in the classroom:
She came inside. (Normally the parents stop in front of the room and don’t come in)
I had never had a conflict before with his mother. The relationship between us was quite
good.”
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3. Emotional reaction
“I was really shocked because I didn’t expect her to mention the incident. I also felt ashamed,
because I think, I should have told her about what the boys did.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Child development: Children should have the right to make their experiences, and it is the
teacher’s role to ensure this happens safely. Children are curious and eager to learn. Through
various forms of perception, children acquire knowledge about their body and its sensations.
They develop a body image, by experiencing the dimensions and boundaries of the body
and perceive their own body-related needs.
Body experiences: The development of a positive, unprejudiced relationship to sexuality and
to their own gender identity is part of the social and emotional well-being and thus an
essential aspect of child health. Factual and proper answers to children’s questions influence
their attitudes on sexuality and contribute to the prevention of sexual abuse.
Intimacy: Children have the right to privacy and intimacy, which is best done by respecting
the child, but also providing protective surroundings.
Children between the ages of three and six years get more and more interested in the
opposite sex of their playmate. They create their sexual identity by comparisons with the
same sex and exploring the opposite sex.
Professional Identity Threat: The mother doubts her professional competence, but the
teacher feels confident in how to behave appropriately in these situations. She intervened just
in time and in her opinion she did her best.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The Situation seems slightly negative.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Taboo of sexuality and innocence of children
The current dominant representation in most European societies is that the innocence of
children must be protected from all manifestations or associations of sexuality. The sexuality
of children is such a strong taboo that it becomes an obstacle to learning about the sexual
development of children. Accordingly, parents are often confused when they see situations
with children in a sexual context. They find it difficult to assess the situation correctly and
respond appropriately. Nicos mother had never been confronted with this issue and felt
insecure.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Doctor games belong to natural development of children in elementary and pre-school age.
From the age of about two years, children also often deal with peers who include them in
these body exploration games. Later Role-playing will be added: The classic Doctor game, or
father-mother-child games.
It is very important, that there is no kind of compulsion in the
game; children decide for themselves with whom they want to play, no member should be
persuaded to participate. There are also children who have absolutely no interest in playing
doctor.
The theme “infantile sexuality” is a difficult topic.Many parents and educators too are
overtaxed and some are embarrassed. Although you know that children of a certain age start
to play “Doctor-games”, but the question for many parents is, when are this games harmless and when should parents intervene to ensure that the participants are not harmed?
In Austria there is no specific Law on Nudity in nursery schools, but in the National Education
Plan you can find facts about the body perception: Through various forms of perception,
children acquire knowledge about their body and its sensations.
A positive attitude to their own bodies and the knowledge of preventive measures for
maintaining health help, support children to self-assured and to take responsibility for their
bodies and their well-being. Preventive measures include, for example, a fundamental
strengthening of personality, conversations about clarification or information on disease or
risk and health-promoting behaviours in everyday life. The development of a positive,
unprejudiced relationship to sexuality and to their own gender identity is part of the social
and emotional well-being and thus an essential aspect of the child health. Correct answers to
children’s questions, influence their attitude toward sex and contribute to the prevention of
sexual abuse.
Ultimately, the situation points to the key importance of the role and personal skills and
attitudes of teachers. The educators with their personal preferences, attitudes and previous
are faced with the sexual curiosity of children. Educators are the key to a sexually friendly
education in the Kindergarten. In each kindergarten sex education happens - and also the
“not-responding”, the overlooking and the repression of sexuality has consequences for the
children’s attitudes and behaviour. Childhood sexuality unfolds best when the attitude and
the educational empowerment of the educators do not preclude it.
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Critical incident: Long-hair-gender
Organization that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AT)
The incident
“I have a child in my group. To be honest, this boy really looks like a girl because of his long
hair and his clothes. When he started to attend our group the first few days his mother was
also in the room. When other children talked about him, they always said: She is, she has, she
was, etc. I always corrected them and said “HE!” I noticed that the mother was a bit sceptical.
One day she came up to me in the classroom. She said that Alex didn’t want to come to
kindergarten, because the children picked on him, because he looked like a girl. She blamed
me and said I didn’t help him and that I didn’t defend him.
It was the first time I’d experienced such a situation. I felt very insecure and helpless when this
mother stood in front of me, blaming me.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator:
• female
• 22 years old
• works as a English teacher in a kindergarten
• is Catholic
• was born and still lives in Austria
Mother:
• female
• about 40 years old
• was born in England
• has been living in Austria for 4 years
Child:
• He is 4 years old
• First time attending a school
• Has long hair and very often wears pink clothes
2. Context of the situation
“The situation took place in a private Kindergarten in Austria in Innsbruck, where the parents
of the children have high expectations. It happened in my classroom. The boy was putting
his shoes on, whilst his mother came into my classroom to talk to me. I was sitting at my desk
and she was standing in front of me.”
3. Emotional reaction
“ I felt insecure and helpless”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Development of the concept of male and female
It is normal that children learn to differentiate boys and girls between 2 and 4 years of age. At
this age, gender specific patterns are emerging. Boy-groups are more united than girl groups.
Girls are more interested in male activities, but boys don’t have that choice. They run the risk
of being teased by other boys when they participate in games of girls. Boys experience a
stronger gender segmentation socialization-pressure. The mother should understand that
division into gender groups is usual at this age. The narrator doesn’t know whether it is a
good idea to connect these categories to primary sex organs, she’s concerned that she would
cross boundaries if she did it.
Gender-sensitive education
A principle for the arrangement of the educational processes is "gender sensitivity". The
narrator thinks she should to give support to girls and boys regardless of their gender, to
develop different potentials of their personality. However she does not know how to handle
the situation of a boy who’s dressed as a girl; whether her role would be to correct children’s
mistaken perception or to leave them time to correct themselves.
Interfering in children’s spontaneous problem-solving
The narrator has trouble intervening and correcting the children’s gender classification, she
fears it would interfere with their spontaneous ability to manage conflicts. She sees children’s
manifestations are honest and she thinks these should be respected.
Professional Identity
The narrator feels the mother does not trust her ability to protect the child, this implies
questioning her professional identity.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The result is a negative image.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Gender-neutral/ gender-free education
Possibly the mother wants to educate the child in a gender-neutral way, without any
stereotypes. Possibly she does not censor the boy’s hair and cloths choices, and lets him wear
“typical girl-clothes”.
Co-educating
The mother possibly expects the teacher to be on the same page, and assuming that she the
teacher) has also a role in promoting gender equality and overcoming gender stereotypes.
The mother also assumes the teacher has the skills and knowledge to ensure such education.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Some decades ago it was unquestioned that children should receive gender-typical
education, that prepares them for the special (different) roles that they would fill as boys or
girls / men and women. Following several waves of feminist revolutions and an increasing
demand for gender –equality this education form has become increasingly disputed. Schools
vary according to the extent they pursue gender-equal or gender-neutral education. Some
schools merely encourage free choice of plays and activities (i.e. they do not orient the
children according to their gender). And there are more radical answers. In Sweden there is a
preschool called “Egalia” where children are educated gender-neutral. The school has
received attention for its refusal to use the terms "him" and "her" and encouraging the
children to say "friend" or to use the gender-neutral pronoun hen instead. The school has
avoided books that have gender-specific roles and definitions. Nearly all of the books that the
school uses for teaching deal with gay couples, single parents or adopted children.
In this process of paradigm shift the incident points to the need to manage differences
between the parents’ and the school’s or teachers’ expectations towards gender education.
Depending on the generation or education, the teacher’s knowledge and skills related to
gender education can have shortcomings with respect to the parents’ preferences - or the
contrary: the school may value gender equality beyond the comfort zone of the parents.
In the midst of opposing philosophical and pedagogical trends it is not a surprise that
teachers sometimes feel disoriented. It would seem to be a good idea for schools to agree
on a common approach and offer teachers the resources they may need to solve such
incidents.
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Critical incident: No pink for boys
Organization that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AT)
The incident
“I was doing my work training in a kindergarten.
One day the children were drawing pictures. A little boy was painting pink flowers. The
teacher who was about 60 years old saw that and said to him: “Boys are not allowed drawing
with pink crayons!”, and gave him a blue crayon. When she turned around, the boy took the
pink colour again and continued drawing. I noticed it, but I didn’t say anything, because in my
opinion, children should draw with their favourite colour.
When the teacher noticed, that the boy was drawing with the pink colour again, she was
angry with me and asked me, why I didn’t tell him off. I explained that I didn’t agree with her
and that I thought, she should not choose the colours with which the children should draw.
After this comment she didn’t talk to me any more on this day and gave me a bad mark. I was
really shocked about it. But fortunately my teacher at school was of my opinion, so at the end
I didn’t get a bad mark in my report.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator (narrator)
• She was a school girl
• She went to the “Federal educational institution for nursery school teacher
• She was about 16 years old
• She was born in Austria and still lives there.
Older teacher
• female
• kindergarten teacher of an urban, public kindergarten
• She was about 60 years old
• She was born in Austria and still lives there.
• She is soon in pension and worked for a very long time in this kindergarten.
2. Context of the situation
“The Incident took place in a public kindergarten in a small district of Innsbruck.
In the institution there were three kindergarten-groups. In the group, where I did my work
training, there was one teacher, one assistant and about 20 children, who were living in the
same district. We were in the classroom. The children were drawing during the “free play
time”. The Kindergarten teacher was sitting at the desk and I was sitting next to the children.”
3. Emotional reaction
“I was shocked about the situation, that boys cannot choose their favourite colour. And I also
think that I was courageous, because I expressed my opinion.”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Autonomy and spontaneity
The children should have a right to express and they should have their own preferences.
Everyone, girls and boys should be free to choose their favourite colour. They need that to
develop their own character. It’s very important for their development, to identify their needs
and interests and interpret them correctly. Rigid expectations, clear ideas how children
should be, usually have a bad influence on their mental development and their self-esteem. If
the boy wants to use the pink colour, the teacher should have given it to him.
Less rigid gender-differentiation
Boys and girls do not need to be the same, especially they should not be forced to be the
same, but forcing rigid differentiation should be avoided just as much.
Insisting in
differentiating colours according to gender is very old-fashioned and can become a threat to
the expression of spontaneity of the children.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Very negative.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Preference for hierarchy, position of authority: The teachers speaks from a position of
authority not showing any sign that she should take into account the opinion of the trainee,
probably expecting from the trainee the manifestation of respect rather than arguments
opposing her ideas.
Pedagogy comes from experience: The teacher has started her career at a time when
kindergarten teachers were less professionalised, less expected to follow updates of the
science of pedagogy, and could follow their common sense and their experiences. This also
implies that the pedagogies used represented more the subjective values of the teachers as
opposed to new approaches, also in terms of the conception of gender.
Separation of genders: In line with a traditional approach to gender the school had to equip
kids with the skills specific to girls and boys, and the overlaps were not tolerated (even less
encouraged): there were “building corners” for boys and “dolls corners” for girls. Also, it was
important to support children in developing their character and preferences specific to their
sex. From this perspective it is the teacher’s role to prevent the boys from becoming feminine,
and girls becoming too masculine, as that may lead to their discrimination later on.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incident highlights the need for the continuous education of teaching staff so that they
are up to date in terms of current norms and expectations. The approach towards gender has
undergone some dramatic transformations in the past decades in Europe, and the teachers
should be aware of the goals and methods behind this transformation: what exactly is meant
by gender equality and how we can strive towards it.
This may be particularly challenging for teachers (and parents) who come from cultural
environments marked by a strong preference for the separation of gender roles. Most
conservative and religious cultural groups (no matter which religion: Muslim or Christian etc.)
have such an orientation. They prefer the roles of men and women to be more separated in
the different life domains (family, work) and also in their self-presentation (women clothes for
women only and not men). Coming from such a perspective, an easier interchangeability of
roles and more gender-neutral self-presentation can become a threat to what they consider
masculinity, femininity or even family. Teacher-training institutions and headmasters should
ensure their staff members are aligned in the subject and can handle critical incidents at the
contact zones of different gender representations.
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Critical incident: Sleeping Beauty
Organization that collected the incident: Kindervilla (AT)
The incident
“I was going to the Kindergarten school. I had to practice in a Kindergarten and there I had to
make units about the topic “fairy tale”.
So the children were listening to the fairy tale: “sleeping beauty”. After that, we reenacted
the story. I had to distribute different roles.
A lot of girls wanted to be the “sleepy beauty”. Also a little boy said: “Can I be the sleeping
beauty now, please?” But the teacher answered, that he could never be the sleeping beauty,
because only girls can represent her.
After the lesson I asked her, why the boy couldn’t play a female role too? She just said in a
strict way: “Because he is a boy!” and went away.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator:
• female
• 16 years old
• student
• lives in Austria
• was making her practice in the kindergarten of Brigitte, a teacher of the kindergarten
Teacher
• nursery school teacher
• female
• ca. 55 years old
• working in a public nursery school
• lives in Austria
Five year old little boy, who went to the kindergarten.
2. Context of the situation
“The situation took place in a public kindergarten in a district of Innsbruck. All children
between 3 and 6 who live there, go to this kindergarten.
The children, the main teacher and I were sitting in the morning circle. The conversation took
place after the morning circle, in the classroom during the children were playing or having
their snack. “
3. Emotional reaction
“I was wondering, about what the teacher said and I was confused, because at school I learnt,
that they shouldn’t make any differences in these cases. I felt insecure and upset, because the
teacher couldn’t give a proper explanation”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Gender equality – interchangeability of roles: In this case of role-playing game, it doesn’t
care if the child is a boy or a girl. Children should be allowed to try themselves in different
positions. “Who am I? Who I want to be?” These questions can engage in role-playing
games. Obtaining one's own identity / gender identity is learned with RPGs, so the
kindergarten teacher should have gave him the opportunity to develop his gender identity.
Role of teacher: from authority to facilitator: The teacher’s role should not be authoritarian
(forbidding or allowing things by authority) but offering chances of development and she
should be able to give explanations for her actions to help the children understand.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Negative.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Preference for hierarchy, position of authority: The teacher speaks from a position of
authority to the children and the trainee. She doesn’t feel she needs to explain her actions,
the others should know that her status allows her to do so.
Implicit values of the need to separate genders: The teacher is not aware of her own value
orientations concerning gender, i.e. that she values more separation between men and
women (in terms of roles and self-presentation). She merely feels it’s wrong for boys to play
the roles of girls, that it is some sort of transgression. The incident probably was an incident
for her too, triggering negative feelings facing a threat of what she considers masculinity,
femininity and the proper education of children.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incident highlights the need for the continuous education of teaching staff so that they
are up to date in terms of current norms and expectations. The approach towards gender has
undergone some dramatic transformations in the past decades in Europe, and the teachers
should be aware of the goals and methods behind this transformation: what exactly is meant
by gender equality and how we can strive towards it.
This may be particularly challenging for teachers (and parents) who come from cultural
environments marked by a strong preference for the separation of gender roles. Most
conservative and religious cultural groups (no matter which religion: Muslim or Christian etc.)
have such an orientation. They prefer the roles of men and women to be more separated in
the different life domains (family, work) and also in their self-presentation (women clothes for
women only and not men). Coming from such a perspective, an easier interchangeability of
roles and more gender-neutral self-presentation can become a threat to what they consider
masculinity, femininity or even family. Teacher-training institutions and headmasters should
ensure their staff members are aligned in the subject and can handle critical incidents at the
contact zones of different gender representations.
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Critical incident: Girlish Haircut
Organization that collected the incident: La Fixa (SP)
The incident
“I babysit a child of 6 years old. In the morning I take him to school. One day he was very
happy because he had had a haircut.
Speaking with him, he told me he wanted to have spike’s haircut. I did not see any problem in
the moment, but when I was combing him, he told me that he did not want to look like a girl,
and I froze.
Long hair, he said is for girls, and there is no way I will wear a girl haircut.
I tried to explain to him that there were no hairstyles for boys and girls. Everyone has more or
less hair; some are bald or have different colours, sizes and shapes in their haircuts. I was
explaining this while he was watching the channel Super 3 TV, where they were having a
commercial that advertised cereals especially for girls, and then passed an episode of
Doraemon cartoon with sexist characters on it.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: babysitter: a woman born and grown up in a city close to Barcelona, middle class,
young in her 20’s, she works with children and she study as a social worker, not finishing her
studies yet.
The boy, 6 years old, born and grown in the same city close to Barcelona as the protagonist.
The family, his mother and his father, also from the same city. A family with an open attitude
regarding gender stereotypes.
2. Context of the situation
This situation occurred in the morning while the babysitter was getting the young boy ready
for school. While she was doing it, he was watching TV, the channel Super 3 TV, and there was
a commercial that was selling “morning cereals especially for girls”: The box was pink and all
girls where dressed as princess with long hair. Afterwards another cartoon started, it was an
episode of an extremely sexist cartoon for children called “Doraemon”.
3. Emotional reaction
“I was feeling surprised, most of all at the beginning, when he was so clear in his statement
“long hair is for girls”. Afterwards I felt anger and helpless when I understood how the
commercial on the TV and the cartoon episode had been clearly influencing the boy. I know
his mother and she doesn’t share traditional gender stereotypes regarding gender.”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Gender stereotypes can be harmful: Western culture has come to view gender as a binary
concept, with two rigidly fixed options: male or female, both grounded in a person’s physical
anatomy. The frame of reference in the media regarding gender is these two basic gender
roles: Masculine, having the qualities socially attributed to males, and feminine, having the
qualities attributed to females. These gender stereotypes can be harmful when they limit
people ‘s capacity to unfold.
Gender stereotypes are connected to power relations: In western societies the values
associated with feminine traits have a lower social recognition. For instance, it is more valued
to be competitive than cooperative.
Humans should be free from gender stereotype: human beings should be free from gender
stereotypes and be able to choose whom they want to be. Individual freedom is a very high
value, not being ruled by gender stereotype that determines how to fit in society.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
“It’s a kid that has a lot of clear ideas in his head, but also he is very vulnerable because he is
very exposed to the roles that society assigns depending on our gender. He is vulnerable to
society conditioning his identity.”
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Need to conform to media representations: During their development children may have
very conformist phases when they try to reproduce the gender roles as learnt from TV, media
and surrounding environment, even if that gets in contradiction with what he sees in his
family. From the media he can identify how to fit in society and reproduces the stereotypes
unconsciously.
Threat to gender identity: In the process of developing their gender identity, children may
have a phase where they are following the gender schemes in a very strict way, emphasising
what they see as key elements – often in very stereotypical way. The boy was protecting the
image he wishes to send to the others. He was reasserting his gender identity as a boy. (The
kid said: “I want to wear spike hair, spike!”)
Inviting him to deviate from those schemes may be perceived as a threat to the identity he is
so eager to build. Children can also desire to reinforce the belonging to their own gang of
boys in the school, and again deviating from the models shared by the group can be very
stressful.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incident highlights how personal dispositions, ideological positions; ethics can influence
the professional identity. It also points to the role of media representations in the construction
of gender-identity of young children. Teachers should be aware of the potential impact of TV
programmes and develop resources (even in collaboration with parents) on how to counter
these influences.
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Critical incident: Sexual Education
Organization that collected the incident: La Xixa (SP)
The incident
“A few years ago I worked at an English school. I was teaching a group of children / who were
4-5 years old. The group had about 10 children. There were two girls who played with each
other in class. They touched in intimate areas (groin, breast, etc.) They did it as a game,
sometimes knowing that I was looking at them to challenge me. Other kids in class didn’t pay
any attention to them. They laughed at the "nonsense". They were very friendly and shared
other spaces outside the classroom. Mothers also used to come together to pick them up.
When I asked my boss what protocol was established or suggested to address the issue (talk
to the girls and/or with the mothers, etc.), he told me not to do anything, to try to get the
girls to stop doing “that” and say nothing to their mothers. He said, “This is an English school
and there are issues that do not correspond to us, as here English is taught and sexual issues
must be learned elsewhere”.
So I followed the instructions. I ignored if the girls were playing, or I scolded them if they
were very disruptive.
The situation continued until the end of the year. I never spoke about it again, neither to my
boss (who did not want me to mention it), nor with the girls, nor with the mothers. And until
the course ended.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: English teacher, 23 years old Cuban origin, 5 years of experience in teaching
English to children (7 years old or older) but not officially trained to teach, immigrant. The
teacher comes from a context, and a family, where sexuality was dealt with in an open
manner.
The boss: middle-aged, white, heterosexual male born in London, attended a prestigious
university, had the “proper accent” and the teaching experience (more than 15 years of
experience), but also not officially trained to teach children.
The 5 year old girls: two Catalan girls who were very close friends since very early childhood;
both of them from white, Catalan, middle class, working families. Both of them had siblings
also attending English classes at the school. One of the girls’ mother was very involved in the
school activities and was always asking about her progress in class.
2. Context of the situation
It was an English academy in a suburban area in the outskirts of Barcelona. It is a very small
town, which is composed of three main areas: the center, which is mostly residential, the lowincome neighbourhoods located near the industrial areas and the richer neighbourhood. The
academy was located in the industrial area, but children from the three neighbourhoods
would take classes there, although most children were from the center and the big houses
neighbourhood. The school was small, there were only 5 classrooms and if you made noise
you could hear it in the other classrooms.
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The classes were for 10 children, but normally about 7 or 8 would show up each time. In
general classes were fun. We had teaching material we had to follow.
Children were requested to sit during hour-long book-based lessons, which would be dull
many times. This led to the kids misbehaving sometimes during the exercises, as they were
getting tired and bored.
The situation of the girls being sexual in class, the teacher did not punish the girls or make a
judgement about it. She thought it was just their way of learning about their bodies and
expressing themselves, even experiencing limits because they to a certain extent knew that
their behaviour was “inadequate”. The teacher did not have the tools to deal with this
situation it was her first time teaching children that age.
The teacher’s boss did not want to deal with this situation. She found it frustrating than the
actual situation, because obviously unless she punished the girls (and in a repetitive and
constant manner) it was not going to stop. And she was not willing to punish the girls and
make them feel guilty or that they were doing something wrong, just because they were
touching each other.
3. Emotional reaction
“It made me very angry to be left alone in my teaching, and it made me very angry to have to
follow this model of education which I thought was ridiculous. I mean, when 5 year olds are
learning English (or anything) they are not only learning English, they are learning about the
world and although I didn’t have a lot of experience teaching, I thought that was very
important and that it was frustrating not being taken into account in this situation.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
The teacher believes education should be dealt with from a holistic approach, and not having
that focus, in her point of view, is ignoring a very important part of the educational job.
The values threatened were:
• The right of children to a full and holistic education, education cannot be isolated into
subjects, especially at his age. As human being we experience reality as a hole and we
need to be able to learn from this experience.
• The fact that teachers are supposed to receive guidance from more experienced and
reference members in the institution. Colleagues should lead and help those who have
less experience, sharing their knowledge and their skills learned through the years. In the
school, the boss had the role to guide all teachers, but in this case, he was negligent.
• The right of children to receive guidance about their body, their gender and their
sexuality without co-opting their identities and curiosity. Sexuality is another expression of
our live and our bodies and should not be neglected or prevented. At their development
level, they need guidance regarding their sexual discovers that go along with their
physical and psychological development, not falling into feelings of guiltiness or
wrongness associated with sexuality. That is why teachers need training in these areas of
knowledge, to be able to answer these situations.
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5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Negative. She thinks her boss was neglecting his task as an educator, and was enforcing that
she do the same because he had the authority to do so. The boss is English, and for the
protagonist he was very keen on doing the “proper” things, a correct person.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
The frame was that a rigorous sexuality-free atmosphere is more adequate for learning, as an
atmosphere where sexuality is present would distract children to the goal of learning, English,
in this case. Very goal oriented.
The frame that sexuality is a taboo that only can be dealt in the intimacy of the family and
school or educational environment out of the family should not be entering in these spaces,
just close family can deal with this sexual education. Sexuality in school, especially at that age
is considered “improper”, and by that adjective states clearly that is an education duty that
corresponds to families and not school.
Very often sexual education in families is also a taboo, and that’s why kids go to explore
elsewhere.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incident highlights a very important problem concerning the professional practice. It
doesn’t matter how afraid we are of sexuality as adults, evidently everyone has their baggage
in this aspect which makes it easier or more difficult to deal with this. However, as educators it
is important to receive training on this and other important matters such as gender and
diversity, instead of just hiding and making similar issues invisible. This creates a lot of
confusion, stress and frustration among the children during their learning processes, as well
as for the educators who are not equipped to deal with and introduce these themes with
young children.
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Critical incident: Do not let your child say boyfriend
Organization that collected the incident: La Xixa (SP)
The incident
“Pep is my son. During his birthday, I got to meet the parents of some of his classmates. This
allowed the families to get to know each other, which had not happened before. Two or three
days after the birthday, in the park in front of the kindergarten, I was talking with the parents
of Pep’s closest friend. We regretted that now that they became close friends the school
decided to mix group classes for next year.
Pep is very affectionate, he gives hugs and kisses, he looks for flowers for other children, he
gives caresses, and they all know that he is like this. In the conversation with the parents of
the school, we were talking that there is a girl in the school, who does not like kissing or
being kissed, and that for me it was difficult to explain to Pep that not everyone likes kisses
and hugs, but he understood. Some parents said, "There’s nothing wrong with that. It’s
important to explain to them that there are differences among the children, and it’s OK."
Everyone agreed with that.
Then I mentioned that Pep expresses himself about the friends he loves and has affection for
as "My boyfriend is Dani and Montse is my girlfriend." One of the parents of the children
(Dani’s father) said, "If my son would say that I would die, you shouldn’t let him say this."
I answered without wanting to start an argument: "Well I don’t think that’s so bad that he says
this. I think that saying other things is more serious" and I ended the conversation.
*Names have been changed to guard protagonists’ identities.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: the mother of Pep, is a woman born in Chile and has been living in Spain since she
was 10 years old. She works for a private organization that offers cultural services in the field
of interculturality. She is an activist for civil rights also. She’s 35 years old. Four years ago, she
left Barcelona and went to live with her partner in a rural area of Catalonia, in a town named
Olot.
Pep, Maria’s son, is 3 years old and was born in Olot. The citizens of Olot and the whole
school environment consider Pep as the “different one” because his father is a Catalan from
Olot who started a relationship with a woman not native of Olot.
The other actors are the parents’ of Dani, a classmate of Pep’s. The two are in their 40’s, and
were born and grew up in Olot.
The narrator and the other actors are connected by the fact that their children attend the
same school, and they live in the same small town. Also, the three of them were starting to
bond and create an amicable relationship.
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2. Context of the situation
Maria is a woman born in Chile and has been living in Spain since she was 10 years old. She
works for a private organization that offers cultural services in the field of interculturality. She
is an activist for civil rights also. She’s 35 years old.
Four years ago, she left Barcelona and went to live with her partner in a rural area of
Catalonia, in a town named Olot.
Pep, Maria’s son, is 3 years old and was born in Olot. The citizens of Olot and the whole
school environment consider Pep as the “different one” because his father is a Catalan from
Olot who started a relationship with a woman not native of Olot.
The other actors are the parents’ of Dani, a classmate of Pep’s. The two are in their 40’s, and
were born and grew up in Olot.
The narrator and the other actors are connected by the fact that their children attend the
same school, and they live in the same small town. Also, the three of them were starting to
bond and create an amicable relationship.
3. Emotional reaction
“I thought “What a silly guy!” I was angry because I thought, "How can he be so rigid? You're
sexist and homophobic; poor child of yours." I also thought that because he was telling me
what to say, and what not to say, to my son.
I felt pain and sadness because there are people who think this way in the world, and I felt
sorry for my son.
I also did not want to enter into a conflict. Firstly, because I always avoid conflict; I want to
preserve the harmony. We were in the park having a good time, and when he said that, he
did not mean to attack anyone.
I also felt sorry for Dani (his son). He gets along very well with my son. He will be in my child's
class for the next ten years, this will happen again, and this stresses me. I am anticipating
conflict. What will happen if one day Dani’s father comes to the school and his child is kissing
my child on the mouth?
I think, “Why must I be silent if he can say what he wants?”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Low-differentiation approach to gender, break from stereotypes
The person who experienced the shock believes in gender equality in education, in school
and when educating children at home. For the protagonist it is important that children are
educated in a way they feel free to have the partner they want, and to educate boys with
freedom to choose a girl as a sexual-affective partner or a boy, or with freedom to wear a pink
T-shirt if they want to. She also thinks that relationships should not reproduce stereotyped
gender roles where men are not sensitive or are not allowed feeling affectionate, or where
they do not take responsibility for caring, cooking, or other tasks.
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The protagonist thinks that all these principles should be followed in education, and she feels
that these values are very important for the education of her child, because she feels that if
the other child reproduces stereotyped gender roles it will also affect her son.
Positive approach to sexual orientations
The protagonist values avoiding painful experiences during childhood due to lack of
acceptance or because children are forced to accept or fulfil expectations, and that implies
hiding what he/she feels, for instance, being homosexual.
The protagonist values that people are able to show their desires, or tendencies, without
being afraid or obliged to hide them.
Anti-discrimination education from early age
She believes that early childhood education should include how not to discriminate others, as
well as, what to do if you feel discriminated. Finally, she realizes that it matters to her how
other parents are raising their children, because it has an impact in the society and in the
upbringing of her son.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The protagonist sees a contradictory image of Mark’s father. On one hand, he likes children
and he is very positive and playful. On the other hand, she has a negative perception of him,
and identifies him possibly as voting for right wing political parties.
She sees him as sexist and from the “old school”, despite the fact that Dani’s father is 38
years old, and this was a surprise for the protagonist.
The protagonist has an image of Dani’s father as being a “basic guy” that does not seem to
give new things a chance. She sees him as a simple-minded person who is good, but who she
would not be friends with him.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Hetero-normativity, implicit homophobia
For Dani’s father, probably educated in the stereotyped gender roles, there are acceptable
and unacceptable behaviours, and it is not right that two male children love each other.
He does not want a gay son, neither does he like gays, and he is not aware of this.
For him, to say the statement he said is normal. He does not see anything reprehensible in
what he thinks.
He wants his child to be an alpha male and to grow up to be just like him, but he does not
want to hurt his son. The protagonist also feels that a way in which education makes children
fit into gender roles is for instance denying a heterosexual child the possibility of taking an
active role in caring tasks.
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Homosexuality is a threat to masculinity and a disgrace
Mark’s father is “protecting” his child from being gay, and he sees homosexuality as a
contagious disease. He does that because of all the prejudices he has: he thinks that being
gay means that life is senseless, that a gay person will not have a family, that he will have no
emotional ties, that he will be promiscuous, that he may have a venereal disease or that he
will be discriminated by his environment.
The antagonist acts like that because he thinks that you can avoid being a homosexual. By his
acts and his statements, he protects himself and protects his child by teaching the correct
option, and he thinks that the behaviour of the protagonist makes it more difficult to teach
this.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The protagonist highlights that she has learnt that she did not take into account the context
variable. That does not mean that she excuses homophobia, but she realizes she takes the
same measuring stick everywhere, and that she had not considered the context.
The protagonist also realizes that for the antagonist gays are perverts and sick people, and
that for her that would be equivalent to having a Nazi son.
The protagonist also highlights that she has realized that he is protecting his child, but
because that came into conflict with her values, it was very difficult for her to be empathetic.
The protagonist states that before she never thought about the fact that he wanted to protect
his son, she just thought, “what you are saying and doing is not right and I do not want you
talking to my son. I do not want to contaminate my son with dads that say that boys don’t
play with dolls.”
The protagonist also highlights that there is a tendency to want everyone to think as one
does, and that diversity is difficult to accept.
The more important learning has been to see that there are shared values to protect children,
as well as realizing how important this value is, since it affects a person who is very important
for the protagonist, her son.
She says she was able to complete the puzzle through this analysis, because it helped her
build acceptance. She has discovered a new way to approach diversity and she finds this
important. She thinks this has given her a lesson in tolerance, and it can help her educate her
son with broad understanding of diversity.
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Critical incident: Boys VS Girls
Organization that collected the incident: CESIE (IT)
The incident
“The incident took place at the school attended by my son. I had noticed that the activities
that my son was doing in school were clearly biased in terms of gender stereotypes. As an
example, boys would draw and colour superheroes, while girls would draw princesses; or
boys would build missiles and spaceships, while girls would craft purses. I talked about the
issue with the teacher, and explained to her the unease I felt about knowing from my son that
he had played a game called “boys vs. girls”. Despite the fact that I mentioned the incident
to the teacher, my son kept doing the same kind of activities at school. I felt frustrated and
angry. I wanted my son to change school. I did not confront the teacher about the incident,
but at the end I enrolled my son in a different school because of this. I would like to get the
chance to talk with the teacher about it.”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
The narrator is an intercultural educator, woman, 34 years old, Italian, mother of a 3 year-old
attending a kindergarten. Professional in a multicultural environment where the main focus is
on education.
The person causing the shock is an early childhood education teacher, woman, Italian, about
30 years old. Believes in very traditional educational approaches and methods.
The two actors are professionally linked: the person causing the shock is the teacher of the
son of the narrator.
2. Context of the situation
The incident took place in a kindergarten in a big city in the south of Italy, and was about a
series of lessons and activities proposed by the teacher to the class and the narrator’s son.
There is no specific space, but the incident is more of a continuous uneasiness felt by the
narrator when confronted with the activities that her son –was asked to carry out at school.
The narrator once talked with the teacher about the issue and explained her concerns about
the stereotyping activities approach, and she seemed to be acknowledging her. However, she
kept doing the same activities with the children. After that first discussion, the narrator did not
go back to confronting the teacher and moved her son to a different kindergarten.
3. Emotional reaction
“I felt frustrated and angry. I also felt deceived, because I had spoken with the teacher and
she had seemed to be acknowledging my complaint, but nevertheless continued enforcing
the same attitude for the activities. My trust in her and in the kindergarten was simply
brushed away when I realized that they would never change anything.”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Gender Equality
The narrator values equality between women and men in all aspects of life and therefore
rejects gender roles, i.e. any prescriptions about how a man and a woman should behave and
what is allowed for each gender. She therefore rejects gender stereotypical images of women
and men, such as princesses (the passive character who needs to be saved in the fairy tales)
and superheroes respectively. Schools are supposed to minimize gender discrimination in
education programs and activities; it is important that early childhood educators know that
young children are especially susceptible to forming stereotypes.
Trust in early childhood education
The narrator believes in the shared responsibility of education of children between family and
school. This is why she addresses the teacher who is reinforcing gender stereotypes and roles
in the activities she carries out with her son. However, seen that there is no change in the
teachers’ attitude and activities, she withdraws her trust in the specific teacher and education
institution, to find a more suitable one, more aligned with her values.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
It is a very negative image of the teacher that emerges from the situation, as the teacher
seems to be betraying an implicit pact between the family of the children and the school.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Gender-based differences and gender roles
It is possible to make the hypothesis that the teacher does not mind reinforcing gender
stereotypes and in fact believes that women and men are intrinsically different and that this
difference arises from their being biologically different. Another hypothesis is that the teacher
does not recognize that gender stereotypes are hidden in plain sight in the stories and
images of princesses and of superheroes and in their practice with the children. She has
probably had a more traditional type of education, or the teacher training she has been
through lacked any awareness raising about gender equality and non-stereotyping gender
roles.
Education is a responsibility of the school
Perhaps the teacher believes that she is the only person entitled, in this case, to make a
decision about which activities are ok for the children, as she was educated and studied for
this profession. In this sense, she may think that the mother of the child is some kind of new
feminist who simply wants to disrupt the education system and get her nose in her work.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The situation is particularly damaging of the professional practice of the teacher in question
and in general for the specific education institution. In fact, as recognized also from the
National guidelines for childhood education in Italy, the education of children is a shared
responsibility of the school and of the parents/family of the child, and she acted fully against
it by dismissing the comments and requests of the narrator about her activities and keeping
her own attitude to practice. In this case, a child was placed in a different school because of
this situation. Awareness raising and training activities with teachers about socio-cultural
factors and values that are behind their profession may help in overcoming the issue in the
future.
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Critical incident: Dieu merci
Organization that collected the incident: Elan Interculturel (FR)
The incident
“I was working during holidays at school and I lead a drawing workshop for the little ones.
They had to make a free drawing. When they finished I picked up the drawings and saw that
the little Dieumerci (a 5 years old new-comer from Congo) had drawn a naked woman giving
birth. This drawing was unbelievable! It was impossible that a 5 years old child could draw
anything like this!
The drawing showed the naked woman’s body with a baby coming out of her vagina, with
blood and we could see on her facial expression a big amount of pain. My colleagues and I
were very shocked and I thought: This kid is a genius!”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: French youth worker, forty years old, black woman, her grand parents came from
Ivory Coast. She has been working in this school for the past 4 years but has 10 years of
experience working in this position. She is an actress and a filmmaker. She’s catholic
The Child: Named Dieumerci (in French means Thank You God, as her mother faced some
difficulties for conceiving and that’s why she felt blessed with her 3 children). He was 5 years
old and newly arrived to France from Congo. His family is Evangelic. Her mother had some
difficulties conceiving and she takes Evangelism very seriously, so she thanks constantly God
of being able to deliver 3 healthy children (all named after god: Divin / Divine / Dieumerci).
2. Context of the situation
The incident happened in a public school in Paris located in the 11th district. This particular
district has the particularity on being one of the most diverse districts in Paris. During the
holidays the schools remains open in France in order to welcome all the kids who cannot
leave for vacations. The school and it youth workers team proposes workshops and activities
during the day for the kids. Dieumerci was part of this group of children and he attended the
narrator’s workshop
3. Emotional reaction
She was shocked and really amazed and surprised “because a little kid of his age, drawing
naked woman giving birth, with that realism! The woman was naked and we could see all of
her parts, even the blood coming out of her vagina! We could see the pain expression on her
face”
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4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
In the cultural frame of our Narrator little kids do not know how to draw as they do not have
the fine motor skills needed. But the big shock came from the realism of the drawing.
Taboo about nudity: In our western society we have a strong taboo against associating kids
with sexuality. We have a tendency to hide all sexual organs from them. “Taboos aim to keep
children young, to preserve their innocence and to ensure they are not deprived of their
childhood.” In Christianity, the awareness of nudity is associated with the original sin and the
loss of innocence. Today, nudity is considered as immoral in public space, and even in the
private sphere adults are expected to hide their nudity from children. The association of
children and sexuality is one of the strongest taboos.
Child development: Another element that contributed to the shock was the realism of the
drawing. For our narrator who has a long experience working with young kids, a 5 years olds
usually cannot draw as accurate as the reality, not only because of it representation but also
because they normally do not develop the motor skill needed for such a fine draw.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
It was an “amazing” image, rather positive as our narrator thinks that this kid will become a
big artist.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Nudity: In Western society, nudity is still a very sensitive issue that is often associated with
sexuality and shame. Children seeing their parents naked are rather unusual; it presents even
a social taboo connected to prejudices (sexual abuse). In some parts of Africa, the nudity
within the families might not be defined the same way due to different factors as culture,
history and resources. Until today, there are living traditional tribes for whom nudity is part of
their culture and rites what influences also the urbanite people and their life. In these regions,
nudity is more seen as something natural that everyone has in common and it is nothing to be
ashamed of or to have to hide.
Pregnancy and delivery: In Congo the percentage of woman who gives birth at hospital or in
a health facility is about 58% as the access to care is very expensive and not all the families
can afford it. Regarding deliveries, the rural situation is worrying with four births in ten (39%)
at home against 58% in a health facility. Only 74% of Births took place with the assistance of
trained personnel, mostly midwives (32%) and nurses (28%). (http://www.who.int/medicines/
areas/coordination/drc_pharmaceutical_profile.pdf)
Suffering and religion: We got to know a little bit more about the child’s Family, they come
from Kinshasa and the mother is very present in the school life. She is very religious
(Evangelism) and thanks constantly god for her 3 children. She often expresses at school and
in her daily life the suffering of delivery as a direct consequence of being able to be a mother
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incidents highlights how taboos that seem very evident and universal in our context
(nudity and sexuality and children) may be much less of a taboo in other cultural contexts.
Though this incident is fairly harmless as it merely deals with a drawing, in some other
incidents the association of nudity and children may be much less harmless and could
possible raise suspicion of maltreatment. Teachers have to proceed with extreme care in
exploring the cultural context is such situations.
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Critical incident: Gender Activity
Organization that collected the incident: Elan Interculturel (FR)
The incident
“This scene took place in a school of the Paris suburb during the first year of kindergarten. My
child began the school in September and five weeks after, during the Toussaint holidays, the
teacher gave to the parents the “life book” of the children to show the exercises they have
down: that is the result of their first five weeks into the scholar system. So I looked at this “life
book” and I had a real shock when I discover an exercise with portrait photographs of all the
children divided in little squares and a paper divided in two parts, one pink and one blue. The
order was to put the boys on the blue side and the girls on the pink. The following activity
was the same with little squares representing at long hair girls and short hair boys. My child
did the same thing for theses two activities: he put his face at the middle and all the girls and
boys confounded around him. He didn’t respect the instructions. In the top right corner there
was an evaluation box where I saw a red stamp representing an angry face to sanction my
child for his non-compliance of this imposed girls/boys classification”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: Mother of the boy, 38 years old woman originally from Uruguay, living in Paris for 8
years, married to a Spanish / French man. Her professional identity is that of cognitive
psychologist, her work is connected to interculturality, her posture strongly connected with a
liberal though not militant approach to gender.
Father: 38 years old man, French-Spanish bicultural background. Has been living in Paris
most of his life. Professional background: actor, working in an international setting. Feminist,
open to living gender roles in non traditional ways: he’s taking care of most of the homework
when he is not shooting films – cooks, interacts with other mothers in the neighbourhood,
etc. There are no teachers present in the situation, the shock is triggered by an object, which
is the work book.
“The school” (there are no concrete teachers present, the interaction happens through a
book) a typical French public kindergarden in a somewhat bourgeois suburb. There is not
much diversity in the school, only one child has African origins, one Chinese and two have
parents or grand-parents from Arabic countries. Teachers in the school are all females, most
of them more than forty years old, but the teacher responsible for the little boy was about 30
years old. All the teachers are French without any signs of visual diversity. There is a
dominance of Catholics in the little town, although in accordance with the laws of laicité,
religion is not present in the school. (The only private school in town is a catholic one.)
2. Context of the situation
The situation takes place in the garden of the kindergarten, after picking up the little boy and
going home together. Before leaving they are given the “life book” (work book) of their son.
It is the first contact with the work book of the little boy, only two months after the beginning
of the class. Both parents are very excited to discover this book, as this is the first time they
have a glance at what the little boy does in school. No teachers are around them at this point
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3. Emotional reaction
“I felt very angry, shocked, disappointed as in my mind this kind of activities were from 20
years ago. My husband got completely sad.
I think the difference in our reaction comes from the fact that I was focusing on the activity,
while he was focusing on the evaluation – the negative smiley. He was sad to see that what
was supposed to be a playful activity for the little boy was totally disregarder and merely
considered as a bad answer.
We started to talk to other parents in the neighbourhood, to share and ventilate our
experience, and we found that it did not surprise them at all: they were not surprised nor by
the gender activity nor the method of evaluation.
The next Monday I asked an appointment with the teacher. One week later we met, I told her
I didn’t understand the reason of this activity and the evaluation. I wanted to understand the
goals and the underlying theory. I exposed her my concerns both about the activity and the
type of evaluation, but she could not defend at all what she did.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Education of young children:
Children who are this young do not require judgement and evaluation but care, love,
attention. Teaching should not be based on punishment and evaluation but rather guidance,
with positive reinforcements and not negative. Too early negative evaluation / feedback can
hinder the motivation to learn, will make him close, not dare to open and ultimately stop the
development.
Gender roles free from stereotypes
People should be free in constructing their own subjective experience of their gender: what
they wear, what they do, with whom… They should be free to explore different types of
attitudes and behaviours and chose.
At such young age no one should impose behaviours or toys based on traditional
interpretations of gender roles, rather let children make their own explorations.
If teaching about gender roles may be interesting and relevant, it should be more interesting
and sophisticated than the mere separation into boys and girls. Reinforcing a dichotomy just
based on the faces does not seem very instructive.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Very negative, accompanied by intense anger.
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Authoritarian, directive approach to education:
The dominant education style in France seems to be one based on discipline: all through the
education system children are requested to comply with one-solution exercises, absorb
content to be able to memorize it, while discussion, critical view and creativity seem to be
less valued in the school practice. Children are socialized to this system very early, in the
kindergarden, where they already have to learn what is a “good” or a “bad” answer, what it is
like to receive negative feedback.
Importance of children’s development stages:
Pre-primary schools and teachers base their work on ideas concerning the development
stages of children, what they have to learn in different ages. However these conceptions and
theories change quite often. At the present, it may not be considered as a goal to separate
girls and boys based on their faces, however this particular school still considers that
important.
Separation of gender roles, reinforcement of traditional differentiations and attributes:
The association of femininity to pink colour together with the association of masculinity to
blue represent a very traditional gender division, based on an idea that gender roles must be
differentiated, and that there are certain inherent qualities that should be kept and cherished,
such as tenderness, caring for femininity and possibly competitively, strength for masculinity.
The reinforcement and separation of the gender roles serves also the purpose of cancelling a
“middle ground” where contemporary reinterpretations of gender could strive. It is either
pink or blue.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
A first observation taken from the incident is that teachers can use activities without any
reflection on the theoretical, ideological position the activity represents, merely using an
activity based on repetition or habit. This raises once more the need for continuous further
training of the teaching personnel, in particular concerning sensitive issues such as gender.
Parents – whether or not migrants – may at times become aware that the school where their
children are inscribed do not follow the same values, practices, norms that they have at
home. If sometimes these differences will concern more ‘harmless’ or less important domains
of life, differences can also appear in aspects that are very important for the parents.
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Critical incident: Touching the private parts in public
Organization that collected the incident: CPI (CY)
The incident
“The incident happened two years ago in the class of a kindergarten where I was working.
The incident is about a boy who was 5 years old. While I was explaining an activity to the
children I noticed him touching his private area. I felt uncomfortable that moment and tried to
distract him. I was shocked and I didn’t know how to react. This behaviour continued for
several days. He used to lay down anywhere and start touching his private area (over the top
or under his clothes). The most shocking incident was when he went under the table at lunch
one of those days, pulled his pants away and started touching his private area. The other
teachers saw him and freaked out. They approached me asking too many questions about
this boy. Whether he had a mental problem, if he is Cypriot, if his parents were in good
socioeconomically situation. This was another cultural shock for me. I mean for me this
incident was shock indeed, I didn’t know how to approach his parents to talk to them about
this, I was afraid of their reaction towards me and his son. In addition, I couldn’t believe my
colleagues’ questions. It seems that it was ok for them if this incident could happen by a
minority student, but it was not appropriate for that Cypriot boy.
Anyway as I said I didn’t know how to react. I talked to the principal who didn’t actually give
me any advice. We decided to call the parents. I tried to describe their son’s behaviour and
advised them to talk to him about the difference between public and private. I was thinking of
talking to him about the difference between public and private behaviour but I didn’t do it. If
this was coming from a girl I think I could handle it. After talking with the parents, he was
really good about it for a while, but then it seems like he was doing it all the time again. I got
used to it!”
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: 35 years old, female, Cypriot, pre-primary school teacher/married with one child.
She has eleven years of teaching experience.
Boy and his parents: 5 years old, Cypriot, he has a younger sister. His parents work at the
bank and they are a family of higher social economic status.
Colleagues (teachers): three female teachers, Cypriots, between the ages of 30 to 40, all
living in Larnaca.
2. Context of the situation
The incidence took place in a kindergarten in Larnaca, which is one of the biggest cities in
Cyprus. The school was located in a neighbourhood in an area where mostly middle-class and
upper-class families live. The action took place in the classroom during a lesson. There were
15 children in the class at the moment.
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3. Emotional reaction
“I was shocked and I didn’t know how to react. It was even more shocking when in another
occasion he went under the table at lunch one of those days, pulled his punts away and
started touching his private area. I really didn’t know how to handle it or how to inform the
parents about this. However, what were even more shocking were the questions of my
colleagues. They asked me if he was Cypriot like if he was from a minority it will be easier to
explain his behaviour. I felt really angry with the comments of my colleagues and then I was
feeling even more unprepared to face the situation.”
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Taboo of connecting sexuality, nudity and childhood
When someone thinks about children, he or she does not associate them with pleasure or
sexuality. Although Freud had proposed a theory on children’s sexuality many years ago, this
is still a taboo. In western religions (primarily Christianity), sex is viewed as sin and for the
longest time that was all anyone really thought about it in Europe. Therefore, for many
people, sex can be an uncomfortable subject and they feel even more uncomfortable when
this is related to children. Although talking with children about bodily changes and sexual
matters may feel awkward, providing children with accurate, age-appropriate information is
one of the most important things parents can do to make sure children grow up safe, healthy,
and secure in their bodies.
Privacy/ Intimacy
It is appropriate for children at the age of 5 to have questions and express knowledge relating
to differences in gender and private body parts. They might even explore genitals and can
experience pleasure or they maybe look at their private body parts. However, touching their
genital in a public area is not appropriate and a child in this age should know better.
Discrimination/Prejudice
The colleagues should also be aware that such issues and behaviours do not relate to ethnic
groups. It is not appropriate for either a Cypriot or a child from a minority group to behave in
this way. It is unacceptable and offensive for all the rest.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
The narrator was confused but from the description it seems that a negative image for the
parents was created.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Physical and gender development
For the parents, preschool-aged children (four or younger) are naturally immodest, and may
display open curiosity about their own and other people’s bodies and bodily functions.
Wanting to be naked (even if others are not) and showing or touching private parts while in
public are also common in young children. They are curious about their own bodies and may
quickly discover that touching certain body parts feels nice. The parents were very
cooperative when they came to the school. They were willing to talk to him. They probably
didn’t do it before perhaps because they thought that he was too young to discuss it.
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7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
Sometimes there is a gap between what children learn at school and what parents discuss
with their children at home especially about sensitive issues such as gender and body
development and as a result this may create problems at school. Maybe it would be best if
the two parts collaborate in some occasions so that children do not get conflicting
informations. If parents are more involved, then you have a clearer image on what a child
knows and the reasons behind his or her behaviour.
The situation also highlights how difficult it can be for teachers to intervene in issues which
are outside of their comfort zone, possibly connected with important taboos such as child
sexuality. It would seems useful for the school personnel to adopt common approaches to
handle such issues so that the teachers do not feel alone in the situation and do not have to
make decisions alone. Addressing such issues together is difficult because it requires putting
on the table topics that we precisely try to oppress, yet the advantages of such collective
approaches outweigh the difficulties.
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Chapter 8 – Economic inequality
Although we could have treated questions related to social class and poverty in relation with each
of the other themes - acculturation, racism, health, parental styles etc. - we opted to expose it in a
separate chapter to emphasise its essential place in all intercultural endeavour. We have two
reasons to do this.
First of all, economic differences have a substantial impact on socialisation processes of children,
and their capacity to benefit from the school experience. Numbers show that school dropout
tends to concern more families with economic difficulties.
Second, we notice today a tendency to confuse factors of culture and economic condition when
trying to explain certain behaviour or phenomena: when sighting begging Roma children, people
may make the comment “that’s their culture”. However Roma culture should not be confused with
the situation of severe poverty in which some Roma people may live and which may induce
begging. This tendency to cover economic differences with a cultural argument - referred to as
“culturalisation”- can bias our ways or even motivation to answer the problems that we identify,
and as ultimate danger may serve to hide the real problem. While cultural and economic factors
are usually intertwined, we think that a clearer distinction helps to understand and respond to
situations with more clarity.
To start, it seems that some terms like social class and poverty may need more precision, to have a
clearer understanding of the subject we are dealing with.
Social Class
The term was first used by Karl Marx to explain his paradigm on society’s organization, which was
the categorisation of persons into general groups called class. These classes would share common
interest and common objectives in order to defend or improve their actual conditions. Today it is
still a central concept of social sciences, referring to a basic categorisation of members of society
in hierarchical groups, such as upper, middle and lower class.
Socioeconomic status
As opposed to social class, socioeconomic status refers more concretely to people’s actual
economic situation.
Poverty
Concept of poverty has a multifactorial and multidimensional definition. It is the situation of
lacking resources, financially, economically or even more psychologically. It is an external
condition, not something that frames any of our identity.
Exclusion
A process of loss of social status, resources, connexions, that leads to a social, cultural and
psychological impoverishment. Exclusion supposes the existence of unequal opportunities and a
barrier to access, develop different types of capital.
40 Fournival

Christian, « La pauvreté : une normalisation effrayante », Empan 2/2014 (n° 94) , p. 131-136
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Are “culture” and “social class” connected?
When children are inscribed in school, they arrive with some starting baggage that is the result of
the family socialisation – parents, relatives, and childhood environment. French sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu41 uses the concept of “capital” to denote this “baggage”. In his interpretation capital
does not merely refer to material wealth or bank accounts (usually understood as economic capital)
but can also refer to three other types of capital:, cultural, social and symbolic. All of these can
make a difference in the experience that children have at school. Symbolic capital refers status,
recognition, and prestige. Children often wear visual markers of social / cultural groups which are
connected to different status or social prestige, just as the parents’ job or profession can be
associated to different social prestige / status. Perceived social status and prestige can influence
the way teachers and other parents relate to children and their parents.
Social capital refers to the width and type of social network that people have. These have a great
impact on the entire school experience, from the selection of school to extra-school activities, as
well as connexions made with other children and parents (e.g. who’s invited to whose birthday
party) who are the people on whom the parents can count for help. Social network also impacts
on career choices and opportunities later on. Finally cultural capital implies to what extent one
shares the values and codes of the dominant society. This implies an acquaintance with the
behaviour codes considered necessary for different social situations ranging from saying hello to
the neighbour lady in a polite way to attending museum exhibitions. Cultural capital can also be
understood as sharing the values of western-type school education and being familiar with its
processes, possessing the cultural artefacts that can help children to be successful in this context
(books, computers etc.).
If in principle these capitals are not possessed in the same proportions (we can imagine families
with a strong cultural heritage but relatively low economic capital), today a striking proportion of
citizens lives in marginalisation characterised by a simultaneous lack of several if not all of these
capitals.Often concentrated in low prestige peripheral districts, geographical disadvantage is
added to the challenges of the European poor, who contrary to popular thinking are not
necessarily immigrants, though they can originate from other countries and can also belong to
cultural minority groups. Because of the overlap of ethnic, cultural and social borders the critical
incidents are sometimes attributed to cultural factors even when in reality it can be better
explained by economic status. However, the recognition of the role of different capitals in school
success and the uncovering of ‘culturalisation’ should not be an end conclusion in itself, rather only
a necessary first step before a clearer diagnosis and understanding in moving towards equity.
Four skills of equity literacy
• Recognize even subtle forms of bias, discrimination, and inequity.
• Respond to bias, discrimination, and inequity in a thoughtful and equitable manner.
• Redress bias, discrimination, and inequity, not only by responding to interpersonal
bias, but also by studying the ways in which bigger social change happens.
• Cultivate and sustain bias-free and discrimination-free communities, which requires an
understanding that doing so is a basic responsibility for everyone in a civil society
Gorski, Swalwell: Equity Literacy for All
Bourdieu Pierre, L’école conservatrice. Les inégalités devant l’école et devant la culture. Revue Francaise de
Sociologie, Numéro 3 Volume 7, 1966
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It is not about “culture” but resources
In the "Scrap Dealer" incident children are taken on an excursion to visit the Cathedral of Reims.
The teacher is shocked when he sees two Yenish children taking a bite on the copper fence. His
first reaction is that the Yenish children are "uncontrollable” and he wondered what may be going
on in their heads. In reality the fact that the Yenish boys scrape off the copper is not evidence of
madness or intentional degradation, but a consequence of their practice of helping their parents in
their activity trade in metal pieces. Their reaction in front of a cultural monument may be
accounted for by their will to be useful for their family, while at the same time displays the lack of
“cultural capital” concerning such excursions. This incident points to the crucial importance that
the teacher’s interpretation will have on what he/she sees. “Playing mop” is another incident
illustrating also how the teacher’s interpretation can shift. In “Playing mop” a mother proudly
comments during the administrative school registration process that her son “can do many things”
for instance can “play the mop”. The comment leaves the teachers puzzled, until one of them pays
a visit to the family and realizes they leave in such poverty that the child has virtually no toys at all,
so he makes toys and plays with the objects he finds at home such as the mop.
Money is the new status
In the incident “Trash bag raincoat42” a teacher asks children to come in overall-raincoat to the
excursion in the hills on a rainy autumn day. One of the children appears in a home-made raincoat
that the mother improvised from trash bags. This triggers a wave of mockeries and laughter from
the other children.
Children at a fairly early stage become sensitive to a sign of status: money. They perceive its
markers: they recognise brands, and assign value to their clothes according to the market value. In
short, they assimilate well the value system of our society based on consumerism.
Learnt helplessness and parental expectations on school success
Parents living in the poorest economical conditions often experience long term unemployment
and consecutive experiences of failure and rejection. Such experiences can induce “learnt
helplessness” – a psychological state where one is so much used to the impossibility of
overcoming obstacles that he/she stops trying to overcome them. These parents can transmit the
lack confidence to their children about their ability to succeed. In particular if they lived through a
negative experience in the education system, they risk inducing the failure of their own child also
through the logic of the self-fulfilling prophecy: the expectation for a child to underachieve usually
will trigger underachievement. In these cases, teachers have a crucial role in changing children’s
perspective about the school. But such a move has to start with the teacher’s own conviction to
not let themselves convinced of the mechanic articulation between poverty/social class and
children’s lack of abilities.
The geographical context and spatial segregation
Facing problems of poverty, lack of infrastructures or public budgets linked to some
neighbourhoods, some schools may seem better than others to parents’ apprehension. To prevent
inequalities (that might be real or just perceived), some parents choose to put their children in
other school, to offer “better quality life” to them43.
42
43

Incident not analysed, collected by élan interculturel in 2016 in France
Sondag Antoine, « Quartier, logement, école », On ne supprimera jamais la pauvreté, Toulouse, ERES , «Même pas
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The result is a spatial segregation between persons with different incomes. This leads to schools
with very little heterogeneity whereas others schools face high level of cultural differences. In both
cases, the risk is to only focus on only one factor and explain kids’ difficulties or attitude by this
variable and thus limit the possibility for the kid to overpass its financial and social condition.
The role of the school to put a barrier to poverty
More and more research is pointing the school’s responsibility in generating and preserving
inequalities between children instead of reducing them. Notably because of the teacher’s status
expectations based on the children’s initial set of capitals. Even if it seems natural to adapt to a
pupil’s situation44, never be negligent about the unequal situations it can create and the
culturalisation it supposes underneath.
Class is a place where social reproduction can be easily done if teachers do not put enough
attention to children and their situation. But saying that does not mean victimise the child because
of his/her social status or poverty condition like it is a fatality45. School is not only a “social lift”, it
is also the place where a kid can experiment his/her succeeding capacity with constructive
activities that help him build a competency feeling, self esteem and self confidence46.
This work is about developing child’s resilience at school, reinforcing the child’s ability, his/her
sense of responsibility and self-efficacy. It is a process that is a co-construction between the child,
the family and the social environment (which is mainly the school area at this age).
As the mockeries were increasing the next day, I intervened and explained to the children that the
mother had nothing to get him a raincoat but she was very creative and clever to make it out of
primitive materials. Finally, the children calmed down.
In the incident above, when children start laughing at a child because he came whit a raincoat
made by trash bags, the teacher starts defending the family’s capacity of creativeness and
cleverness which helped the child feeling more confident and show the other kids that only
looking at financial material is reducing and non productive. Indeed, this work remains essential
because this school stage, for kids from 3 to 6, can be a preparation to future educational
experience and be a social mechanism of demarcation and social group identification. Thus, the
fight against reproduction of inequalities starts here.
Economic inequality
Country

Number

Name of the incident

FR

8

Scrap dealer

FR

10

Playing the mop

Paul C.Gorski, Equity Literacy Principles for Educators of Students, Experiencing Poverty. December 2015
Talbot, L. (sous la direction de). 2005. Pratiques d’enseignement et difficultés d’apprentissage, Toulouse, érès.
46 Anaut Marie, « L'école peut-elle être facteur de résilience ? », Empan 3/2006 (no 63) , p. 30-39
44
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Critical incident: Playing the mop
Organization that collected the incident: Elan interculturel, France
The incident
« I was a kindergarden teacher and one of my students, a boy, was different to the others
because of his social origin. His family was very poor and they lived in a council flat in the
rural village where the school was too. During the registrations, we met all the parents and his
mother told me on that occasion “My son knows a lot of things; he can even play with a
mop.” I did not really understand her message until the day I had noticed that the boy was
always playing housework with the girls. One day I had to visit the family at their home and I
realized that there were only a few things for him to play with: a table, a bed, and a kitchen.
Nothing else, no toys, the only objects with whom he played was a bucket and a mop. One
day we wanted to discover a vintage with the children. In order not to become dirty during
this advantage, I asked the children to wear gumboots and a raincoat. Because of scarce
financial resources, the boy came with trousers and a coat made by his mother just out of
trash bags and twines. Everyone laughed at him, especially after the judgment that the
parents of other students had to return home. As the mockeries were increasing the next day,
I intervened and explained to the children that the mother had nothing to get him a raincoat
but she was very creative and clever to make it out of primitive materials. Finally, the children
calmed down. «
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
The narrator: Kinder garden teacher, French woman teaching in a multi-age class (where the 4
levels are teacher together from 2 to 6 y.o approximately)
The mother: She was about 28-30 y.o at the time of the incident. She was physically marked
(meaning that she looked tired, wrinkles, missing teeth etc.) She lived in a caravan in a
community camping before getting her housing. She has a (light) handicap status, living with
her partner who has a handicap daughter. She is French, she is happy to bring his son to
school, she communicates a lot, she is probably kind of alone without any friends in town, the
other parents’ seams to keep distance from her
The kid: Little boy, never schooled before, he is 3 y.o and starting kinder garden.
2. Context of the situation
The incident takes place at two different times:
The first part happened during the official inscription to school. It’s an administrative task
where the teacher receives the parent and they fill in an administration form together. At this
stage there isn’t any exchange about the child or any other subject.
The second part takes place at the mother house. The teacher went there, as the little kid has
the habit of picking up the keys he finds, he accidentally took the school key and the narrator
had look for them. This wasn’t a planned visit but simply to pick the key.
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3. Emotional reaction
The first reaction was the incomprehension: what does it mean to “play mopping”? Why does
the mother talks about it during the registration?
During the following meeting others feelings/reactions appeared:
• To the mum: negotiation between listening, respect her and impose limits ( in order to
no overstep teacher’s role).
• To the little boy: sadness behind the lack of resources and the deprivation where he
grew up.
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Domestic task is not a game:
“Playing with a mop” is a contradiction, domestic task by definition is not a game, but a
moral duty for adults. The little boy shouldn’t be forced to participate or contribute.
The need of the kid:
The incident is related to representations concerning needs of the kid, especially
representations related to the game.
The game:
In the modern cultural and occidental frame, the kid “plays” with toys – objects with the only
objective is to favour this playfull activity, without activity oversteps the game. Of course, the
game is used to develop cognitive, emotional, collective capacities, but activity’s result
doesn’t confront with the useful utility rather pleasure.
Consciousness of the education of the kind:
If kids are involved in adult’s activities, usually these implications reflect also socialization
intentions in social roles. But in this situation the kid is socialized to a traditionally feminine
role, he plays together with girls at school, which creates a gap in regard to other boys.
Sharing with other children:
Other children have more sharing experiences. The little boy doesn’t go to the same games
places in the village, he stays more to the house, which involve he has less interactions with
other kids.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
A bit negative: In regards to the narrator, kid’s treatment is not a consequence of unwilling,
otherwise to economic poverty and maybe to the education to the mother was able to
receive to her own parents. Nevertheless she observes that kid’s experience is far from which
other children live.
She notes also that the mother is depreciated in the village, considered as someone who
doesn’t take care to her kid (his physical aspect, his hairstyle) and she is often judged as bad
mother.
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6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
The game: It seems that the mother doesn’t have the same representation of game’s place or
of toys in the kid’s development: we don’t need privileged objects dedicated to the game
when ordinary objects can serve to this need, like a mop, a seal, keys…
Games’ useful utility (for example a mop used to clean the floor…) is not perceived as
something which interrogates all the activity, otherwise as a added value.
Protection of the judgment of other and importance of a value positive of yourself:
The mother is probably well aware of what other think about her and her family, and to
protect herself she decreases meeting opportunities with other parents. They go out rarely.
That is why during the registration she tries to emphasize the positives aspects, which she can
be proud, to compensate a negative representation.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
This incident illustrates how economics or social class’s differences can involve very marked
differences related to behaviors and subjective experiences – sometimes more marked than
other cultural differences. It seems that this economic dimension become more and more
important for children who are more and more young: now a 4 y.o kid knows brands and can
discriminated in regard to these brands. In quotidian life at school there are small incidents
everyday which illustrate a skid toward consummation. Children give a lot of importance to
hurtful words.
In regard to the narrator of this incident it is important to act to limit the consequences of
these hurtful words, either by storytelling, or simply giving to them explications which help
the understanding and avoid the essential of these differences.
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Critical incident: Scrap dealer
Organization that collected the incident: Elan interculturel, France
The incident
“During my work as a social worker for one of the poorest communities called “the gens du
voyage “(travelers), also known as “Yenish people”, I tried to enhance the parent’s awareness
for the importance of schooling their children. At that time in the 90s, the schools had special
classes called “classes d’adaption-assimilation classes” in which children with difficulties were
directly sent. The teachers working in these special classes I knew very well. One day, a
teacher said to me: “The Yenish children are sometimes… they are uncontrollable and you
wonder what is going on in their heads”. When I asked him, why he judges them as a
hopeless case, he told that during a school trip to the cathedral of Reims the Yenish boys
began to climb on the roof of the cathedral in order to scrape off the copper. I explained to
him that it was not a stupidity since their parents are scrap dealers and their children often
help them to find resalable materials. In fact, the boys just wanted to try to estimate the value
of the roof by scraping off the copper. »
1. Identities of the actors in the situation
Narrator: French woman, working since twenty years as a mediator ensuring the link between
the caravan area and the school, provides also support for families.
Teacher of the assimilation class: 45 years old French man, with some experience. He
volunteered to take the assimilation class, which is entirely composed of Yenish students,
12-13 children who are not included in other classes. He loves his class and makes efforts to
support a link
Yenish children: Two boys from 6-8 years old, member of the Yenish community. The Yenish
are travelling people, especially present in the east of France in the region of Ardennes and
Strasbourg. Their craft was traditionally basketry costumed by winemakers for the grapes.
Because of the technology change (the emergence of plastic) and the settledness, they lost
their customers and their business.
Following a change in technology (the emergence of plastic) and the settlement they lost
their customers and their business, finally they have to be scrap dealer.
2. Context of the situation
The situation took place during a class trip to the Cathedral of Reims. The group of children
was accompanied by the teacher and the cathedral staff guided them. When they climbed up
the cathedral in order to scrape off the copper, the teacher scolds and humbles them in front
of all students without giving them the opportunity to explain themselves.
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3. Emotional reaction
Having a good relationship with the teacher, knowing his motivation and commitment, the
narrator does not have a proper emotional response: she quickly realizes the culture shock of
the teacher and explains him the rationality of the children’s behaviour. Immediately the
teacher realizes that his reaction was not at all adequate.
4. Representations, values, norms, ideas, prejudice: The frame of references of the
person who experienced the shock.
Respect for diversity - knowledge of the other:
Practices and values of other cultures deserve to be known and recognized. Knowledge of
the other is a value.
Dialogue, open communication, have the courage to ask questions: Asking questions is an
opportunity to learn from each other by the other. By asking questions, we can admit to not
having understood, and at the same time, we get the opportunity to teach us mutually
something new.
Recognize the skills and resources of the other: It is important to recognize and value the
skills and resources of others, even if they present different skills than those valued by the
majority of the society. In this situation, the children measure the thickness of the copper and
calculate its value. This is an important skill, with which they contribute to their family.
Attitude to not judge: To be faced with an action that we do not understand or with which
we do not absolutely agree, does not imply a need- or even less an explanation- to judge
another. Therefore, the teacher is either judged for his non- adequate reaction.
5. What image emerges from the analysis of point 4 for the other group (neutral slightly
negative, very negative, "stigmatized", positive, very positive, real, unreal) etc?
Slightly negative image: the teacher recognizes that he never would have imagined "such a
thing", but he did not even think to ask the children about their behavior.
6. Representations, values, norms, prejudice: The frame of references of the person or
group that is causing the shock / that caused the shock in the narrator.
Hierarchy: In the teacher’s frame of references, power differences can probably play a certain
role; persons with a higher status by their function or their age have different rights than
those of a lower status. That is maybe why he felt authorised to scold the children without
taking into account that his anger in front of the other pupils could also humble the boys.
The taboo of child labour: The teacher does not ask the question of the rationality of the
children’s behaviour, the only available explanation is a lack of discipline. In the explanation
provided by the narrator, he replies "I never imagined such a thing" since in his frame child
labour does not exist, or even presents any taboo.
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A trend toward assimilation: The main task of the teacher is not to understand the other;
otherwise make sure that others become able to internalize the preferred behavior rules of
the majority society. They must learn to take a cultural tour through the usual protocols and
when they try to interpret the situation according to their frame of reference, they are
disciplined, without any attempt to understand the other.
7. Does the situation highlight any problem concerning the professional practice, or in
general about the respect of cultural differences in intercultural situations?
The incident offers two observations:
The first observations concerns the ability or permission to not to know, not to understand
and ask questions. Perhaps it is even more difficult in the professional posture of a teacher to
be the person who asks the questions because usually it is expected that he is the person
who knows (everything). It seems that one of the hardest things is to try to understand the
other and to give him the possibility to explain himself, as if this posture implies a certain
threat disturbing the exchange.
The second observations concerns the fact that school does not present a place for a child to
talk a lot about itself or to share its resources- especially disadvantaged children have fewer
opportunities. These same children will have a lower chance to succeed in areas with a lack of
socialization, and the same time, they do not really have the opportunities to share what they
have. However, it would be important to open and redefine fields of success and to identify
domains that make children grow. There exist already good practices, such as a school day
could be dedicated to learn from each other. For example, a student considered bad, could
teach capoeira to his classmates and receive administration by a lot of them.
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